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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
Let £ be a finite-dimensional complex Lie algebra and к a sub-
algebra of £, reductive in ¿, see [Dix, 1.7.5], (square brackets refer 
to the References on p.126-128). Let G and К be their respective 
enveloping algebras,к = к 9 h 9 к a triangular decomposition and £ 
an ad k-invariant complement of к in ¿. 
A G-module V is called a (£,k)-Harish-Chandra module if it is 
finitely generated, and the direct sum of irreducible finite-dimensio-
nal K-submodules, each occurring in I/ with finite multiplicity. 
It was conjectured by I.M. Gel'fand, see [12] and [13, L 1*], that 
there exists for a pair (¿,k) as above a one-to-one correspondence 
between tne (£,k)-Harish-Chandra modules and certain representations 
of a certain graph. 
He proved the conjecture for the case that £ is the complexifica-
tion of so(3,l) and к is the complexification of its maximal compact 
subalgebra, [11, theorems 3.2 and 1*.1] or that £ = ¿1(2,1) and к is the 
subalgebra of diagonal matrices in £. 
In this thesis the conjecture is proved for the case that £ is the 
complexification of so(n,1) or su(n,l) and к the complexification of 
its maximal compact subalgebra, in the following way. If V is a K-module, 
then let V denote its subspace of к -extreme vectors; S(£,k) is the 
subspace of к -extreme vectors in G/Gk (considered as a K-module by 
left multiplication). Then S(£,k), the step algebra of the pair (£,k), 
is an associative algebra with unity and h can be considered as a sub-
space of it.'Theorem (II.1.13) then states that V ** V defines an 
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equivalence betveen the category of Harish-Chandra modules and a sub-
category of S(¿,k)-modules, where S(£,lO is the subalgebra of S(£,k) 
generated by (£K+Gk+/Gk+) + , Zi^+Gk^Gl^ and h. 
If (£,]ί) is one of the above mentioned special cases, then it 
turns out that S(¿,k) can simply be described by generators and rela-
tions and that it is not difficult to prove an equivalence between the 
relevant subcategory of S(¿,jí)-modules and the category of a certain 
class of representations of certain graphs. 
In Chapter I, ( \) β W) is investigated for a fixed K-module I/ and 
variable K-modules W. 
To this end, Ex(l/) = (Ι/ β К/Кк ) turns out to be an interesting 
object: it is shown in 1.1., that there can be associated to a basis 
(x..,...,x ) of weight vectors of I/, in an essentially unique way, a 
sequence (s^.-.jS ) in Ex(l/) with the property: if W is a finite-
dimensional K-module, then (Ι/ β W) = Z.s. * W , where 
s * w = Ε? , χ. β u.w, if s = ΐ?. , χ. β (u.+Kk ), χ. e \Ι, u. € Κ, 
J = 1 J J J=1 J J -«- J J 
j = 1,...,p and w £ W . 
Ex(V) can also be used to construct tensor operators of type V; 
this is shown in 1.2. 
Let I/ be a (£,k)-Harish-Chandrs module; it will be clear that 
(s,v) ι-»- sv turns V into an S(£,k)-module which is extreme, i.e. 
h-diagonalizable such that its λ-weight space (λ € L ) is annihilated 
by GJ. ', here J. is the maximal left ideal in К which kills the highest 
weight space of an irreducible finite-dimensional K-module with highest 
weight λ and L
+
 is the set of dominant integral weights with respect to 
k^. 
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In Chapter II it is proved that I/ •+• I/ defines an equivalence 
between the category of (¿,k)-Harish-Chandra modules and the category 
of finitely generated extreme S(£,k)-modules. 
According to a theorem of Harish-Chandra, one has an equivalence 
between equivalence classes of irreducible Harish-Chandra modules and 
к к 
irreducible G^-modules, where G— is the centraliser of к in G. Using 
a generalised result of Goodaire (see appendix A) and the main theorem 
(II.1.13), one proves that there exists a one-to-one correspondence 
between equivalence classes of irreducible G^-modules and irreducible 
S(£,k)—-modules, which invites to examining the relationship between 
h к к 
S(£,k) — and Q—, because moreover one has an injection of G— into 
S(£.,k)-, see proposition (II.2.1); in fact: G^H 8 Fr(H) = S(£,k)- β Fr(H) 
where Η is the universal enveloping algebra of h and Fr(H) its field 
of fractions. 
Further it is shown in Chapter II, that under some restrictions 
on the pair (£,k), a (£,k)-Harish-Chandra module is determined by the 
action of к and the action of Si£,k; on ν . 
In Chapter III explicit expressions are given for the generators 
of the algebra S^r^ of symmetric ¿-invariants and hence of Z(g) , the 
center of G, if £ = so(n). gl(n), iso(n) or igl(n). 
This is a part of an explicit description of the structure of 
S(£,k;, for Z(£) can be embedded in S(£,k). 
Besides, one proves that S(£)^ is also a polynomial ring if 
£ = iso(n) or igl(n), a problem of S.J. Takiff, see [31]. 
In Chapter IV and V it is assumed that (£,k) = (so(n) ,so(n-1 )), 
(is0(n),S0(n)). (£l(n),£l(n-l)) ОГ (Ì£l(n),£l(n)). 
In Chapter IV a certain type of infinite-dimensional associative 
algebras A (g) is defined, where k,n € IN and g a polynomial in k+1 
indeterminates. 
Some generalities about these algebras are proved. 
These algebras have been introduced because for each pair (fi,k) 
as above, there are k,n and g, such that S(£,k) and A (g) are isomor-
phic, which is proved in this chapter too. 
In Cha-pter V, a correspondence is established between certain 
representations of A (g) (called elementary) and representations of 
—η 
certain graphs. 
The several links between (£,k)-Harish-Chandra modules, S(£,k)-
modules, A (g)-modules, representations of graphs, then give us the 
~n 
results announced in the beginning. 
The remainder of chapter V is devoted to questions such as: to 
which graph representations do correspond the discrete series, the 
principal series, the irreducible representations. Besides one gives 






Throughout £ vili denote an arbitrary Lie algebra over an algebrai-
cally closed field F of characteristic zero; к will denote a reductive 
subalgebra of £ and k = k ^ e h ® l ^ i s a triangular decomposition of к 
(for a definition, see [Dix, 1.10.il»]). If £ is reductive, then 
£ = £^ β t β £^ will be a triangular decomposition of £ such that 
fi
+
n]l = ÌL fifi_ nìL alL an<i — n — = il· 
In £ one has an ad k-invariant complement £ of к : £ = к 9 £. 
The associative universal enveloping algebra of £ will be denoted 
Ъу U(£) and if ¿ is a subalgebra of £, then iK^) is identified with the 
subalgebra of U(£) generated by 1 and д. The center of U(£) is denoted 
by Z(£). 
As is well known, there exists a one-to-one correspondence between 
representations of the Lie algebra £ and left U(£)-modules, so we will 
not distinguish between them. 
If V is a finite-dimensional linear space, then its dual is denoted 
by V*. 
Let f be a U(h)-module| then for λ € h* one sets: 
1/(λ) = {ν € V I h.V = X(h)v, for all h € h), the λ-weight space of V; 
V is said to be h-diagonalizable if V = β (/(λ); Δ., is the subset of 
h*, consisting of the elements λ € h* with V(\) ¿ {0}, called weights. 
V is said to be finitely-h-diagonalizable, if all its weight spaces are 
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finite-dimensional. The set of non-zero weights of the adjoint repre­
sentation of h in к will Ъе denoted by Δ and the elements of Δ will Ъе 
called roots; Δ will Ъе the subset of positive roots, this means the 
weights of the adjoint representation of h in к . 





For α € Δ , e will denote a root vector belonging to a, this 
means e φ 0 and [h,e ] = a(h)e if h E h. One chooses h £ [e ,e ] 
ο 'α et — α o - a 
such that α(h ) = 2 and one sets: 
α 
L = {λ € h* I X(h ) С 2 if o e Δ} and 
— α 
L, = {λ £ h* I X(h ) e 2^ if α £ ЛЛ. 
+ — et + τ 
It is a well-known fact that the set of equivalence classes of 
finite-dimensional irreducible representations of к is in one-to-one 
correspondence with L by appointing to a representation its unique 
maximal weight. Let us denote by (Pj»IA) (for general λ £ h*), the 
unique irreducible representation (up to isomorphism) with the maximal 
weight λ. 
Further one sets δ = jZ . α and W the Weyl group of k, acting on 
h*· 
If £ is reductive, then one has the above notions also for £ and 
t; in .order to avoid ambiguity, we will add a superscript £, so we 
get: ΔΑ, Δ^, L^, (pf,Vf), δ£. W6- and so on. 
One sets kS = [k,k] and hs = h П ks. 
Let us denote for briefness sake: G = U(£), К = U(k), К = U(k^), 
H = U(h), H s = U(hs), KS = U(ks). 
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1.1. Extreme vectors in tensor products. 
For λ e h*, one defines M. = K/(Kk + Σ. „ K.(h-X(h)) as the 
— λ -+ neh 
егша module with highest weight λ, where К and M are K-modules Ъу 
left multiplication. We mention some well-known facts on Verma modules, 
discovered by Verma in his thesis, see [33], which can he found also in 
[Dix, Chap.VII]. 
(i) There exists a homomorphism (called character) χ : Z(k) -»• F 
such that z.m = x(z)m for all ζ € Z(k) and m £ M. . This 
character is denoted by χ,. 
(ii) If m £ M. and u € К , then um φ 0 if u φ 0 and m 5* 0. 
(iii) M has a highest weight vector f,, uniquely determined up to a 
scalar factor, with weight λ, and К f = M . 
~ к λ 
(iv) Μ, has a unique maximal proper submodule M'; l/ = M /M'. 
A A A A A 
(v) If M is a K-module for which (ii) and (iii) hold, then M and 
M are isomorphic K-modules. 
Now, set T(k) = K/Kk , the "generic" Verma module and let 
t : К + T(k) be the canonical projection. A set of representatives of 
T(k) is given by К H, which easily follows by the Poincaré-Birkhoff-
Witt theorem, (the PBW-theorem for short), see [Dix, 2.1.11]. 
We often will identify h and t(h), H and t(H). 
Let s. : T(k) -»- M. be the K-module homomorphism with s. (k+Kk ) = kf. 
for k £ K. If t. : К ->• M. denotes the canonical projection, then one 





Denote for λ € h*: J. = t" (MJJ); then J. is the maximal proper 
left ideal of К that contains 1^ and X(h)-h, for all h € h. 
Theorem (1.1.1) (Harish-Chandra). If λ,μ € h*, then χ. = χ iff there 
exists o e W such that σ(λ+6) = μ+6. 
(For a proof, see for instance [Dix, ргор.ТЛ.7]). 
If I/ is a left K-module, then f. will denote its set of k,-extreme 
+ —f 
vectors, this means, vectors annihilated Ъу к^. 
If V. and I/ are left K-modules, then V. β ^ is made into a left 
K-modul e Ъу defining: k(v.. β v«) = kv1 β Vp + v 1 β kv if к € к, 
v. € I/., i = 1,2. 
Let V Ъе a left K-module and define Ex(V) as the set of к -extreme 
vectors in the K-module V β T(k). In the following we will show that 
ExilO plays a great part in determining the subspace of к -extreme 
vectors in V β W, for a finite-dimensional irreducible K-module ill. 
Because one has: [k^h] с к ^ T(k) is a right Η-module by right 
multiplication. Considering V as a trivial right H-module, Exff) is a 
right Η-module too. Because both I/ and T(k) are left Η-modules, ExiV) 
is. Now define 
ad h : Ex(l/) •* Ex(l/) by: 
ad h(v) = h.v-v.h, where h E h, ν £ V. 
Remark (1.1.2). Let V be h-diagonalizable. One then has: 
(i) Ex(l/) = 9 Ex((/)(ii), with respect to the h-representation just 
μ Eh* 
introduced. 
(ii) If I/, and l/_ are finite-dimensional K-submodules of I/, then 
1U 
Exd^+I^) - Exíl/^ + Ъх(
 г
) . (It may Ъе supposed that ^ and V have 
trivial intersection). 
Proposition (І.І.3)· Let V be an h-diagonalizable K-module. If 
(v.). , (respectively (u·)· , ) is a linearly independent 
ι 1=1,...,η J j=i,...,m 
set in V (respectively K_), then for λ € h*, 
(u..(v. β f,)). . . , is linearly independent in V β M,. J 1 λ ι=1,...,n,j=1,...,m * λ 
Moreover: (u.(v. β t(l))). , . , is linearly independent 
over Η in V 9 T(k). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, it may be assumed that v. has weight 
λ., i=1,...,n. Suppose that Σβ,. .u..(v. β f.) = 0 for some a. . € F and 
1 1J J 1 A 1J 
let к e {1,...,n} be such that a. . ^  0 for some j 6 {1,...,m} and 
a., = 0 if λ. > λ, . Then il i k 
Σ. . a. .u..(v. β f. ) Ξ Σ a. ..(ν. β u.f, ) mod Σ ,. l/(v) β M, . Because i,j ij j 1 λ' ij ι j λ' v¿Xk λ 
1/(λ ) β Μ has trivial intersection vith Σ ,. f (ν) β Μ. and 
(u.f. ). , is linearly independent in M, , one has: a, . = 0 for J λ j=1 m J r A' TCJ 
all j, which is a contradiction. This proves the first claim of the 
proposition. The second claim can be proved in similar way. о 
For our purposes, two direct sum decompositions are of interest: 
(1.1.Ma)) Ι/ β T(k) = (Ι/ β t(H)) Φ M l / β T(k)); 
(І.1.1*(Ъ)) Ι/ β T(k) = (Ι/ β t(H)) 9 (Ι/ β kjrOO), where 
I/ is an h-diagonalizable K-module. 
Let P, respectively Q denote the projections of f β T(k) onto the 
first summand in (1.1.Ma)), respectively (l.l.lt(b)) restricted to 
Ex(l/). 
If λ € h*, then one also denotes by λ the algebra homomorphism 
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from H into F which transforms h into λ(h) if h € h. 
One sets P. (respectively Q. ) equal to (l β λ) ο Ρ, (respectively 
(1 β λ) ο Q), where 1 denotes the identity mapping on I/. 
If (v-,...,ν ) is a linearly independent sequence of weight 
vectors in V, then (v.,...,ν ) is called weight-monotone if v. has 
weight λ., i = 1,...,n such that λ. > λ. implies i > j. 
Proposition (I.I.5)· Suppose that V is an h-diagonalizahle K-module 
and s e ExtlO. Then Q.(s) = 0 iff s e V θ t(J
x
). 
Proof. We follow Mickelsson, [25, theorem 1]. 
It will be clear that s € Ι/ β t(J. ) implies that Q.As) = 0. 
Conversely, let s € Exíf) and suppose Q,(s) = 0. Write 
s = Σ.
=1 v. β t(u.), where (ν ,.,.,ν ) is weight-monotone in V and 
u. £ Κ Η, i = 1 η. One has: Σ. , v. Θ u.f, is к -extreme and her>ce, 
1 - * * ' 1=1 1 1 λ —f 
is a fortiori к -extreme mod V β M'. 
Because Q. (s) = 0, it may be assumed that u.f. € к Kf . Let 
A L A "^ λ 
i ε {1,...,n} be the smallest index such that u.f. t V β M', then 
Σ. .(ev. β u.f, + v. β eu.f.) Ξ 0 mod V β M.'.whence eu.f, Ξ 0 mod M' 
if e £ к.· But then, because u.f. has lower weight than λ and is 
k.-extreme mod M', one has u.f, ε M' a contradiction. α 
—* A 1 λ λ ' 
Corollary (I.I.6). Q is an injective left, right and adjoint h-module 
homomorphism. 
Proof. Let the notations be as in the proof of the preceding proposi­
tion. If s φ 0, then there exists i ε {1,...,n}, such that t(u.) ^  0. 
So there exists λ ε L such that t(u.) t t(J.) for obviously: 
Π t(J ) = {0}; hence, for such λ, Q (s) φ 0, so Q(s) φ 0. • 
λεL
+
 Λ λ 
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For an h-diagonalizable H-module V, we introduce the condition 
for elements of Aj. χ h*: 
(μ,λ) satisfies (*) if μ+λ+δ is maximal in W(X+u+6) Π (λ+6+Δ„). 
It will Ъе clear that (μ,λ) satisfies (*) if μ+λ € L , for then 
for every σ € W, α Φ 1, one has: σ(μ+λ+δ) < μ+λ+δ. 
Lg""« (1.1.7). Let 1/ Ъе an h-diagonalizable K-module such that for all 
μ € h*: dinij, Σ
ν > μ l/(v) < ». 
If (μ,λ) € Ду χ h* satisfies (*) and ν € (/(μ), then there exists 
exactly one element w € 1ί_. ( f β M ) such that 
ν β f
λ
 + w € (Ι/ β Μ )
+
(λ+μ). 
Proof. We follow Bernstein, Gel'fand, Gel'fand, see [1, lemmas 1+ and 5]. 
Let (v-,...,ν ) Ъе a weight-monotone basis of Σ 14ν), such that v. 
has weight λ., i = Ι,.,.,η. (Such a basis clearly exists.) Set v
n
 = ν 
and 1/ = Σ? Fv.; denote I. К .(v. β f.) by L , ρ = 0,...,η+1, where 




1 = { 0 } ; L 0 = "ο^λ· S e t λ0 = μ· 
It immediately follows by properties of Verma modules that 




л > j = 0,...,n. Then, because λ+λ.+δ is maximal in 
j 
ν(λ+λ +δ) Π (λ+δ+Δ,,) and λ+λ. > λ+λ if j > 0, it follows that ker χ 
η 
and Π ker χ. are comaximal in Z(k); so there exist a € ker χ_, 
j-1 0 
η 
Ъ € И ker χ. such that 1 = a+b. Because ab(l/ β M ) = {0}, it follows 
j-1 0 0 
that Ι/ β M = a(l/ β M ) φ ъ(І/ β Μ
λ
) and the multiplication on 
η 
aíl^ β M ) with b and vice versa is equal to zero. Because b € Π ker χ., 
j-1 J 
one has: bL1 = (θ); hence i^bivQ β f ) = bk^v % f ) ç b.L1 = {0}. 
Further Ъ(
 0 β fx) = (l-a)(v0 β f\)ív0 β ΐχ - χ 0(a)(v0 β f λ ) mod L1 
= VQ β f^  mod L . So one can take w = (b-iíív β f ). Suppose, w1,w2 £ L. 
17 
axe such that VQ β f
x




 (λ+μ)) i = 1,2. Then 
к (w -w ) = 0, so a(w..-w ) = 0, but also bL = {0}, whence: 
w1~w2 = (a+1,)(wi-w2^ = 0· D 
Proposition (1.1.8). Let V be a K-module, h-diagonalizable such that 
for all μ £ h*, dim Σ
 >
 V{v) < ». Let μ £ h* and ν ξ. Ι/(μ). Then there 
exist ρ € Hs, ρ Φ 0 and s € Ex(l/)(u) such that P(s) = ν β t(p); if ρ 
is of minimal possible degree, then ρ(λ) φ 0 if (μ,λ) € Δ|. χ h* satis­
fies (*). 
Proof. It may Ъе assumed that к = к . 




v„ = ν β 1. Let for α € Δ, e be a root vector with weight a. If a € Δ., 0 a + 
then there exist a number m(o), linearly independent elements ν in 
(Ι/ β Κ_)(μ+α), к = 0,...,m(o) and elements ρ . € Η of degree at most 1, 
i = 1,...,m, к = 0,...,m(a) such that e v. Ξ Σ, „ vfpf. mod V β Kk., 
α ϊ k=0 krki —·• 
i = 1....,m. 
Because the linear mapping φ : I/ β Κ β Η -»· 1/ β Κ defined by 
Φ(ς"_1 XJ^  β Ь ) = Σ?_1 х ^ , where x^^ £ V β K_ and h. £ H, i = 1 η 
is an isomorphism to a linear subspace of Ι/ β К which has zero inter­
section with V β Kk , it is obvious that: 
(1) for CLQ,...,^ £ H, 
e (Σ? ν.α.) Ξ 0 mod V β к for all о £ Δ^, iff 
/ 0 
,for all α € Δ . 
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After a renumbering, there are p. . e H of degree at most one, 












Now, let (ζ.,...,ξ ) € F .It follows Ъу the preceding lemma and the 






^ о ^ -




, if (у,λ) e Δ^ χ h* 
satisfies (*). 
Let α € H Ъе any of the (m+1)-by-(m+1) subdeterminants of the matrix 
in (2). Then d(X) = 0 if (μ,λ) £ Δ^ x h* satisfies (*). 
If μ,μ' € I/ and σ e W, then σ(λ+μ+δ) = λ+μ'+ί > λ+μ+δ iff y' > μ 
and σ(λ+δ)-(λ+δ) = σίμΐ-μ' from which it follows, that 
{λ € h* Ι (μ,λ) e Δ|. χ h* doesn't satisfy (*)} is the zero set of a 
product of elements of H, say g, each of degree 1. 
Because the complement of this set is Zariski dense in Ji*, it 
follows that d = 0. Hence there exist q-,...,α e H, q. ¥ 0, such that 
e (E°_0
 ν
^1· ) = 0 mod V β Ю^, for all α €Δ
+
. 
Now, let p. € Η be an irreducible factor of q0 and p. f g; let 
λ € h* be such that g(X) Φ 0. If P Q U ) = 0, then it follows by the 
uniqueness of the solution in (3), that q-U) = 0 for all j. Hence: 
J 
ρ (λ) = Ο implies: gq-U) = Ο, for all λ € h*, j = 0,...,m. By 
Hubert's Nullstellensatz it follows, see for instance [35> p.l6U], 
that Polgq... j = 1,...,m and, because of p 0 f g, one has: P0lgj» 
j = 1 m· 
Hence there exists a solution (q„,...,a ) of (2) in vhich q is 
a divisor of a power of g and a solution for which q. has minimal 
degree certainly has this property; now putting ρ = q
n
» the existence 
of s in Ex((/) as required is obvious. • 
Let Fr(H) denote the field of fractions of H. 
Let U be an h-diagonalizable K-module such that dim Σ (/(ν) < « , for 
all u € h*. 
Let μ € h*; by corollary (1.1.6), it follows that 
Q β 1 : Ex(l/)(y) β„ Fr(H) •+ Ι/(μ) β„ Fr(H) is injective, so: 
Π Γ 
dim F r/ H4 Εχ(1/)(μ) β Η Fr(H) <_ dinip 1/(μ). It follows by the above propo­
sition, that Ρ β 1 : Εχ(1/)(μ) β„ Fr(H) •+ Ι/(μ) β_ K(h) is surjective: 
Π г 
hence: 
d ù n ^ j j j ExC'ííu) β
Η
 Fr(H) < dimp 1/(μ). 
So one has : 
Proposition (1.1.9). Let V be an h-diagonalizable K-module, such that 
for all μ ξ. h*, dim Σ l/(v) < », then P,Q are injective left, right 
and adjoint h-module homomorphisms; Ρ β 1 and Q β 1 : Ex(l/) β Fr(H) -»• 
Η 
V 8 Fr(H) are isomorphisms. 
г 
Proposition (1.1.10). Let V be an h-diagonalizable K-module such that 
for all μ € h*, dim Σ
 >
 (^ ) < ». Let μ e h*, ν € 1/(μ), ν J 0, ρ € Η, 
ρ ¥ 0 and s 6 Ex(l/) be such that P(s) = ν β ρ and ρ is of minimal 
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possible degree vith that property. Then r e Hs if г € Ex(l/) and 
P(r) е в t(H). 
Proof. Let (vH ν ) be a basis of weight vectors of Σ f(v) and 
1 ' η a \>>μ 
let {λ.,...,λ } be the set of maximal weights in {v € Д^ | ν > u}· Let 
(u1,...,u ) be a basis of weight vectors of Σ? Σ > K_(v). Then 
(u..(v. β t(l))), i = Ι,.,.,η, j = 1, ,m is independent over Η in 
У % T(k), see proposition (I.1-3). There exist p.. € Η such that 
s = ν β ρ + E. . u.(v. β t(l))p... 
Now let q,q.. € Η be such that r = ν β q + Σ. . u.(v. β t(1))q.., 
IJ 1»J i j IJ 
q φ 0. Then, because Ρ β 1 is an isomorphism, there are p',q' € H, 
p' .q' 5* 0 such that rp' = sq' and it may be supposed that p' and q' 
have no common non-trivial divisors. 
Proposition (1.1.3) then yields: qp' = pq', q.-p' = p.-q' for all i.j. 
1J 1J 
I f
 Ρ t 4> then ρ and p' have a non-trivial irreducible divisor in 
common, say p
n
, (because qp' = pq1)· But then the fact q..p' = p. .q' 
•J 1J X J 
yields: p
n
 | p.. for all i,j which contradicts the minimality of the 
degree of p. • Let I/ and W be K-modules; if w € W , then one defines for 
s = ς. v. β u. e Ex(i/), u, e т(к), ν. e ν·. 
J J J J J 
s * w = Σ. v. в u.v. 
J J J 
Then s * w € (Ι/ β W) 
+ 
If λ € L , then one denotes for a K-module W, the sum of all sub-
modules isomorphic to V by Ш ; W is called K-finite if dim Kw < » for 
all w € 111. 
Of course one has: W = W (λ) and if W is K-finite: W (μ) = {0} unless 
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μ € L ; W is called the X-primary component of W. 
Let us denote the dinL Hom^ (l/ ,W) by nrult(>,W), then one easily 
concludes: multU.W) = d i m ^ U ) . 
Remark (1.1.11). Obviously one has for s e Ex(l')(v) and w € W+(v): 
s * w £ {V β 10)
+
(μ+ν). 
Let (/ be a finite-dimensional h-diagonalizable K-module. If 
(v. ν ) is a sequence of elements of V such that v. has weight 
λ., i = 1 η, then according to proposition (1.1.8), there exist 
s.|,...,s € Ex(l') such that P(s.) = v. β p., for some p^^ € H, p. φ 0 
and p· of minimal possible degree, i = 1,...,n. Then (s^.-.jS ) is 
called a sequence of steps associated to (v. ν ) or simply a 
sequence of associated steps. 
Theorem (1.1.12). Let f and W be finite-dimensional K-modules and 
(ν ,.,.,ν ) be a basis of weight vectors of I/. Let (s.,...ts ) be 
a sequence of associated steps, then V β W = Σ._. К (s. * W ), 
J — I — J + 
especially: Ex(f) * ν = {V β V ) if μ € L+ and ν denotes a highest 
weight vector of V . 
V 
Proof. Without loss of generality one may assume that к is semisimple 
and hence that W = I/ for some u £ L . Further one assumes that 
μ + 
(v-,...,ν ) is weight-monotone and v. has weight λ., i = 1,...,n. 
Set L. = Σ . . Κ ( ν . β ν ) and M. = Σ. . К (s. * ν ). We prove by induc-
i J¿i - J У ι J>.i - J U 
tion on η-i: L. = M., or equivalently: v. Θ ν € M.. It may be supposed 
that s = ν e i s o : s +v =v β ν . If i < n, let us assume that 
η η η μ η μ 
L. с Μ. for j > i and that v. β ν (. !.._,_,; then 
J ι ι μ 1+1 
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ν. β ν + L. . € (L./L. .) (μ+λ.) and because dinu, L./L. . < •», it 
follows that μ+λ. € L+. Hence (λ.,μ) € Δ|. « h* satisfies (*) so 
p.(μ) з< 0. Because of proposition (1.1.8) one has: 
p. (y).s· * ν - v. β ν € L..,, so the proposition follows Ъу induc-
Ί ι μ ι μ 1+1 r r 
tion. 
1.2. Construction of irreducible tensor operators with highest weight 
λ with the aid of Ex (I/. ). 
An application of theorem (1.1.12) can he found in the labeling 
problem of irreducible tensor operators. 
Let m be an arbitrary Lie algebra over F and M its universal 
enveloping algebra. Suppose that (p.f) and (a,W) are representations 
of m, then HomT,(l',U/) is made into an M-module in the usual way: 
if h € Hom_(f,W) and m € m then m.h = o(m) о h - h ο ρ(m). 
Let X be an M-module; then for χ € X, one defines Τ : I/ •+ X 9 V 
' χ 
as the F-linear mapping which sends ν € V into χ β v. 
By Τ : X -* ΗοπίρίΙ/,Χ Θ I/) we denote the mapping χ •*• Τ . 
Proposition (1.2.1). Let l/.W.X be M-modules. For θ 0 € Ηοπ^ ίΧ,Ηοπ^ ,ίΙ/,ω)), 
one defines І £ Ηοπγ/Χ β l/,W) by θ!(χ β ν) = θ (x)v. 
Then OQ·-»· θ' defines a linear isomorphism of ΗοπνΛΧ, Hom-j/l/,W)) and 
Homj^ iX β V,W), with inverse mapping φ «• φ", where φ " € Hon^ íX.Honipd/.W)) 
is defined by ф"(х) : ν н- ф(т (ν)) for φ e Hom^(X β V,Ш). 
The proof is immediate. A special case of this proposition can be 
found in [5, lemme 6.2]. 
Bemark (1.2.2). It may be noted that proposition (1.2.1) is in fact a 
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generalisation of what is known in physics as the Wigner-Eckart theorem, 
see for instance [22] or [2k]. 
For let m = к Ъе reductive. Suppose, for λ,μ,ν £ L , 
(фУ .,»··· »Φ, ) is a hasis of HonL-if, β V ,V ), (such a basis for 
λ,μ,Ι ,γλ,μ,η ~ λ u v 
instance, is explicitely known, if the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of 
Ι/, β V are known. ) 
λ μ 
Let V = β. VX and W = 8, l/; assume that i„ : V -»• V (p : III -•• V ) is 
λ λ У μ ν ν 
an arbitrary K-module injection (projection, respectively). Let 
R с Hom_(l/,W) be an irreducible K-submodule (callei"irreducible tensor 
operator" in physics), with highest weight λ and let о : R + V. be a 
K-module bijection. Then ρ о R o i is an irreducible K-submodule of 0
 *ν μ 
Hom_(l/ ,1/ ) which is equal to zero, or has highest weight λ. 
г μ ν 
By proposition (1.2.1) it follows that 
(1.2.3) ρ o R o i = Σ" , о.фУ . ο Til/,) for some α.,...,о € F. 
*ν μ ι=1 ιτλ,μ,ι λ 1 ' ' η 
Let us try to construct the K-module homomorphiams from Ι/, β V 
into ?T V ; this amounts to determining the к -extreme vectors of 
λ μ 
It will be clear that theorem (1.1.12) must be useful for this purpose. 
So, let (x.,...,x ) be a basis of V. such that x. has weight λ., 
i = 1,...,n and let (s..,...,s ) in Ex( I/. ) be a sequence of associated 
steps. Suppose: P(s.) = χ. β p., i = 1,...,n, then p.(v) j 0 if 
v+Xi € L+. By theorem (1.1.12) one has: (l^ β V ) + = Σ
Ι?_1 F s. * ν , 
where ν is the highest weight vector of I/ . 
A criterion for the interdependence of (s-j * ν ,...,s * ν ) is 
given by proposition (I.1.5); a formula for the dimension of 
Hom^l/ β I/ ,1/ ) can be found in [19, Chapter VI, S2l| exercise 9]· This 
2k 
formula especially yields the so-called Racah-Speiser lemma (see [19» 
Chapt.VI, Î2k exercise 12]): йіл^ Ноп^С^ β ^,1^) я «іілір ^ (ν-μ) if 
U+σ € L+ for all weights σ of V . 
(I.2.U) Suppose that λ,μ E L are such that σ+μ is dominant for all 
μ+λ. 
σ € Δ„ . Nov. define ^ ^ : ν
χ
 β ^ * 1/μ+χ_, i - 1 η by: 
μ+λ. 
α.,.-.,α € Κ; this is a good definition. 
1
 μ+λ. 
It will he clear that HOVL-ÌV. β V · I/ ) has basis (φ. ., i • 1,... ,η). 
л. λ μ vfcL ν л
 9μ yi 
Let о : R ·*• V. be a K-module isomorphism and T. e R be such that 
α(Ί\) = Xj, i = 1 η. 
Let us suppose, that ii € {1,...,n} | λ.+μ = v} is non-empty and (after 
a renumbering) equal to {1,...,k}. 
Because T.v has weight v, i = 1,...,k, it is clear that there exist 
с € F, i = 1,...,k, such that T.v = с.ν . 
ι ι μ ι ν 
Using (1.2.3) one gets: there are d. d. E F such that 
к ν 
T. = E. , d.A, ..Τ ; hence one has for ι = 1 k: 
ι J=1 0 λ,μ,ο х ^ 
c v = T.v = Σ* , ά.^ . ο Τ (ν ) » Г^ . а.фУ .(χ. β ν ) » 
ι ν ι μ ο=Ί ,Γλ,μ,α x i μ ο=1 J X,p,j ι μ 
= Ζ* . d^y .(χ. β ν + Г . , Κχ β ν ) » 
J=1 J λ,μ,ον ι μ s:X >λ. s μ' 
S 1 
= Σ. , ά.Λ. -(ρ-ίμ)" s. * ν ) = d.v . j=1 Οτλ,μ,ο ^і ι μ ι ν 
So, one gets: 
(1.2.5) R = lm Σ*
= 1 c ^ ) V ) i ο Τ ο α. 
(1.2.6) Let us suppose now that λ is such that dim ΙΛ(μ) <. 1 for all 





: Ι/, β V * V
 χ
. , i = Ι,.,.,η Ъу 
τ
λ,μ λ μ μ+λ^ 
μ+λ. 
φ.




λ,μ j»1 J j u 1*1 ' U+λ. 
where ί(ί,μ) = 1 if V occurs in (/. β V and 0 if not, (u.|,...,u € K). 
Let ν € L and (if existent) к € {1 η} Ъе such that λ =ν-μ. 
Then, if R is an irreducible tensor operator of type λ, (R = V.) in 
Нопи^У ,1/ ) and a : R -»· V is a K-module isouorphism, one gets: 
(1.2.7) if χ € R, then χ = с фУ ο Τ , s, vhere с € F is defined Ъу: 
ν λ,μ α{χι ν * 
ο" (χ. )ν • с ν . 
Tc μ ν \) 
The formula (1.2.7) will Ъе used in the proof of theorem (II.3) 
at the end of Chapter II. 
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CHAPTER II 
Step algebra modules and Harish-Chandxa modules. 
In this chapter we will define the step algebra S(¿,k) of the pair 
(¿,1c) and derive a correspondence (see theorem II. 1.13) between K-finite 
G-modules and S(¿,k)-modules, using theorem (1.1.12). Several proper-
ties of S(£,k) are proved. 
II.1. The main theorem. 
Let £,k be as before. 
Let us denote the quotient mapping from G into G/Gk by t too, (there 
will be no confusion with t defined on p.13). 
One defines S'ifc.k) = {u € G | k^u с G k ^ ; clearly Gl^ с S'^.k) 
and one sets S(£,k) = S' (¿,ΐΟ/ΟΙ^. 
In a natural way, S(£,k) is an associative algebra, with unit element, 
containing t(li) and hence, S(£,k) is a left, right and adjoint h-module. 
S(£,k) = Σ _ φ S(£,k)(u) as adjoint h-module. 
We often will identify h with t(h) and h* with t(h)* as before. 
If f is a G-module, then by restriction, V is a K-module and hence 
(/,(/(λ) etc. are defined. 
The map (t(u),v) «• uv (u € S'ífi.k), ν £ l/
+
) defines an S(£,k)-
module structure on V . 
We will study the correspondence V >* V between G-modules and S(£,k)-
modules. 
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If V is a finite-dimensional linear space, then let S(V) Ъе the 
symmetric algebra on V; S(V) is the image of the tensor algebra 
T(V) = F ® V e ( v e V ) * . . . under the linear mapping φ : T(V) •+ S(V) 
with φίχ, β...β χ J = -τ Σ
Λ £ : Ο Χ^/,Ν β...β χ , >, where S is the set 
Ι η П. Oto 0\l I 0(11) η 
η 
of all permutations of the set {1 n}. 
One denotes φίχ. β...β χ ) = χ.—χ . 
If V is a G-module, then in a canonical fashion T(U) and 5(1/) are; 
especially one can take the adjoint G-module &; if θ : S(¿) ·* G denotes 
the symmetrisation mapping, Q(x. β...β χ ) = Σ _ —7Χ , >...х , •,, 
η 
then θ is a G-module isomorphism, where G is made into a G-module by 
the adjoint action. 
If one denotes by S (V) respectively S (V) the subspace of S(V) spanned 
by the homogeneous tensorsof degree at most, respectively exactly n, 
η € ϊ,, then, with G = 9(S (к)), (G ) „» defines a filtration in G. 
+ η η η nfc* 
Proposition (II.I.I). S(¿,k) has no zero-divisors. 
Proof. Suppose, that x,y £ S(¿,k) and χ ί 0, у 5* 0. 
Let (у.,··•,у ) be a basis of a linear complement of k^ in ¿ and 
i. i 
let a,b € ΣΡ у. ...у p be such that t(a) = x, t(b) = y. If we extend 
1
 Ρ 
(Уі>•··эУ ) to a basis of £ by choosing a basis in k^ and we take the 
Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis of G corresponding to it, then the highest 
degree part of ab in this basis, is the commutative product of the 
highest degree parts of a and b; hence ab t Gk , so xy = t(ab) φ 0. 
Let I be a left ideal in K, then K/I is a K-module by left multi­
plication. Further, ψ : S(£) β K/I -*· G/GI, defined by 
Ψγίχ β (y+l)) = (х)у+СІ, is an isomorphism of K-modules, see for 
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instance [23, Lemma 2.h]. 
Hence one has: 
(II.1.2) it K/l is K-finite, then also G/GI is. 
If I = K^, then we set ψ = ψ , if I = {0}, ve set if/j = ψ. One 
has: ψ : Ех(3(]э)) •*• S(¿,k) is an isomorphism; hence sometimes 
elements of Ex(S(£)) and S(£,k) are identified. 
Let S0(£,k) be the subalgebra of S(£,k) generated by ψ (Ex(£)) 
and t(h). 
Φ 
If W is a K-submodule of the G-module V, then £ β W -»• I/, defined 
Ъуф(хв ) = х €І/, where χ € £ and w € W, is a K-module homomorphism 
and for s € Ex(£), w € W one has: φ(5 * w) = ψ (s)w. 
Proposition (il. 1.3). Let V be в. K-finite G-module and v. £ V, 
i = 1,...,n. Then Σ"
=1 0 Т 1 = Σ"=1 K_.S
0(£Jk)vi. 
Proof. Because t(h) ç S (fi,,k), it is no restriction to assume that v. 
is a weight vector with respect to h = [k,k] Π h. 
Set 1/
л
 = Σ. , К .v. and define φ as above. 0 i=1 - ι 
According to theorem (1.1.12) one has: £. β I/. = Σ?. К .(Exíj) * V . ) ; 




 = £ І^. 
Hence Σ;
= 0 £
nl/ 0 = Σ»., KJ^bh., but: Σ ^ £
nl/ 0 = Ζ^ Gv.. ο 
Corollary (II.1.U). Let V be a K-fînite G-module and W an S(£,k)-sub-
module of V+. Then (GW),,, = W. 
Proof. It follows by the preceding proposition, that GW • К .W; obvious­
ly one has: (K_W)
+
 = W. α 
Corollary (II.1.5). (Mickelsson's problem 1, see [25, p.316].) 
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Let l/ Ъе an irreducible K-finite G-module and ν £ l/
+
, ν Φ 0. Then 
l/
+
 = S0(£,k)v. 
(This result was conjectured Ъу Mickelsson if V is finite-dimensional. 
A first proof of it can Ъе found in [18, Corollary 1].) 
Let S'(¿»к) he a subalgehra of S'ifi.k) containing Gk^, h and such 
that S(£,k) = tíS'ífi.k)) contains S0(£,k). 
Remark (II.1.6). It can be proved, see (II.2.11), that there is only a 
slight difference between S0(¿)k) and S(£,k): if Fr(H) denotes the 
quotient ring of H, then S0(£,k) β Fr(H) = S(¿,k) β
Η
 Гг(Н); (later on, 
we will make a particular choice for S'ifijk.) in special cases, such 
that S(¿,k) can be more easily described by generators and relations). 
Proposition (II. 1.7). Let λ ε L . The map ai-»· Ga + GJ. is a bijection 
of the collection of left ideals of S'ifi.k) which contain GJ. Π S'(£,k) 
and the collection of left ideals of G, which contain GJ. with inverse: 
Ъ «• Ъ Π S'íu.k). 
Proof. Let a be a left ideal of S'(£,k) which contains GJ Π S'^jk). 
The K-finite G-module Ga+GJ^/GJ. (II.1.2), is generated by the (k -
extreme) elements a+GJ. , where a € a. Hence, if s e S'(g.,k) Π (Ga+GJ. ), 
then, because S+GJ, £ (Ga+GJ / G J ) , it follows by proposition (II.1.3) 
that there exist t. € S'ifijk) and a. € a, i = 1,...,n such that 
Σ. , t.a. - s € GJ, and hence: s € a. 1=1 1 1 λ — 
This proves: a = S'ig^k) η (Ga+GJ. ). We will have finished by proving: 
G(b Π S'i^.^i+GJ = b, if b is a left ideal which contains GJ. . 
So, let χ € b; because b/GJ. is K-finite, there exist y. € (b/GJ.) 
and u. € К, i = Ι,.,.,η such that x-Zu.y. € GJ. ; the K-finite G-module 
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G/GJ is generated Ъу the к -extreme vector 1+GJ^. 
According to proposition (II. 1.3) again, there exist x^ 6 S'(ß.>k)> 
i = Ι,.,.,η, such that χ.-у. € GJ , i = 1,...,n so: 
χ. € S'ífi.k) η Ъ and x-Eu.x. £ GJ ; hence: 
χ £ 0(Ъ Π GJ )+GJ . • 
Corollary (II.1.8). Let λ € L . If a is a left ideal of S'ifi.,^), which 
»ν 'v 
contains GJ Π S'Cfi.k), then (G/Ga+GJjV is, as an S'(£,k)-module 
isomorphic to SHfijki/a. 
Proof. According to (II.1.2), taking I = J. , one has: G/GJ. and hence 
G/Ga+GJ. is K-finite as a K-module. By proposition (II.1.3), it fol-
lows that S'ifi.jk) Э χ »-»• x+Ga+GJ. € (G/Ga+GJ ) + is surjective. The 
kernel of this map is S'iu.k) Π (Ga+GJj), which equals a, according to 
the preceding proposition, и 
1 2 1>™™я (il. 1.9). Let I/ and I/ be K-finite G-modules and suppose that 
I/ and V are isomorphic as S(£,k)-modules, then I/ and V are isomor­
phic as G-modules. 
1 ρ 
Proof. Let us identify V and V and call it W. 
Let us denote Ъу diag W the subspace {(u,u) | u e W} of V 9 I/ .Set 
1 2 
I/ = G.diag W, a G-sutmodule of Ι/ θ V with: I/ = diag W, according to 
corollary (ІІ.1.Ц). Let к. denote the restriction to V of the projec­
tion of Ι/ βΐ/ onto U , then ir. is a G-module homomorphism, i = 1,2. 
Because тт. (diag W) = V\ π. is surjective, i = 1,2. 
Because (ker τ·), с diag W Π ker тт. = {0} and ker π. is K-finite, it 
follows that ker тт. = {0}, i = 1,2. Hence: π. : V ·* I/1, i = 1 ,2 both 
are G-module isomorphisms, α 
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Corollary (II.1.10). There exists a one-to-one correspondence between 
the equivalence classes of irreducible K-finite, G-modules V with 
I/ ^ {0} and the isomorphism classes of irreducible S(£,k)-modules W, 
with W(X) non-trivial and annihilated by S(£,lc) Π t(GJ. ). This corres­
pondence is given by: I/ •+ V . 
Proof. First let us remark that if V is an irreducible G-module, then 
V is an irreducible S(¿.k)-module, which immediately follows by 
proposition (II. 1.3). Let us denote by φ the map V **• V . 
If W is an irreducible S(£,k)-module, with non-zero λ-weight space, 
л, 
annihilated by S(£,k) П t(GJ.), then take ν € Μ(λ), ν Φ 0 and let a be 
the annihilator left ideal of ν in S(£,k); then a is a maximal proper 
left ideal in S(£,k), which contains t(GJ ) Π S(£,k) and, W and 
S(£,k)/a are isomorphic left S(£,k)-modules. According to proposition 
(II.1.7) there exists a unique left G-module b in t(G), which contains 
t(GJ.) such that a = S(£,k) Π b. Obviously b is a maximal proper left 
module of t(G). 
Then, following corollary (II.1.8 ), one has 
ф(0/Ъ) = (G/b)
+
 = S(£,k)/a = W, so φ is surjective. 
By lemma (II.1.9) it follows that φ is injective. π 
•ν 
Definition (II. 1.11). Let S(£,k) be a subalgebra of S(fi,k), which 
contains S (fi,k). 
An S(¿,k)-module Ы is said to be dominant if it is h-diagonalizable 
such that Δ.. с L
+
; it is called extreme, if it is dominant and if for 
λ С L
+
, its λ-weight space is annihilated by t(GJ.) Л S(£,k). 
It will be clear that if V is a K-finite, h-diagonalizable G-module, 
then V is an extreme S(£,k)-module. 
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Definition (II. 1.12). A G-module I/, which is K-finite, h-diagonalizable 
and finitely generated (as a G-module) will Ъе called (£,k)-Harish-
Chandra module or simply Harish-Chandra module, if dim V < « for all 
λ € L+. 
Theorem (II.1.13) (Main Theorem). 
There exists a one-to-one correspondence, provided Ъу the mapping Ф: 
V ** V of (¿,k)-Harish-Chandra modules and finitely generated extreme 
S(£,k)-modules. 
Proof. It is clear that I/ is an extreme S(£,k)-module if V is a 
K-finite, ji-diagonalizable G-module; that V is finitely generated as 
S(.g^k)-module, if V is a finitely generated G-module, immediately 
follows by proposition (II.1.3). 
Now, let W. = S(¿,jc)w. , i = 1,2 Ъе two cyclic sutmodules of an 
extreme S(¿,k)-module W, where w ,w € W; let us assume, that w. has 
weight λ. 6 h* and that a. is the annihilator left ideal of w., i = 1,2. 
By proposition (II.1.7) and corollary (II.1.8), it then follows that, 
setting V. = G/Ga.+GJ,, one has: (V.)^ = W., i = 1,2. 
ι —ι λ ι+ ι' · 
Now, set W 0 = W1 Π W 2 and let diag(W0) = { ( 11 (u) ,-i2(u) ) |u e tD1 П Ы^. 
where ι. : W. -*• (V.) , j = 1,2 are the given isomorphisms. Let V be the 
J J J '-' 
submodule of V. θ 1/ generated by diag(W ); then by corollary (II.1.1»), 
it will be clear that {V ) = diag(W ) and hence, that 
(l/1 Φ
 V2^oK= ^ì ® t,'2'/diag '"o* w h i c h is i n t u r n isomorphic to W ^ p » 
(all isomorphisms are S(£,k)-module isomorphisms). 
It will be clear, using induction on the number of generators of 
W, that there can be constructed a finitely generated G-module V, such 
that V = W. This proves that the mapping ψ : I/ •*• I/ is surjective. 
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The injectivity of φ is just lemma (II.1.9)· D 
The main theorem will be applied in several examples in Chapter V, 
If A is an associative аІвеЪга, В a subalgebra and S a subset of 
A, then В = {Ъ € В I bs = sb, for all s £ S ) , is the centraliser of S 
in B. 
If W is an S(£,k)-module and λ € h*, then obviously by restriction 
W{\) is an Stfi.k)—-module. 
•u v. 
If λ e L , then t(GJ ) Π S(£,k)- is a two-sided ideal in S(£,k)-, 





 (\) с (G/GJX) + U ) if χ e S(£,k)-. 
Now putting together corollary (II.1.10) and a generalised result 
of Goodaire [il*], see appendix A, one gets: 
Theorem (II.I.1U). There exists a one-to-one correspondence between the 
isomorphism classes of irreducible G-modules, with non-zero λ-primary 




If λ € L+, then I will denote the kernel in К of p. , the(irredu­
cible) representation with highest weight λ. 
In [Dix, théorème 9.1.12] one can find the following 
Theorem (II.1.15). There is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
к к λ 
equivalence classes of simple 0-/0— Π Gl -modules and the equivalence 
classes of simple G-modules with non-zero λ-primary component (λ € L ). 
In fact this theorem is due to Harish-Chandra, see [l6]. So, 
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comparing Theorem (II.1.15) with Theorem (II.I.1U), one might ask as 
to how far one has obtained in this way a new result and what will Ъе 
the relation between O- and S(¿,k)—. Among other things, this will be 
our subject in the next section: it will be shown that Ο^Ή β„ Fr(H) 
η 
у. 
and S(g,k)— β,, Fr(H) are isomorphic. 
η 
II.2. A relation between Β ^ , Κ ) — and G—. 
If 
Proposition (II.2.1). G— Π Gk^ = Í0}. Hence, the canonical mapping 
к h 
from G— into S(£,k)— is injective. (Especially, this holds for the 
ν 
subalgebra Z(¿) of G-. ) 
τ, 
Proof. Suppose that G^ Π Gk φ {0} and let (χ.,.,.,χ ) be a basis of ¿, 
such that for some ρ e {1,...,m}, (χ ,...,χ ) is a basis of k^. Now, 
к 
let χ t 0, χ 6 G^ Π Gk , and write down χ in the PBW-basis correspon­
ding to (χ,,.,.,χ ). It will be clear then, that the highest degree 
1 m 
1. 
part of χ determines a non-zero element in S(¿)— Π S(£)k , call it u. 
Let Δ, • (a a.) and let e be a non-zero root vector belon-
It^  1 α 
ging to α € Δ; let (t.,... ,t ) be a basis of ρ and (h,,...,h.) a basis 
І П „ I -L 
ni ni mi m ri t ρ ι P+ 
of h, then (x = h, ...h/.t, ...t n e ...ее ...e I 
—' n,m,r,s 1 1 1 η -α -a ο α ' 
(η € (ϊ
+
) 1, m e (Z
+
) n, r,p e (г
+
) ) is a basis of S(g). 
Then u » E a χ for some a € F, such that 
n,m,r,p n,m,r,p n,m,r,p n,m,r,p 
a = 0 if p,+.. .+P.,. = 0. 
n,m,r,p r1 't 
Let S be the set of elements (n,m,r,p) such that p.+...+ρ. is minimal 
and а У 0. 
n,m,r,p 
Suppose that (after a renumbering if necessary), a. is a minimal 
root such that there exists (n'.m',r',p') € S with ρ! Φ 0 and take 
(n,m,r,p) € S such that p. is minimal. It may be assumed that 
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ad e (e ) = hH. It will Ъе clear then, that the coefficient of 
-a a 1 
0 0 
χ , where η = (ι^ + Ι ,n2,. . . ,ι^), ρ = (p^l ,p2,. . . ,pt ) doesn't 
η ,m,e,p 
vanish in ad e (u), which contradicts the fact that ad e (u) = 0. о 
""i ""i 
In the following proposition, we summarize some facts which can he 
found in Chapt. IX of [Dix]. 
Set GW'X = {u € G I IUu с GIX} if λ,μ € L+. 
Proposition (II.2.2). 
(i) 0 У , Х 2 GIX and Gy,X/GIX = (0/0Ιλ)μ if λ ,μ e L
+
; 
(ii) if λ EL , then the canonical mapping of 
(К/КГ )9
τ
, ( o W 1 Π GIX) into GX'X/GIX is an isomorphism. See [Dix., 
г 
prop.9.1.2, prop.9·1-10 (iii)]. 
Obviously: IX с J
x
 if λ € L+. 
Proposition (II.2.3). О^ П GJ. = 0^ · П GIX if λ £ L
+
. 
Proof. Because of the fact that J. з I one only has to prove: 
G^ fl GJX с GI
X
. 
Let χ e G— Π GJ and let V he a (¿,k)-Harish-Chandra module. Then, 
one has: xl^U) = {0} and hence, because of the fact that [x,K] = {0}, 
that xl/X = {0}. 
Especially, take V = G/GI , then V is a (£,k)-Harish-Chandra 
module, according to [Dix, prop.9.1.5 (ii)]· 
One has: 1+GI e (G/GI ) , because it is annihilated by I , see 
Prop. (II.2.2). Hence: x.(l+GIX) = GIX. D 
к к λ Proposition. (ІІ.2.Ц). The canonical mapping from 0-/0- Π Gl into 
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S(£,k)—/S(£,k)— Π t(GJ. ) is an isomorphism, for every λ € L . 
Proof. In view of the preceding proposition, one only has to prove that 
this mapping is surjective. 
Let s € S(£,k)^, then s(l+GJ ) € (G/GJ )*; hence, hecause of 
proposition (II.2.2) and the fact that G/GJ is a quotient of G/GI , 
there exist y1,. .. ,y £ 0- and k..,... ,k € К such that 
1._Л.у. + GJ = s(l+GJ ). Because of the fact that y-+GJ is к -extreme, 
1 — I 1 1 A A 1 A • 
i = 1,...,n, it may he supposed that either k.y. Ξ 0 mod GJ.. or that 
1 1 л 
к. 6 F, i = 1,...,n vhich proves the proposition. • 
Before we get a closer relation between G— and S(£,k)— in theorem 
(ll.2.l6)> we first will derive some other facts on step algebras. 
Recall that £ = le ® £, where ad k(£.) Ç £. 




If (i) = (i..,...,i ) € (2 ) n , then one defines: 
i. i i i 
(11.2.5) хЧі) = χ, ...χ η and x"(i) = x "...x, . 
i n n i 
Let I(i)I = i +...+І ; then one sets: 
К •







' «' - hvl· и " = У ' 
all these being subspaces of G. 
One has the following direct sum decompositions: 
(11.2.6) G = U' β (k G+Gk^), 
(11.2.7) G = U " Φ (U'^^+Gj^). 
(One need only think of PBW-bases adapted to the direct sum decomposi­
tions fi,= k _ * £ e k f e h , respectively £ = £ ® k i _ e k + » h ) . 
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Let Ρ', respectively Q' denote the restriction to SMg..^ .) of the 
projection of G onto the first summand of the decomposition in (II.2.6) 
respectively (II.2.7) and define Ρ respectively Q by: Pix+Gk^) = P'ix), 
QU+GI^) = Q'(x) if χ £ S'ifi.lç). Then P,Q are well defined. 
One proves that Ρ and Q are injective left and right H-module 
homomorphisHis, see [25,Theorem 1] and [18, ρ.1»6,1»7]. There will be no 
confusion with Ρ and Q defined on p.15, because they are equal on t((£K)) . 
Now, one introduces the following (total) ordering on (Z ) : 
(i) < (j) if either |(i)| < |(ό)| or if |(i)| = |(j)| and the 
first non-zero number in (i -j ,i ,,j ,ί,-ό,) is positive. 
η η η— ι η— ι ι ι 
Let (s.,...,s ) be a sequence of associated steps belonging to 
(II.2.8) According to [25, corollary 1], there exist r. € S(£,k), 
i * 1 η such that Q(r.) = x.q., q. € H, q. ^ 0 , i = 1 η. Choose 
r. such that q. is of minimal possible degree, i = 1,...,n. 
Remark (II.2.9). Suppose that dim £(λ) _< 1 for all λ € h*, then also 
dimp ,H>(£ β t(K)+(X))e Fr(H) <_ 1 and because of proposition (1.1.10), 
it then follows that there exists some h € H, h У 0 such that г. = s..h; 
because q. is of minimal possible degree, one has: h € F, h φ 0. 
(li.2.IO) It was proved in [25, proof of theorem 3] respectively in 






(i) *i i 
P(sv ' Ы х ^ ) •••Ы
п ТІ
) n € J:(j)<(i) Hx'(j), respectively 
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By either of the two statements and the injectivity of Ρ respec­
tively Q, it is easy to prove by using induction on the special orde­
ring chosen in (Z ) , that: 
(II.2.11) S^fc.k) β
Η
 Fr(H) = S(fi,k) β
Η
 Fr(H), 
which clarifies remark (II.1.6). 
If λ € h*, then let λ : U " ->• Σ, . » rx'^i) he the linear mapping 
which sends x"(i)p, (p € H), into x"(i)pU) and denote λ о Q Ъу Q . 
(There will he no confusion with the formerly defined Q^ .)· 
Mickelsson in fact proved the following proposition, the proof of 
which we will repeat here, because his statement differs somewhat from 
the one stated here and because his article may be, is not very acces­
sible, see [26, lemma U.U]. 
Proposition (II.2.12). If λ € L+, then for s € S(£,k) one has: 
Q (в) » 0 iff s £ t(GJ ). 
Proof. The fact t ( G J j c t d T ' K к + Σ,-,. U"(h-X(h)) gives that 
— —
 A — -—1- h e n 
Q
x
(s) = 0 i f s € t ( G J x ) . 
Now, l e t s € Ζ, .ч t í x ' ' ( i ) . u, . y-p, . >), for some u , . > e K_, ρ- . , e Η. 
Let (i) be maximal such that р<.ЛХ) ^  0, then the fact ^ л(з) = 0 gives: 
U/.x € KJi . If e £ 1^, then observe that 
ad e(x"(i))eE(j)<(i)Hx"(j) mod ïk<|(i)| U¿'K_ + Gk^. 
Hence it easily follows that ad к (U/.N) Ξ 0 mod Kk = Σ.-. K. (h-X(h) ] 
—
+ 111 ""+ nfcn 




; the facts u, . ч € KJç and (I/ ) = F.v , yield: 
U/.\ € J.. The proposition now follows by induction. • 
Remark (II.2.13). If λ and λ-μ € L+, then J^S' (£,k)(y) с GJX_ ; for 
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let s e S,(¿,k)(p). then s+GJ € (G/GJ )(λ) and because G/GJ. 
А^Ц A^p A™ 
is a Harish-Chandra module it follows that J,s+GJ, = GJ, 
λ λ-μ λ-μ 
The following proposition will he used to get a criterion later on 
for an S(£,k)-module to he extreme or not. 
Proposition (11.2.11»). Let V he a dominant S(£,k)-module. Suppose that 
for all λ € L+ and ν € V{\)·. rv = 0 if r e t(GJ ) П {r ,...,rn}; then, 
for all λ e L
+
 and ν € 1/(λ): rv = 0 if r 6 t(GJ ) Π Σ,.ΧΡΓ^1 . 
If λ € L+ and Σ,.va(ivr
(l)
 £ t(GJ ), where a,., e Η, for all (i), 
then a,•}* € t(GJx), for every (j)· 
Proof. Suppose, that Σα,. «r 1 € t(GJ. ), this means: Q (Za,..r*1') = 0. 
It may he supposed that a,.» € F, for all (i). Let (i) he maximal such 
that a, . » 5* 0, then Q. (Za, . чГ ) = 0 implies: 
M U ^ ) "...(х.^) 1) = 0. So, (because for h 6 Η, h.1 Ξ X(h).1 mod 
ker Q. ), there exists j € {1,...,n} such that η.(μ) = 0, where A
 J 
μ = λ+i λ +...+i._ λ._ +1λ. for some 1 € {0 i.-l}, respectively 
•li+l^) = 0> where μ = λ+i λ +.. .+i .λ.. 
But then г., respectively r. . £ t(GJ ). 
J J ' μ 
Now, let f he a dominant S(£,k)-module and ν € V(\). Then 
ι *i-i і^ ^' ^і 
r.r.^ ...r ν respectively r.J...r ν is in V(v). So, if I/ satisfies 
the property as announced in the proposition, then it follows that 
1+1 Vi ^ · ^ ^ 




 .. .г- ν = 0. Especially, one 
can take: V = G/GJ and ν = 1+GJ.; then it follows that r(i) € G/GJ . 
The proposition now follows by using induction on the special ordering 
in Z11. D 
Let q € IN, and let us denote by S (£,k) that part of S(£,k) which 
Uo 
+ le le 
is contained in ψ (S (2) β К/Кк ) and Ъу G~ that part of 0-, which is 
in ψ(3 (£) β К). 
Lemma (II.2.15). Let χ € S (й,к)— for some q £ IN. For every λ € L+, 
If 
there exists у e 0- such that x-t(y) € t(GJ. ). 
4 λ 
Proof. Let λ € L+ and let x' e ψ(3 (Ε) β К) П З'Сд.к)- Ъе such that 
ν 
tíx') = χ. According to proposition (II.2.1*), there exists у 6 G— such 
that x'-y e GJ.. Hence: iT^x'-y) € S(£.) β J^ see [23, lemna 2.U]. 
There exist η € IN, z. e G^ Π ψίΒ1^) β К), i = Ο,...,η such that 
у = Σ^
= 0 s.. Then ψ-^χ'-Ε^^) + *'1(ï?=q+1-zi) € Bis.) β ¿χ, so by 
homogeneity: ψ" (χ'-Γ.-ζ.) € S(¿) β J. , which proves the lemma, α 
Theorem (11.2.16). t(G-)H β
Η




Proof, Let q € IN and y-,--·,y € t(G— ) Ъе such that 1 m q 
(y- β 1,.·-,/ Θ 1) is a Fr(H)-basis of t(0^)H Θ„ Fr(H), a subspace of 1 m q H 
3(£,λ)— β„ Fr(H). Let (χ ,.,.,χ ) Ъе a weight-monotone hasis of £, where 
π I n 
χ. has weight λ., i = Ι,.,.,η and let 1 ="ψ I, where 
I = {(i,,...,i ) € Ζ Π Ι Σ i.λ. = 0 , i.+...+і < q}; denote for brief-
1 η + . j J 1 η — 
J . 
ness' sake: (z.,— ,ζ.. ) = (x"(i) | (i) € 1). One has: 
1 = dirL , » S(£,k)— β Fr(H). We have to show, that m >_ 1. 
It follows by (II.2.10), using induction on the special ordering 
chosen in 2 , that there exist q. € H, q. Φ 0, and a. € S (£,k)— such 
that Q(a.) = z.q., i = 1,...,1. Because t(G^) is of finite dimension 1 1 1 q 
over F, there exists ρ € Η, ρ φ 0, such that t(G—).p с Σ. .y.Η. There 
exists λ € L such that (p.q... .q1 )(λ) jí 0. By the preceding lemma, 
there exist Ъ1,...,Ъ1 £ t(G—) such that Ъ.-а. € t(GJ ), i = Ι,.,.,Ι, 
so Q^bj) * \i\) = ζ-α^λ). 
Ill 
There exist p.. €H, i = 1,...,1, j = 1,...,m such that 
Ъ.р = Σ. .у.p.., i = 1,...,1. Using this one gets, after applying Q^  
on both sides: z. e Z._ F.Q(y.), i = 1 1, so: m>_l. о 
ι J-1 A 0 
If λ € h*, then the algehra homomorphism from H into H which maps 
h into h+X(h) if h e h is denoted Ъу Τ
λ
. 
Proposition (II.2.17). The canonical mapping from 0- «jJc Η onto 0 % 
is an isomorphism. 
к к 
Proof. Let ζ.,...,ζ e G— Ъе independent over H— and suppose that there 
exist f f € H, not all equal to zero, such that I. .z.f. = 0. 
I n ' ^ i=1 ι ι 
Let us assume that if g- g e H and the degree of g. is less 
than the degree of f- for some i € {1,...,n}, then E. z.g. = 0 implies: 
g, =...= g « 0. Let α £ Δ; one has e .Σ1? ,z.f. = Σ? ,ζ.Τ (f.).e , so 
β1 η α ι*1 ι ι ι=1 ι α ι α 
because G has no zero-divisors: 
Σ" .Ζ..Τ (f.) = 0 and Σ? ,z.(f--T (f.)) = 0. Because 1=1 ι α. ι ι=1 ι ι ο ι 
degr(f.-T f.) < degr f., one has: f. = Τ (f.), for all α e Δ. Hence: l a i 0 ι ι ai 
ti e нЧ i - 1 η. a 
Remark (II.2.18). Proposition (il.2.17) generalises the statement in 
Dixmier's book, that the canonical mapping Z(¿) Θ Η ·* Z(£).H is bijec-
tive if £ is semisimple, see [Dix, .5.6 (с)]. However it is not true 
к 'ь к 'ъ W in general that ΐ(θ-).Η = G- ejç H, because one has: t(Z(k)) = Η , 
π 
W 
where H denotes the set of invariants in H under the action of the 
Weyl group. 
However, one has the following 
Theorem (II.2.19). Let С be the center of S(£,k) and d the centralieer 
1*2 
of £ in h, D = U(d). Then, D is a eubalgebra of С and the canonical 
mapping from С Θ
η
 Η into S(¿,k) is injective. Especially, if 
літ (ь) ж dim_ Ej- FX, then the canonical mapping of Z(g) β Η into 
£ 
S(£,k) is injective, (see proposition (ll;2.l)). 
Proof. Let {λ.,...,λ } Ъе a maximal linearly independent subset of Δ . 
—
""~~ in J2. 
There exist m > η and a basis (h,,...,h ) of h such that 
^ ι m 
λ.(h.) = δ.., i = 1,... ,η, j • 1,...,m; (h
 t , , — ,h ) is a basis of d. 
ι j ij n+i m 
Let (x1t...,x ) be a basis of weight vectors in £, such that x. has 
weight λ. , i • 1,... ,q, (q. >. η); let (s. , — ,s ) be a sequence of 
associated steps. Then: ad h.s. = 0 for i = n+1,...,m, j = 1,...,q. 
^ J 
Now it follows by remark (II.2.11) that D is a subalgebra of С 
In order to prove the injectivity of the canonical mapping, one 
uses a similar argument as in the proof of the preceding proposition, 
taking s. instead of e . • 
0 β 
At the end of this section, we want to restate some results of 
[18]. 
Let (x- χ ) be a weight-monotone basis of £ and let (β.,.-.,β ) 
be a row of associated steps. 
Theorem (II.2.20). Let V be a K-finite G-module and ν € V a non-zero 
weight vector. Then: 
Gv = Σ,.ιΚ s ( l V 
d ) -
This result is a stronger one than that given in proposition 
(1.1.15). Suppose the partial ordering in h* has been extended in some 
way to a translation-invariant ordering, which is a total ordering on 
2.Δ. Suppose the basis (x.,...,x ) is chosen such that i м- λ. is 
monotonie. Let к € {1 η} be such that λ. > 0 iff i > к, i * 1,...,n 
and Ъ the subalgebra of S(£,k) generated Ъу s.,...,s. , then one has 
the following corollary of theorem (II.2.20), also conjectured by 
Mickelsson, see [25, conjecture on p.317]. 
Corollary (II.2.21). Let f Ъе an irreducible K-finite G-module and 
suppose that ν is a non-zero к -extreme weight vector with maximal 
weight, (v exists for instance if V is finite-dimensional). 
i1 \ Then: V = Σ,. . » s. ...s. ν and: V. = Ъ . 
+ (i^...,^) I k + -
II.3. Explicit construction of the G-module corresponding to a given 
extreme S(я,к.)-module. 
In this section we will prove, roughly: if W is a finitely genera­
ted extreme S (£,k)-module, then the action of £ on the G-module V 
belonging to it according to the main theorem, can explicitely be des­
cribed using "Clebsch-Gordan coefficients" of K. 
However we have to put some restrictions on £. 
Let W be an extreme finitely generated S (£,k)-module. As follows 
by the main theorem, there exists a K-finite, finitely generated repre­
sentation (p,f) of £ such that I/ = W. 
It will be clear that, as a K-module, V is isomorphic to 
V' = Σ ... V » W(y), where the action of К is defined by letting W be Ufcb
+
 у 
a trivial K-module. 
Let us assume that f and V' are the same K-modules. 
Let φ : V. •* £ be a K-module injection. 
Choo se a basis (x.,...,x ) of weight vectors in V. and suppose, λ. is 
the weight of x., i = 1,...,n. 
hh 
Let (s.,...,s ) Ъе a sequence of associated steps and suppose that 
P(si) = x i β p i , i = 1 η. 
Let us denote Ъу s. as well, the element φ
+
((φ β Oís.)), where 1 is 
the identity on T(k). 
Suppose that dim V (μ) <_ 1, for all u £ h*. 
λ
 λ+λ. 
If μ e L , then let us define φ. , i = 1 η as in (1.2.6). 
Let, if ν £ L , (w^,...,wV, J Ъе a basis of W(\>) and let Ρ . (ν € L , 
i e {1 q(v)}) Ъе the K-module homomorphism from I/ to U determined 
Ъу: Ρ .(w) = 0 if w € W(a), σ φ ν and Ρ Avi) = S. .ν , i,j = 1,...,ci(v). 
Let Ρ : Ι/ -»• V denote the K-module homomorphism given Ъу the direct 
sum decomposition of f in its K-submodules : (/ = Σ _T f . 
Let ν £ 1(Κμ), ν φ 0, and let 1:1/ •*• V Ъе the K-module injection which 
u
 λ+λ. 
sends ν to v. Set ν = λ.+μ, then: Ρ . ο (ρ ο φ)(χ) ο ι = с.φ, Jo Τ , 
μ J υ,ι ι λ , μ χ ' 
(xel/ ). (Recall that V has highest weight vector ν . ) 
One has: ε.ΙίΚμ) cW(v), so: s .ν = Σ. , a.w., for some a. € F. 
J - J i=1 ι ι ι 
Then Ρ .(ρ ο φ(χ.) ι(ν )) = Ρ . (s .ν.ρΤ1 (μ) ) = a.pT^uJv . . , 
ν,Ι J μ ν,Ι J J I J ν Λ+Λ. 
— 1 ο Τ 
So, using (i.2.Τ)» one gets: Ρ . ο (ρ о ф(х)) о ι = а.р. (іОф, х 
if χ e ν . 
λ+λ. 
If ζ e V , then Ρ .(φ(χ)(ζ β ν)) = a.ρ. (μ).φ. ¿(χ β ζ) β w., so: 
μ ν,ι ι ι λ ,μ ι 
_1 λ + λ · 
Ρ (φ(χ)(ζ β ν)) = Σ.a.ρ. (μ)(φ. 0(χ β ζ)) β w. = 
V 1 1 J A




 J(x β ζ) β ρΤ (μ)Β.ν; 
Α
 »ν ο J 
after a summation over ν (and hence over j) one gets: 
λ+λ. 
Φ(χ)(ζ β ν) = Σ.φ J(x β ζ) β ρΤ (p)s.v. 
J λ ,μ J J 
Theorem (ІІ.З). Let W Ъе an extreme finitely generated S (£,k)-module 
1*5 
and suppose, that every irreducible submodule of £ has only one-dimen­
sional weight spaces. 
Then the K-finite G-module I/ which corresponds to W according to our 
main theorem is isomorphic to 9 V β W(v), where the elements of ¿ act 
as follows, (ζ € f , ν e ω(μ): 
V 
x(z β ν) = xz β ν if χ € к; 
χ(ζ β ν) = Σ1?, φ. ''(φ" (χ) β ζ) β ρΤ (u)s.v, if χ e φ(1/. ), where 
φ : ν •*• £ is a K-module injection and φ. d, p., j = 1,... ,n are as 
λ λ ,p j 
above. 
Theorem (II.3) in fact states that no information about a (g.»k)-
Harish-Chandra module is lost, when only the representation of S0(£,k) 
on its extreme vectors is considered, (knowing of course the "Clebsch-
Cordan coefficients" of k). 
Let us give an example. 
Let £ = £l(3,F) and choose the usual basis (E. .)· -^ . of ¿. 
Let к be the subalgebra of ¿ spanned by e = E „, f = Epl and h = E..-E . 
A basis for an ad Ic-invariant complement of к in £, £, is: 
^is'WV^i^'V· Let 
(s, = t(El3), s2 = t(E13f-E23h), s_1 = t(E32f+E31h), s_2 = tÍE^), 
с. = t(E +E ), c„ = t(E .)) be a sequence of associated steps. 
One has: [e,f] = 2h, [h,e] = e, [h,f] = -f. 
An irreducible representation of к can be given by an element of 
2'
+
: if η € Z+ then the following representation, V , is associated to 





2· К - 2 0 = Vn-2(j
+
l)· 
hV2j - ^К-2У 
U6 
One has: £ • I/. · l'1 β I/ · V , where: 
ci ** vo* i = 1 » 2 a n d E13 ** νι· E23 ** V - 1 ; 
E 3 2 " v ! · E3i ~- ν-ι· 
If one wants to apply the preceding theorem, then first one has 
to compute the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of V. β V. . 
Set s
+
 = vj Θ t(l) 
s
_
 = vi 9 ^^ - ν1ι β t^ h^· 
One defines the intertwining operators φ : V β V •*• V . and 
*-
 :
 "l "к "*• ''k-l s u c h t h a t : 





 * v k) - v k + 1 , φ_(6_ * v k) -tar^,. 
The following formulas can be derived: 
1 n-2j 1 n-2(o+q) ч -1 n-2(o+q-1) 
f^v1, β v n ..) = ν 1, β v n
 0. . v 
-1 n-2j' -1 n-2(j+q) 
So, using the fact that s. * v n • ν, β ν and s * ν = 
β +
 η 1 η - η 
ν, β ν _ - η ν . Θ ν , one easily deduces: 1 η-2 -1 η J 








η . S i i ^ f P
 + v n + ^ f P - 1 8 + п. 
1 η-2ρ η+1 + η η+1 η 
Now, let W be an extreme S0(¿,k)-module: W = β W(n), where 
η 
Ь|щ/ » β η.ill., ». According to theorem (II.3) the representation of £ 
associated to the S (£,k)-module can be realised in β Ι/ β W(n). 
n€Z+ n 
Let w € W(n) and ν £ I/ , then: 
η 
x(v β w) = xv β w; 
"Ι3(^2ρ β W ) - ^  І-2Р β V + * І-Зр β 8 2 w 
1*7 
E 2 3 ( V 2 p β W) • 'À І2р β S 2 V +nÌ-1Vn+!-2(p+l) β ; 





i_2p И s-2 n+1 Vnt1-2p -1 * 
с (ν β w) = ν β c.w, c_(v β w) = ν β CQV. 
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CHAPTER III 
Invariants in the symmetric algetira of gl(n) 
so(η), ікі(η) and iso(η). 
The aim of this chapter is to get explicit expressions for 
generators of the subalgehra of ad ¿-invariants in S(¿) if £ = gl(n), 
so(n). igl(n) or iso(n). This is a part of determining generators and 
relations of some step algebras, but may he interesting in itself. 
III.1. Some requisites. 
Let A he a commutative associative algebra over F with unit 
element. If η € IN and i <_ η, then one sets Δ. = (0,.. . ,0,1 ,0 0) 
in A (n numbers and 1 on the i-th place) and Δ its transpose. 
For a. . Ε A, 1 £ i, j £ n, one also denotes det (a..)- ·_.. by 
det(j:i=iaiiui» í-i^iV··-·^«^!* orby 
det(z" a...Aj, Σ? .a..Δ·5 Σ? .a. Δ j ). 
J=1 jl J=1 j2 j=1 jn 
Let p,q £ {!,...,η}, then one denotes the determinant of the 
matrix that one gets by deleting the p-th row and q-th column of 
(a, J ? ·_. by: det (a..)1? . .. 
IJ i,J=1 " pq ij 1,0=1 
Let D ; A -»- A be a derivation, then D : A n -*• A n is defined by: 
D(a1,...,an) = (Da1,...,Dan), a1,...,an € A. 
(III.1.1) One has: 
1*9 
D detíb.,...^ ) = Σ? . ае (Ъ1,...,ВЪ ,Ъ ) if b^-.-.b E A
n
. 
Using the fact тг|._
п
 is a derivation, it will be clear that in 
the polynomial ring A[t] , one has the equality: 
(111.1.2) Σ η „(Σ, . . detta. . )£ . ,)tn-p * detta..+tí..J? . , 
p=0 lf.1^.. .<i <n iki1 k,l-1 ij ij i,j-1 
Recall that St^) is the symmetric algebra on the Lie algebra £; 
S(¿)* denotes the subalgebra of the ad ¿-invariants in S(¿). 
Let £ be semisimple and ^ = ^_9t9¿+e. triangular decomposi-
tion of £. If J is the ideal in S(¿) generated by ¿^ θ g . then: 
(111.1.3) S(£) = S(t) Φ J. 
The following is a well-known theorem of Chevalley; for a proof 
see for instance [Dix, théorème Т.З.ТІ· 
Theorem (III. 1.1»). The restriction η to S(¿)°· of the projection of 
S(¿) onto the first summand along the second in (III.1.3) is an isomor-
phism to Sit) , the algebra of invariants in S(t) under the Weyl 
group vA of £. 
III.2. Invariants in the symmetric algebra of gl(n). 
In which follows, £ = £l(n,F). We take the usual basis 
(E.·)· ._. in £, with commutation relations: 
J-J ^ » J - ι, > > • , n 
[
ν\ι ] • ІГ6ІІ f o r a 1 1 і - 5 ' к · 1 e {1 n } · 
One denotes h. = E.., i = 1,...,n and chooses t = Σ. ,Fh. as a 
ι 11 — 1=1 ι 
Cartan subalgebra in £. Note that the Weyl group W^ - of £ acts on t_ by 
permuting the h., i = Ι,.,.,η. 
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Setting « = ΐ. .FE., and к « Σ. .FE.., one has: 
& = £ Ф ^ Ф ^ і э а triangular decomposition of £. 
Proposition (III.2.1). For all t € F, 
det(E..+t6..)? . , which is in S(g), is invariant under the ij ij 'i,o=1 "*" 
adjoint action of £ in S(¿). 
Proof. All non-vanishing monomials in the E.. in the аЪо е detemi-
nant are in S(£)—. Hence, it suffices to check that 
ad E (det(E..+t6..)) • 0 if ρ > q. 
qp U 10 
First, let us assume that t = 0. By (ill.1.1),it will he clear that 
ad E^detiE..)) = ij., drttsj.^ .Δ . ... . ,ad E ^ E ^ E . .Δ.) ε^,Ε^Δ.). 
So: ad E^detU..)) = ij.,
 > j ( Ç detd^E,^.,... ,Е.Д,... .Σ^,Ε^Δ.) -
0-th place 
det(S° .Ε,.Δ.,...,Σ" i&. .Ε -Ε . )Δ ,ς" ,Ε .Δ.). 
ι=1 li 1 l=r· iq pp qi 1 i=1 ni 1 
Hence, Ъу replacing in the last summand the p-th row Ъу the sum of the 
p-th and the q-th row, one gets: 
ad E (det(E..)) = Σ1? -detU? ,Ε, .Δ. ,... ,Ε. Δ Σ^ ,Ε . Δ . ) . 
qp 10 0 = 1 ι = 1 1ι ι OP q 1 = 1 η ι ι 
So: ad E (det(E..)) =-ΣΙ? .(-Ι^^Ε. det. (E..)1}. , = 
qp ij 0=1 JP jq iJ ij=1 detU? .Ε.,Δ1,...^" ,Ε. Δ ,...,!? ,Ε. , Δ 1 ^ " ,Ε. Δ 1 ^ " ,Ε. ^,Δ1,..., 
ι=1 ι1 * ' 1=1 ιρ * * ι=1 i,q-1 1=1 ι,ρ ' 1=1 i,q+1 
Σ. ,Ε. Δ ) = 0, because the determinant of a matrix with two equal 1*1 in 
columns is equal to zero. Now, use a trick of Carter and Lusztig [h, 
proof of theorem 2.2]: the mapping which sends E. . onto E..+t6.. de-
1J 10 -^o 
fines an algebra isomorphism of S{¿) which twines the action of ad £, 
whence the proposition follows, π 
Theorem (III.2.2). S(£)Ä is generated by the set of elements 
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V E l < i 1 < . . . < i < n
d r t ( E i l r i 1
)
» U - 1 , P " 0 n' 
* — 1 ρ- k l ' 
One has: л(С ) = σ , where 
Ρ Ρ 
σ = Ι . . „ _. _ h. ...h. . 
ρ 1<ι.,<.. .<ι <η ι. ι 
^ - 1 Ρ" 1 Ρ 
Proof. According to (ill.1.2), one has for t € F: 
det(E. .+t5. .) = Σ ._
n
 С.t " J; hence because of the preceding proposition 
one has: С € 3(£)Α, j = 0 η. 
J 
It is clear that n(C.) = σ., j = Ι,.,.,η; hence it follows by 
J J 
theorem (III. 1.1*) that С ,...,C generate S(£)u, because by the main 
theorem on symmetric polynomials, their images generate S(t_) . α 
III.3. Invariants in the symmetric algebra of зо(т). 
In the following, ¿ = so(m,F), (m € IN); ¿ can be seen as the sub-
algebra of gl(m) spanned by the elements d. . = E..-E.., 1 <_ i, j <_ m. 
One has: [d..,cL..] = 0, if i,j,k,l are pairwise distinct, 
td.j.d^] = dil, for all i.j.l. 
In a similar way as in (III.2.1) one proves: 
Theorem (ІІІ.З.І). det(d..+t6..)? . , € S(g)£, for all t e F. 
If m = 2n, (nez), one can the basis: 
X > 1 < Ps q. < η and ρ / q; 
ω —ω — 
p q. 
X j. > 1 < P < q < n ; 
Ρ q 
Χ
-(ω +ω ) ' 1 - P * q - n a n d h1 ^ ' w h e r e 
p q 
X = a(d +d . ,) - i(d .-d . ), ρ / q; 
«p-^q pq P'q' 2 pq' p'q ^ 
X ^ = J(d -d , ,) + -kd ,+d . ), ρ < q; 
ωρ+ω^ pq p'q' 24 pq' p'q * 
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Χ / ^ \ ' l(à -d , ,) - ^ -(d ,+d , ), ρ < q; 
-(ω +ω ) pq. p'q' 2 pq' p'q ^ 
ir ЧІ 
h = -id ,, where one has set ρ' = p+n if ρ ± η and p' = p-η if ρ > n, 
ρ € {l,...,2n}; i is a square root of -1 in F. 
If m = 2n+1, (n € 20, then one chooses as a basis the elements above 
and additionally: 
X+n = 2(d™„±id„>J· Ρ " T.···."· +ω pm ρ m 
(ill.3.2) Now, change the matrix in theorem (III.3.1) into a second 
one, which has in the p-th column half the sum of the p-th column and 
-i-times the p'-th column of the old one and in the p'-th column, half 
the sum of p-th column and i-times the p'-th column of the old one, 
ρ = 1,...,n. 
Now, change this second matrix into a third one, which has in the 
p-th row, the sum of the p-th row and i-times the p'-th row of the 
second one and in the p'-th row, the sum of p-th row and -i -tines 
the p'th row of the second one, ρ = Ι,.,.,η. One then gets: 
Corollary (III.3.3). For all t £ F one has: detta..(t))? . „ e S(£)£, 
where: 
ij 






-X . if 1 < j' < i < n; 
ω.-HÜ., — υ — ' 
ι J' (t) ={ X , , if 1 < i' < j < n; 









.,) if 1 1 J' < i' ¿ η ; 
0 if i+n * j or i = j+n; h.+t if i = j <_ η and 
„ -h. ,+t if i = j >_ n+1 , 
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and if m = 2n+1 (π e 2f
+
), additionally: 
X if i < η 




-X if i < η 
-ω. -
ι 
-Χ if i' < η 
and a (t) = t. 
sun 
μ2(η-ΐ) If m = 2a, then det(ai.(t))= t^_Q C.t
 U
"
1 \ where (^  e S(¿)fi and 
the degree of C. is 2i, i = 1,...,n. 







 , where D. € S(£)Ä 
and the degree of D. equals 2i, i = 0 η. (it will be clear that 
det(d. .+ΐδ. .) is even (odd) as a function in t, together with det(a..(t)), 
ij -^J ij 
this being the case iff m is even (odd).) 
Now, let τ . be the elementary symmetric polynomial of degree 2j 
J 
2 2 . . . 
in h..,...,h , j = Ο,.,.,η; it is a matter of elementary computation to 
show that: 
n(C.) = τ., j = 0 η and n(D.) = τ., j = 0,...,n, 
J J J J 
where one has chosen the triangular decompositions: 
£ » £_ Φ t Φ ¿^, where t = Σ"
=1 Fhj, 
fi. = Σ.,.(ΡΧ + FX . ), 
**+ i<j ω.-ω. ω.+ω. 
β - Σ. .(FX + FX , . J if m = 2η 
•^ - i>j ω.-ω. -(ω.+ω.) 
i j i j 
and t = E^.Fh., e = l .(FX + FX _,_ ) + r" . FX , 
— ι=1 ι •"+ i<j ω.-ω. ω.+ω. ι=1 ω. J
 ι J i j ι 
g = Σ. . FX + FX , ^ .) + Σ" FX , if m = 2n+1. 
**•- 1>J ω.-ω. -(ω.+ω.) 1=1 -ω. 
I J J 1 1 
Hence, knowing S(t_) , see for instance [30, theorem 2h on p. 132] 
and using the Chevalley theorem, one gets: 
Theorem (ІІІ.ЗЛ). If m • 2η, (η e 2 ), then there exists С £ SÍfi)5· 
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of degree η, such that 
С,С.,...,С _1 generate S i ^ ) ^ and С = С ; 
л(С) ·= h 1...h n and л(С і) • τ^, i » 1,...,n. 
If m = 2n+1, (η e Z
+
) , then D ,...,D e S ( ¿ ) u generate S(£)fi· and 
n(D.) = т., j • 1,... ,η. 
и J 
Now, let m •» 2(n+l). 
It is convenient for our purpose to choose another basis of a£(2(n+l)), 
namely the one consisting of the following elements: 





Χ ^ Ρ 1 < i < j < n; 
ι J 
X , . 4 j 1 < i < j < n and h,,...,h as given by the formulas on p. 52, 
-1 ω. +ω. ι — — ι η 
except for the fact that one should read p' • p+n+1 if ρ <_ η and 
ρ
1











1 ) · Ρ " 1 n i 





After similar manipulations as in (ill.3.2), one gets: 
Lemma (ill.3.5). For all t e F, 
t+h, X ...X X 0 Χ ^ . , . Χ . , . Υ 
Γ"2 "1 η "1 "Γ"2 "Γ "η "1 
t+h0 ...Χ Χ - Χ ^ Ο Χ ^ Υ 
2-ωΐ 2 ω 2 - ω η ω 2 ω 1 + ω 2 ω 2 + ω η ω 2 
Χ Χ . . . t+h Χ Χ ^ . . . 0 Υ 
ω -ω, ω -ω» η ω ω.+ω ω 
η 1 η 2 η 1 η η 
-Χ -Χ . . . - Χ t -Χ . . . -Χ Υ
Λ 
-ω, -ω_ -ω ω. ω 0 1 2 η ι η 
0 Χ , . « . . . Χ , . » Χ - h . + t . . . -Χ Υ 
- ( ω . + ω « ) -(ω,+ω ) -ω, 1 ω -ω, -ω, 1 2 i n i n i l 
-Χ ,
 t ч 0 . . -Χ 
- ( ω 1 + ω 2 ) ω
Γ
ω 2 
-Χ , ^ 4-Х , ^ ч . . . 0 Χ -Χ -h +t Y 
-(ω.+ω ; -flu +ω ) -ω ω,-ω η -ω 
1 η 2 η η 1 η η 
-Υ -Υ . . .-Υ -Υ„ -Y -Y t 
-ω, -ω_ -ω 0 ω. ω_ 1 2 η 1 η 
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is in S(Ä)£. 
One can write this determinant as: 
Σ%1 ЪЛ2[п+'-0), where E. € S ( ^ , j = 0 n+1 ; 
the degree of E. is 2j and there exists E € S(£)-°· such that 
J 
E2 = E _,,; E,E.,...,E generate 8(&)Α. 
n+1 ι η 
III.lt. Contracted Lie algebras. 
Let £ be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over F and к a reduc­
tive subalgebra in ¿. Let £ be an ad k-invariant complement of к in £. 
Choose a basis (x. ,. .. ,x ) in ¿ such that for some s <_ n: (x ,. . . ,x ) 
is a basis of к and (x ,,...,χ ) is a basis of p. 
— s+i η 
There exists с..^€Г, 1 < i , j , t < n such that 
ijt ' - »<" -
[x.,x.] = Σ, C...X, ; the с... are called structure constants of 
1 0 t ijt t ijt 
£ with respect to the chosen basis. 
(r) . . . 
Let for r € F, ¿ be the Lie algebra with basis 
(x1 ,...,x ) and structure constants: 
(r) _ 
Cijt-
r e . if i,j > s and t <_ s; 
ijt 




Remark (lll.lt.l). If r / 0, then the c..^  are structure constants for 
ijt 
a Lie algebra, namely for the Lie algebra £, where one has chosen the 
basis (χ.Γ ,.,.,χ^) with x. = x. if i < s and χ. = rx. if i > s. 1 η ι ι — ι ι 
But then the c... are structure constants for a Lie algebra for r = 0 
ijt 
(r) too, because the necessary and sufficient conditions for the с.., to 
ijt 
be structure constants of a Lie algebra are algebraic in r. 
So £ , with basis (χ.,.,.,χ ) and commutation relations 
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[χ.,χ.] = Ο if i,j > s and [χ.,χ.] = Σ с . χ otherwise, defines a 
I J 1 J и ijt Ъ 
Lie algebra. 
The procedure to get £ from ¿ is called contraction and £ 
is called a contracted Lie algebra. 
III.?· Invariants in the symmetric algebras of igl(n) and iso(n). 
Let £ = gl(n+1) and к the subalgehra generated by the E.. vith 
i,j < η and E .. _,_,. Let £ = Σ? .(FE. ..+FE ., •). 
— n+1 ,n+1 Jí 1=1 ι,η+1 n+1 ,1 
The Lie algebra that one gets after the above procedure is called the 
Hermitean Lie algebra and denoted by igl(n). 
If F = С, then igl(n) is the complexification of the Lie algebra 
of the group of affine transformations which leave invariant a 
Hermitean bilinear form, 
Proposition (ill.5.1). For all t € F, one has: 
n+1 . ( 0 ) 
det(E. .+t(6..(-6. +1)))V ' , is in S( £) £ ; ij ij ι,η+Ι i,j = 1 "• 
e
( 0 ) 
further E _ _,_. € 5(£)ь . 
η+ι,n+i 
Proof. First of all we remark that the proposition can be verified in 
a similar way as proposition (ill.2.1), but let us given an alternative 
proof. 
Let r € F, then by proposition (III.2.1) and the above remark one 
has: det(r i'n+1 J'n+1 E ^ + t6 . . ) € S(¿fi- * and hence: 
(r) 1^ 
d e t U ^ d O ) e 3(£)& , where af^ít) = Е ^ + δ. .t if 
(i,j) ?ί (η+Ι,η+1) and а^; (t) = r2(E(^] + t). Since for χ e ¿, 
η+ι ,η+ι η+ι,η+1 
(r) 
the mapping F Э r »+ (ad / \ χ) (det a.. (t)) is algebraic in each 
Af , ^(0) 
degree, the relation det a. . (t) € S(¿)°- holds for r = 0 too. 
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The second part of the proposition is obviously true, α 
Let ^ . . + « . . ( 1 - 6 . ^ ) ) ^ - £ ; C<°> t n-P + 1 and set 
C Í1 0 ) = Εη
+ 1,η +Γ
 t h e n C p 0 ) € S ( £ ) & · P 3 1 n + 1· 
In the next chapter we will prove, see remark (IV.5.6): 
Theorem (ill.5.2). 3(£)& is a. polynomial ring over F in C^ ,... ,C . 
Now, let £ • s£(m+l), m £ 2 ; suppose, one has chosen the basis 
(d.. I 1 < i < j < m+1) as before. Let к - Σ. . Fd.. and 
v
 ij ' - d - - i.Jim ij 
ρ • Ζ. , Fd. ., : the contracted Lie algebra that one gets after the 
*• ι
χ1 i,m+1 
above procedure is called the Euclidean Lie algebra and denoted by 
iso(m). 
Theorem (III.5.3). Suppose m = 2n, η e 2 . If t e F, then set 
b..(t) • a..(t), i,ö • 1,...,m+1 and (i.j) φ (m+l.m+l), where a..(t) 
is as in corollary (III.3.3) and Ъ
 А І
 ^-(t) » 0. 
m+i tffl+i 
Then, for all t С F, one has: det(b..(t)) =· Σ° . D^0^ .t 2' n" p^ + 1, 
(θ) 1^ ™ p 
for some D € 8(4)^ , where the degree of D equals 2p, ρ = 1,...,n 
f r\\ 
One has: S(.¿¡^ is a polynomial ring over F in D. ,... ,D 
Proof. All assertions, except for the last one, which will be proved in 
the next chapter, can be proved in a similar way as proposition (III.5.1) 
and theorem (III.5.2). α 
Theorem (111.5.1*). Suppose, m = 2n+1, (n £ Z
+
). If t e F, then let 
(b. .(t))?+] be the matrix with: b _ Jt) = 0 and b..(t) « a..(t) íJ *->.] ' m+i ,m+1 ij ij 
otherwise, where a..(t), i,j = 1,...,m+1 are the coefficients of the 
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matrix in lemma (ill.3.5), then: 
det(b..(t)) = Ση+] E ( 0 )
 t2(n+1-p) f o r s o m e Е(0) € s( / ^ 
where the degree of E equals 2p, ρ = 1,...,n+1. 
One has: S(¿)^ is a polynomial ring over F in Ε ,...,E ,E , 
Λ « . (Ï(0))2-E(?J. 
n+1 
Proof. Compare with the preceding theorem. 
The three preceding theorems answer questions of S.J. Takiff, see 
[31]. 
Hemark (ill.6). Several physicists have found explicit expressions for 
the invariants of the classical Lie algebras. 
We only refer to O'Raifeartaigh, [29]. 
It is possible to get elements from Z(¿)(& «= gi(n)) by using 
Capelli's identity; the Capelli element resembles the element of 
S(fi)& in proposition (III.2.1); for further remarks on this subject, 
see [k, 2.2]. 
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CHAPTER IV 
The structure of some step algebras. 
In this section, we will obtain the structure of some step 
algebras. To this end, it is convenient, to introduce a new type of 
algebras, which we will study first. 
IV.1 The algebras A (g). 
—η 
Let g € Τΐζ.,...,ξ. ,ξ] be a polynomial in k+1 indeterminates. 
ν One defines A (g) as an associative algebra with identity and 
—η 
generators X..,...,X , Υ.,.-.,Υ , H-,...,Η , Ζ.. Ζ , such that the 
following relations are defining: 
[Zi,Hj] = [Z^Xj] = tZ^Yj] = 0, i = 1,...,k; j = 1 n; 
[I^.Ib] = [X-L.Yj] = [X1»Xj] = ^i'Yj] " 0· 1>J = 1 n an<i 1 5* o ; 
[Z ,Zi] = 0, i,p = 1,...,k; 
[Η.,Χ.1 = 6..X., [H-.Yj] - -«..ïj. i,j = 1,...,n; 





 i = 1 n
· 
к * 
Let Η be the subspace of A = A (g), spanned by H- Η and Η 
its dual. An Η-module M (consider H for this as a commutative Lie 
algebra) is said to be fUdiagonalizable if Μ = Σ ^  * M(λ ), where 
Μ(λ) = {m e M I Hm = X(H)m if H e H}. 
Let Δ
Μ
 denote the weight set of Μ, Δ
Μ
 = {λ Ê H* | Μ(λ) У {0}}. 
Denote by Ζ the subalgebra of A generated by Ζ^.,.,Ζ . 
If 1 € Ζ, then we set 1 = max(l,0) and l" = -min(l,0). 
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If a = (a^.-.ta ) € ïn, then let 
a. a a. a 




if i € z£, i - (i,,...,^), then Z(i) = Ζ^.,.Ζ^ and if j € Z°, 
5, j n 
І " (j, J
n
) . then H(j) = H1 ...Hnn. 
Let us denote Ъу Z^[H], the subalgebra of A generated by Z_ and H. 
A is an H-diagonalizable Η-module under the action: 
Η : X •* HX-XH for χ € Α, Η € Η. 
If (ω ,.,.,ω ) denotes the dual basis in Η of (H.|,...,H ), ad­
mitting for the moment that (Н.,,...,!! ) is indeed a basis of H, then, 
i n — 
for i e Z^, j e z", a e Z n, X(a)Z(i)H(j) has weight E a ^ . 
Proposition (IV.1.1). An F-basis of A, indexed by elements of 
Z n χ z" « 2^ is provided by the elements X(a)H(j)Z(i), where a € Zn, 
j € ZV, i € Zv. The center of A is Z. A necessary and sufficient 
condition for A to have no zero-divisors is given by: g φ 0. 
Proof. By the defining relations of the algebra A, it will be clear 
that A is spanned by the elements X(a)H(j)Z(i), with a e Z n, j 6 z", 
i e a*. 
Let I/ be an F-linear space with basis: (v(i) | i € Ζ 1 1). 
Let (c1,...,cn) e F
n
 and (d^-.-.d ) e Fk. Now define: 
(І1 ^ = v(ii Vi'^^'Vi V · 
V ( ii , , , , , in ) = ^з*1^ v ( i i V · 
V ( i1 ,-- , , in ) = «(^•••••Ч.^Г0 (І1 Vl'V^Vl i n ) 
for j • 1,...,n and Ζ v(i1,...,in) = dv(i 1 i ) for ρ = 1,...,k. 
It is easy to verify that in this way, V becomes an A-module. 
It is immediate then, that Z^H] is a polynomial algebra in the 
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indeteminates Ζ^.,.,Ζ , Η1 Η η and that X(a)f Φ 0 for all a €. Z n 
and f € ZEH], f ?* 0. This proves that the elements X(a)H( j )Z(i), where 
a £ Zn, j e ζ", i € ZV provide an F-basis of A, because elements of 
different weights are linearly independent, 
Now, let x,y € A, x,y φ 0. We have to prove that xy ¿ 0 if g jí 0. 
There are finite subsets I and J in Z n and for every a € I, Ъ € J, 
fa and gi3 in Z[H], fa,gb φ 0 such that χ = Σ ^ X(a)fa, у = lbfJ X(h)gb. 
Now, choose a translation-invariant total ordering in Z n and let a, 
respectively Ъ Ъе maximal in I, respectively J; then 
xy - X(a)f
a
 X(b)gb + ^  < а + ъ X(t)ht, for some h t € Z[H], so one may 
assume that χ = X(a)f , у * X(b)g. . But then, xy φ 0 if g Φ 0, which 
easily follows by defining relations and the fact that X(c)f φ 0 for 
ail с e z n, f e z[H], f φ о. 
If g = 0, then (for instance), Х ^ . = 0. 
It is clear, that central elements of A have to be of zero weight 
and hence they are in Z^tH]. Suppose that Σ._ ζ.f. is central for some 
f. e ï-c^n FH(i) and linearly independent z. in Z, j = 1,...,m. Then 
J + J — 
X.U1? , z.f.) = (Σ?. z.f.)X. = Σ? z.f.X.,where f. can be gotten from 
J- J — ' J J J — ' J J 1 J ' J J J· J 
f. Ъу replacing H. by H.-1. Hence f. = f., so f. doesn't involve H. 
J IX J J J 1 
for every i, whence f. € F, j = 1,... ,m. α 
Remark (IV.1.2). It immediately follows by the preceding proposition 
and by the definition of A (g), that: 
- η 
¿¿(g) = 4(g) β
ζ
 A*(g) Л А І | { 8 ) ( n t i m e 9 ) · 
In t h e fol lowing, ¿ i s a semisimple Lie a lgebra and 
¿ a g ^ e t i g ^ i s a t r i a n g u l a r decomposition of £ . 
One denotes U(t) by Τ and i f λ e t * , then T. : Τ •+• Τ denotes t h e 
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algebra homomorphism with T.(h) = h+X(h) if h £ t. 
By the PBW-theorem, one easily sees: 
c£ = {¿J} Π <£) β T. 
Let ξ denote the projection of G^ onto the second summand along 
the first; ζ is called the Harish-Chandra homomorphism; it is indeed 
an algebra homomorphism. 
Let us recall that θ : S(¿) •*• G is the symmetrisation mapping 
and η : S{g) * S(t) the projection as in theorem (III.1.U). 
Theorem (IV.1.3). Τ ο ξ ι„, > is an isomorphism from Z(¿) to Τ , 
where Τ denotes the subalgebra of W^invariants in T. 
Further, if z € Z(g) П О (n G Z^), then: 
n + 







For a proof, see [Dix, théorème (Τ·'*·?)]· 
Recall that к is reductive in £ and that one has chosen an ad £-
invariant complement £ of к in ¿. 
Let (x-,...,x ) be a weight-monotone basis of ρ and let U', 
I n *• к 
(к e 2 ) and U' be as in ( I I . 2 . 5 ) . By t h e PBW-theorem, i t follows t h a t 
В = К U' i s a l i n e a r complement of Gk. in G. Set В = (В fi G ) .H, ρ € Ζ . 
~
+
 Ρ Ρ + 
If u € Β and u ί В ., then one defines: gr.íu) = p. 
If u € Β Π G. and u (. В П G , then one defines: gr (u) • к. 
If ν € G/Gk^ and u € В is the unique element such that t(u) = v, 
then one defines: gr.(v) = gr.(u), i • 1,2. 
(if ρ e Η, ρ ?ί 0, and ρ has degree к, then 
gr.! (up) = gr^u), gr2(up) = gr2(u)+k). 
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IV.2. The structure of S(¿,k), if (¿,k) =(¿1(11+1), gl(n)). 
In the following, £ » gl(n+1) and к is the subalgehra of £ gene­
rated by (E.. I i,j £ n), where E.., i,j = 1,... ,n+1 are as in the 
1J 1J 
ΥΊ+ 1 
preceding chapter; we set h. = E.., i = 1,...,n+1. Then t= l._ Fh. 
ia a Cartan subalgebra of £ and h = t. П к is a Cartan subalgebra of к. 
Define ω. € t* by ω.(h.) = δ. ., i,j = 1,...,η+1. Then, by restric­
tion, ω..,...,ω . are linear forms on h, which will be denoted by 
ω
ι V i t00· 
Then: Δ & = ί»··^· I i,j = 1 n+1, i φ j}; 
Δ β {ω.-ω. I i,j = 1,...,n9 χ φ j}; E., is a root vector 
belonging to ω.-ω.. 
Set ^  = I 1 l i < < j i n + 1 FE... t. = Vl>j>i>1 F Eji' 
к = к Π ¿^ and к^ = к Π g^, then: 
£ = g β t. θ g^ and к = к^ ® t^  θ It^  are triangular decompositions and 
ρ = Σ
1? . FE. . + FE
 t, . + F(E,, + .. .+E , J J"1 J,n+1 n+1,J 11 n+1,n+1 
ie an ad k-invariant complement of к in ¿. 
L+ = {Ei=i p i B i Ι ρ Γ ρ ί + ι e z + ' i = 1 . · · · ' η - 1 > · 
L e t (s
-1 3-n'E11+E22+-"+En+1,n+1'Sn S 1 ) Ъ е a s e<l u e n c e o f 
steps associated to 
(E
n+1 ,1 ' V i ,2 En+1 ,n'E11+E22+· ' ·+Εη+1 ,n+1 'En,n+1 E2,n+1 'E1 ,η+1 ) ' 
a weight-monotone basis of J5. Together with h, they generate S0(£,k). 
The s.,s_., i = Ι,.,.,η were explicitely computed for instance by 
Nagel and Moshinsky, see [2?, 2.27]; they called them raising 
(s^, i = 1,...,n) and lowering (s_. , i = 1,...,n) operators. They also 
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appear in a paper of Carter and Lusztig, see [h, 2.3 (5)]· 
IV.2.1) s. = tU, . . . ,Ε. ^, E E. . E.. . 
ι 1<ι,<...<ι <ι-1 ι,η+1 ι0ιη ι„ι„ Λ ιι 
— 1 ρ- 1 2 1 ρ ρ-1 ρ 
(h.-h. +j -i+1).. (h. -h. +j,-i+l)) »where {j,, 1
 Οι
 1
 ι J1 1
 1 
of {i.,...,i } in {1 i-1} and 1 = i-1-p 
s . = t(E. . . , E. . E. . .. 
-1 1<1..<...<1 <n+1 1 1 1.1 
(h.-h. +j -i)...(h.-h. +j -Ì)), where ij.,. 
1 J - 1 1 J -j 1 
of {i,,...,i } in {i+1,...,η} and p+1 = n-i 
..,j-} is the complement 
E E _,, . . 
i.i.. n+1 ,1 
J J-1 Ρ 
.,j.} is the complement 
Observation (IV.2.2). One has: gr.(s.) = gr2(s.), gr1(s_i) = gr2(s_i), 
i = 1,...,n, because terms with 1 = 0 occur. 
Comment. We only use observation (IV.2.2) and not the explicit form 
of s. and s ., i = 1 η in order to obtain the structure of S (¿,k). 
However, we have been unable to prove gr.is.) = gr^is.), 
i = η,-n+1,...,-1,1,...,n, without using their explicit expressions. 
We will need similar statements for the other examples, see (IV.3.1) 
and (І Л.І). 
Now , let %.,...,Ì _ € Z(g) be such that Ç(Z.) = Τ (σ.), where 0 n+1 А л „g л 
δ£ J 
σ. is the elementary symmetric polynomial of degree j in h.,...,!! ., 
see Chapter III. 
Lemma (IV.2.3). Z. is a linear combination of 1, (С,),..., (С . ) , 1 ι n+i 
i = 1,.. .,η+1. 
(For the definition of C : see theorem (III.2.2)). 
Proof. Choose a PBW-basis of G adapted to the basis 
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( E i,, i < j ; h1,... ,h n + 1 ; E i ., i > j ) of £., where the E i^ ( i Φ j ) are 
in arbitrary order. 
i- i
 + 1 
Let cd,!.!···]!
 + 1 ) Ъе the coefficient of h. ...h . in the 
expression of (С.) with respect to this hasis, i = 0,...,n+1. 
By definition of С , C. can be expressed in monomials in the Ε , 
1 1 pq 
p,q = 1,...,n+1 in each of which, for every j, at most one E occurs 
with first index equal to j ar.d at most one E with second index equal 
to j. This yields after symmetrising: 0(1,1.,... ,ί .) = 0 if i. > 1 
for some j 6 {1,...,n+1}. Hence, and because Τ o C o 6 ( C . ) i s in-
variant under VP-, one has: (С.) is a linear combination of 
л, Ό 
1,Z.,...,Z . for all i which, by the linear independence of 
1 n+i 
(1, (С.),..., (С .,)) yields the proposition. One can also look at 
Carter and Lusztig [¡4, theorem 2.2]. 
An H-basis of UI(0) is given by 1 ,Z. ,E _,_. .E. ^., i = 1 ,... ,η. 
2 1 η+1,ι ι,η+1 ' 
Hence, looking at the explicit expressions of the C., j = Ι,...,η+I, 
J 
it is easily seen that P(t о (С.)) € U'(o) and that Ε , , is not 
j 2 n+1 ,n+1 
i n v o l v e d ; so P ( t о ( С . ) ) € Σ? . Ε , . Ε . _ Η + ZH+H f o r J 1=1 n+1 , 1 1,n+1 1 
j = 1 , . . . , n + 1 . 
Lemma (IV.2.1+). One has: s .s. β 1 € Σ?+'1 t(Z.)H β^ Fr(H), i = 1,...,n. 
—1 1 i=0 j η 
Proof. According to the above remark, lemma (IV.2.3) and theorem (II.2.19) 
it follows that (p(t(Z.)) β 1 | j = 0,...,n+l) is an Fr(H)-basis of 
J 
( Σ ? . E . . . Ε . Η + Z.H+H) β„ F r ( H ) ; so t h e lemma w i l l f o l l o w by t h e 
1—1 n + I , 1 l , n + l i n 
injectivity of P. 0 
Lemma (IV.2.5). If i,j £ {-n,-n+1,...,-1,1,2,...,n) and i+j 4 0, then 
S.S. = S.S.. 
1 J J 1 
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Proof. Both s.s. and s.s. have the same weight, say λ and both have 
ι J J ι 
P-images which are in Ul. But, if i+j Φ 0, then υ'(λ) 8 Fr(H) has 
¿ d η 
Fr(H)-dimension equal to one. Because Ρ is injective and S(£,k) has 
no zero-divisors, there exist p,q € Η, p,q Φ 0 such that OS.S. = qs.s.. 
ι 0 J ι 
But gr^Sj^a.) = gr2(sis.) = gr1(s.si) = gr^s.sj, so comparing 
coefficients yields: ρ = q,. ъ 
Lemma (IV.2.6). s .s. = l^l t(Z.).(-l)j Τ (h.) n + 1" j. 
Proof. Using lemma (IV.2.U), one obtains: p. s .s. = Σ t(f.Z ), for 
fkj.e н, ρ. φ о, к = о п+ 
1 ι 1 
1 . 
Using lemma (IV.2.5), one gets: [s.,s .s.] = 0 if i φ j, 
ъ 
i,j = Ι,,.,,η. Because also [s.,t(Z )] = 0, j = 1,...,n, к = 0,...,n+1, 
J к 
n+1 к ^  the fact s.p.s .s. = s..ï, . f.(Z, ) then yields: J ι -ii J k=0 í k ' 
Τ . lp.).s .s.s. = (Г1
П+1 Τ ^ {í\{Z.)))s. and because 
-ω.+ω ^, ι -ι ι J k=0 -ω.+ω , ι к j 0 n+1 0 j n+1 
S(g,k) has no zero-divisors: (p.-T (p.)).s .s. = 
ι —ω ·+ω
 1 ι —ι ι 






 k s 
it may be assumed that p. and f. are in F[h.] = Σ Fh.,for every i. Now, 
let ξ be the Harish-Chandra homomorphism. Because 
P(s .s.) € Σ1? , E _ . E. ,H and C(Gk ) = 0 and Ç(E. , ) = 0 if 
-ι ι j = 1 n+l,j j,n+1 ^ -f' ^ J,n+1 
n+1 к ^ j < n+1 , one obtains: Σ f. ξ(Ζ ) = ξ(ρ.3 .s.) = 0; hence: 
ς" f. Τ (σ ) = 0, for all i. Because F[h.Í/Ffo.,...,σ ] is an 
К- U 1 χ Ê ^ П+ I 
algebraic extension with nonic irreducible polynomial Σ ._ (-l)Ja.Xn - J, 
it will be clear that there exist p,q e F[h.], p,q Φ 0 such that 
ps .в. = 1.1**1 (-l)j.t(Z.) Τ (h.)"''1"·5. Because 
-1 1 J=0 J j£ 1 
0**· ^ o, 
6 Γ ι( Β_. Ε.) = 6г 2( 3_ 1 3.) = gr/tíZ^)) = gr2(t(Zii+1)) and 
'ν л/ 
gr^tíZ.)) = gr (t(Z.)) = j, one may assume that ρ = q = 1 after having 
adapted if necessary s. or s . with the right scalar, (if one takes 
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s . and s. as in (IV.2.1), then no adaption is needed). 
Theorem (IV.2.7). Let (£,k) = (gl(n+1),gl(n)) and let S(¿,k) Ъе the 
subalgebra of S(£,k) generated by S0(£,k) and t(Z(¿)). 
Define g € FtÇ, 5n+1.5] Ъу:
 β
(ξ 1 5n+1,Ç) = Ζ^-Ι^ζ-^'
0
 Л0=1 • 
Then there exists a unique algebra isomorphism a: A (g) -»· S(£,k), 
such that: 
a(Z.) = t(Z.), j = 1 n+1; a(H.) = t(T
 CT(h.)), 
a(X.) = s., a(Y.) = s ., j = 1,...,n. 
J J J "J 
Proof. Because of lemmas (IV.2.5) and (IV.2.6) and the definition of 
A (g), it will be clear that there is a unique algebra homomorphism 
with the property as mentioned in the theorem, which is surjective. 
Since the mapping respects weight spaces, it suffices for the proof of 
the injectivity of this mapping to show, that the image of an element 
X(a)f, where a € Z11 and f€Z[H], f ^ 0, is non-zero. But this easily 
follows by the fact that S(g,k) has no zero-divisors, the fact that 
the canonical mapping of Z(g) 8 H into S(g,k) is injective according 
г 





Corollary (IV.2.8). O- is commutative and hence by using [20, theorem 
on p.36], one has: G- = Z(£).Z(k). 
л, 
Proof. One has S(¿,k) = t(Z(£)H) and hence it follows by proposition 
(II.2.I) that G— is commutative. 
Because of [20, theorem on ρ 36] one has: the centre of G - is Z(£)Z(k), 
so the corollary follows. • 
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Remark (IV.2.9)· One can illustrate now the fact that 
S(¿,k) and t(G-) don't differ very much, for: 
t((£) = z(fi) e F H W 
S(&.,b)- = Z(£) eF H. 
Remark (IV.2.10). The Lie algebra £ΐ(η+1) is isomorphic to 
¿ = ¿l(n+l)/F.Z ; let к Ъе the image of к in £ under the canonical 
homomorphism. If g is the polynomial in n+1 mdeterminates, 
ξ ,.,.,ξ ,ξ that one gets Ъу taking ξ = 0 in g, then 
S(£,k) = A (g; as is obviously easy to prove. 
IV.3. The structure of S(¿,k), if (¿,k) = (so(2n+l), so(2n)). 
In the following, £ = so(2n+1), so £ is of type В . 
One chooses the basis in £ as in (III.3); let к be the subalgebra of 
£ spanned Ъ у Х , 1 < І 7 * , і < п ; Х , X , 4 , 1 < i < j < n 
•^  ω . - ω . — — ω.+ω. - ( ω . + ω . ) — 
i j ι J ι J 
and t = E . F h . . 
— 1 1 
One defines £. > £_ a.s in (ІІІ.З) and к = к Π e , 
к
 =
к П £ ;t^isa Cartan subalgebra of к too; 
ρ = Σ. . FX +FX is an ad k-invariant complement of к in g 
•^  i=1 ω. -ω. — — •и· 
ι ι 
and (Χ ,Χ ,...,Χ ,Χ ,...,Χ ,Χ ) is a weight-monotone basis 
-ω. -ω_ -ω ω ω0 ω. 
I d η η с: 1 
Of £. 
Let (s ,,s .,...,s ,s ,s ,,...,3,) be a sequence of associated 
-1 — ¿ -η η n-1 ι 
steps and suppose p.,p . £ Η, i = 1,...,n are such that 
P(s.) = X p., P(s .) = Χ ρ ., i = Ι,.,.,η. 
ι ω. ι —ι —ω. —ι 
ι ι 
The s.,s ., i = Ι,.,.,η were computed explicitely by M.K.F. Wong, 
see l3h, p.1901,1902]. We don't want to copy them here but one can make 
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the following 
Observation (IV.3.1). One has: gr^s.) = gr 2(s i), i = -n,...,-1, 
1,...,n. 
Now, l e t 2 Ζ e Z(¿) Ъе such t h a t ξ (Ζ.) = Τ ( τ . ) , 
On J j.£^  J 
j = Ο,.,.,η, where ξ is the Harish-Chandra homomorphism and 1., 
J 
j = Ι,.,.,η is as in Chapter III, τ = 1. 
Recall, that L
+





, i = 1,...,n-1, 
Pn-^nÉV· 
Lemma (IV.3.2). Let D ,...,D С Stfi)5-Ъе as in Chapter III. Then 
Ζ-,...,Ζ are linear comhinations of 1,9(D1),...,9(D ), where 
θ : S(g) •* G denotes the sJTranetrisation mapping. 
Proof. (Compare with the proof of lemma (IV.2.3)·) 
Choose a PBW-basis of G adapted to the splitting £ = fi^ Φ t^  Φ £. > 
where one has chosen the basis (h..,...,h ) in t^ . Let dik,!. ,... ,i ) 
i1 i 
be the coefficient of h.. . . .h in the expression of θ(ϋ. ) with respect 
to this basis. By definition of D. , θ(ϋ ) can be expressed in monomials 
in the standard basis of ¿, in each of which, for every ρ € {1 η}, 
at most two factors X. . or h. occur with i = ρ or л = p. This 
- i" J 
yields, after symmetrisation: for every i € { 1 ,...,n} one has: 
d(i,i.,...,! ) = 0 if i > 2 for some ρ E {1 η}. Hence, and because 
Τ ο ξ η θ(ϋ.) is invariant under VP-, one has: θ(ϋ.) is a linear com-
-6= 1 1 
. . ^ % . , . 
bmation of Z
n
,...,Z , because Τ ο ξ is injective on Z(e). α 
0 n
 -6^ 
Lemma (IV.3.3). s .s. β 1 = Σ1? t(Z.)H 8 U Fr(H). 
-1 1 J=0 j H 
Proof. (Compare with lemma (IV.2.1t)). 
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One has: t(Z ) β 1,...,t(Z ) β 1 are linearly independent over 
Fr(H), see theorem (II.2.19) and P(t(2.)) e U^ÍO), i = 0 п. One 
has UI(0) β„ Fr(H) = Σ1? . Χ Χ β Fr(H) + 1 8 Fr(H). Further, ¿ h ι=Ί -ω- ω. 
ι ι 
P(s .s.) € Up(o), i = 1,...,n. Hence, because Ρ is injective, the 
lemma follows, α 
liPmma (IV.3.1*). One has: s-s. = s.S., for 
ι J J ι 
i,j € {-n,-n+1,...,-2,-1 ,1,2,...,n} and i+j 4 0. 
Proof. (Compare with lemma (IV.2.5))· 
Lemma (IV.3.5). s .s. = Σ1? Α-λΫ Ζ. Τ (Ь? ( п"^), i = 1,...,η. 
—
 1 1 J - U J rj^ 1 
Proof. (Compare with lemma (IV.2.6)). 
In a similar way as theorem (IV.2.7), one proves: 
л, 
Theorem (IV.3.6). Let (¿,k) = ( so(2n+l),so(2n) ) and let S(£,k) Ъе the 
subalgebra of S(£,k) generated by t(Z(£)) and S (£,k). Define 
g e F[c1 ξη,ξ] ъу: 8(ξι5...,ξη,ξ) = E ^ - O J Ç . Ç 2 ^ - ^ , ξ0 = 1. 
Then there exists a unique algebra isomorphism a : A'(g) -»• S(£,k), 
such that 
a(Z.) = t(Z.), a(H.) = t(T ¿(h.)), a(X.) = s. and 
J J J О J J J 
a(Y,) = s_., j = l,...,n. 
IV.'t. The structure of S(£,k) if (¿,k.) = (so(2n+2), so(2n+l)). 
In the following £ = so(?n+2). 
There can be chosen a basis in ¿ consisting of the elements: h., 
i = 1,...,n+1; X , 1 < ρ 4 q < n+1; X , 1 < ρ < q < n+1; 
ω —ω ~ ω +ω — — 




ω )' 1 - Ρ ' q- n + 1· 
ρ ι 
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Then t = Σ?* Fh. is a Cartari subalgebra of £. 
One defines ω. € t* Ъу ω.(h.) = δ.., i,j = 1,...,η+1. Then 
1 I J IJ 
Χ , respectively Χ , respectively Χ / . ν is a root vector 
ι J i j i j 
belonging to the root ω.-ω-, respectively ω.+ω., respectively -(ω.+ω.). 
i j i j i j 
I f one s e t s g . = Σ. . FX + FX and 
^Н і<л ω . - ω . ω . + ω . 
ι J ι J 
g = Σ. . FX + FX , ч, t h e n : £ = £. « t i e i s a t r i a n g u l a r 
" ^ i > j ω . - ω . - ( ω . + ω . ) = • " • _ — " + 
i j i j 
d e c o m p o s i t i o n o f £ · 
Now, one c h o o s e s t h e b a s i s of ¿ a s on p . 5 5 , and one d e n o t e s by 
к t h e s u b a l g e b r a o f £ spanned by t h e e l e m e n t s X , 1 f _ i ^ j £ n ; 
X . , X / j . л , 1 < i < j < η ; h . ,Χ ,Χ , i = 1 , . . . , η . 
ω . + ω . - ( ω . + ω . ) — — ι ω. - ω . 
ι J ι J i l 
An a d l i - i n v a r i a n t complement of le i n £ , j ) , i s s p a n n e d by Υ ,Υ , 
i i 
i = 1 , . . . , n and Y
n
. 
One s e t s h = t П к , к | = g П к , к_ = g^ П к . 
(Υ ,...,Υ ,Υ„,Υ ,...,Υ ) is a weight-monotone basis of ρ, 
—ω, -ω 0 ω ω, 
ι η η 1 








ι ι il 'ìi 
Y has weight 0. We will denote ω·|h by ω. again, i = Ι,.,.,η. 
Let (s ,,...,3 ,s„,s ,...,s.) be a sequence of associated steps 
— l —η O n ι 
belonging to the basis (Υ ,...,Y >Y„»Y >···>Υ )> and let p. € H, 
—ω.. —ω 0 ω ω
 i ι 1 η η 1 
be such that P(s·) = Y.p., i = -1,-2, ,-n,0,n,n-1 ,...,1. Together 
with t(h), s., i = -1,-2,— ,-η,Ο,η,η-1,...,1 generate S0(£,k). 
Let %,...,%, "ϊ e Z(fi) be such that ξ(Ζ.) = Τ (τ.), 
i = 1,...,η and Ç(Z) = Τ (h....h ), (τ. is the elementary symmetric 
2 2 polynomial of degree 2i in h.,...^ , just as in Chapter III). 
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Observation (IV.U.1). One has: 
gr1(si) = gr^s^, i = 1,... ,n,-1 ,-2,...,-n; 
gr (s0) = gr2(s0) = gr^Z) = gr2(Z). 
See [ЗІ+, p. 1901,1902]. 
Now, copying the vhole procedure of (І .З) and (IV.U), it is not 
difficult to prove that: 
Lprnna (IV.k.2). s.S. = s.S., if i,j = 1,...,n,-1,—,-n and i+j 4 0; 
s
-iSi • 1ТЛ(-^а0) T^üfη+1-^), i = 1.....П. where ^  = ì2. 
Further: s = t(Z). 
Theorem (IV.U.S). Let (¿.k) = (so(2n+2),so(2n+1)) and let S(£,k) be 
the subalgebra of S(£,k) generated by t(Z(¿)) and S (£,k). Define 




 Si^,···,^,^) = 







 = 1. 
n+1 ^ Then there exists a unique algebra isomorphism a : A (g) ·*· S(£,k), 
such that: 
a(H. ) = Τ _(h,), a(X.) = s., a(Y. ) = s ., a(Z, ) = t(Z.), 
i = 1,...,n and a(Z _,_.) = t(Z). 
n+ 1 
1 r £ i 1 1 1 -1 1 1 
(IV. 5). The structure of S(£,k) if (g.,k) = (iso(n) ,so(n) ) or 
(igl(n),gl(n)). 
In this section, £, £ , к and 2. ах'е a s o n e 0^ the examples in 
(ill.5)· One denotes G = U(£ ) and the symmetrisation mapping 
from S(¿) onto G, respectively G by θ, respectively θ 
Let £ = giin+l) and £ = igl(n); by lemma (IV.2.3) it follows 
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that Ζ. is a linear combination of 1 ,9(0.,... , (С . 1 ) . Let Z- in 
ι ι n+1 Ί-
G ( 0 ) be the same linear combination of 1, e ( 0 )(c!j 0 ) ),... , θ * 0 ^ ^ ] ) , 
i = 1 ,. . . ,η+1. 
In a same way Z. , i = 1,...,n if £ = iso(2n) and 
Z ( 0\zí 0^, i = Ι,.,.,η if ¿ ^ = iso(2n+l) are defined. 
One easily checks, looking at the explicit expressions of 
C . , C ' 0 \ D . , D . 0 ) and Ε. ,E, , that: 
ι ι J J к к 
(IV.5.1). θ ( 0 ) ο θ - 1 ( ^ . ) - ^ 0 ) £ К and Z(.0) € F+ Σ
 £
n K f o r a l l j . 
J J 0
 n>1 
(IV. 5.2). Let Z' Ъе the suhalgehra of Z(g. ) generated by 
λ,Ц
0
',...,tf^, respectively 1 Л] ,· · · Л^ ' respectively 




 if £ ( 0 ) = iglin), respectively iso(2n), respec-
tively iso(2n+1). 
It is not difficult to prove, using similar methods as earlier 
in this chapter, that S(g ,к)- β„ Гг(Н) and Ζ Ή »„ Fr(H) are isomor-
η η 
phic algebras. 
It is immediate that U'ÍO) is a commutative algebra; because 
S(£ іЮ~ i 3 commutative, one easily checks that the mapping 
ι : S ( £ i 0 \ k ) - β
Η
 Fr(H) -> U'to) β
Η
 Fr(H) with i(s β h) = P(s) β h, 
(s 6 S(¿ ,k), h € Fr(H)) defines an algebra isomorphism. 
It will be clear that U'(0) ®„ Fr(H) is a polynomial ring over 
π 
Fr(H) in n, respectively n+1 indeterminates if £ = iso(2n), respec­
tively igl(n) or iso(2n+1). 
So, because Z' and Η are linearly disjoint, see prop. (II.2.17), 
it follows that Z' is a polynomial ring over F in 
^.....^JifA-ieiCn). 
. Чо) (^o) . , , 
in Zv ' Zv if g = iso(2n) and 
7>* 
ì{0),ì\0) ^ 0 ) if
 £=iso( 2n +l). 
One denotes θ ο θ (s.) Ъу s. too, i = -η,-η+1,...,-Ι,1,2,...,η; 
it is immediate then, that s. £ S(£ ,k), all i. Using the above pro­
perties and (IV.5-2) one easily proves the following theorems, (in all 
cases S(£ ,k) is the subalgebra of S(¿,k) generated by S (^  ,k) 
and ttZ1))· 
Theorem (IV.5.3). Let £ ^ = igl(n) and к = ¿L(n) ; let 
g € Γ[ξ1 ξη+1>ξ]
 Ъ е
 defined Ъу
 5(ξ1 ,... ,ζ η + 1 ,ξ) =Σ ^ =0(-1 )JZn+u-^ • 
Then there exists a unique algebra isomorphism a : A (g) ->• s(£ ,k) 
with: a(H.) = t(T _(h.)), a(X.) = s., a(Y.) = s ., j = 1,...,n and 
J rfi. J J J J "J 
a(Z.) = t{z\0'), i = 1,... ,η+1. 
Theorem (IV.5.k). Let g ( 0 ) = iso(2n), к = so(2n); let g € Γίξ,,.,.,ξ ,ξ] 
be defined by





Then there exists a unique algebra isomorphism a : A (g) -*• S(¿ ,k) 
with: 
a(H.) = t(T (h.)), a(X.) = s., a(Y.) = s ., a(Z.) = t(Z(.0)), j = 1 n. 
J f-fi. J J J J J J J 
Theorem (IV.5.5). Let g/ = iso(2n+l), к = so(2n+1); let 
g С Κ[ξ1 ξη+1,ξ] be defined by 
Я(Е ε ε) = (-ι)η+1ε2 + Σ η (-i)je r 2( n + 1-J) 





a(H.) = t(T (h.)), a(X.) = s,, a(Y.) = s ., a(Z.) = t(2.) ( 0 ), 
j = 1 η and a(Z
n+1) = г(^0)). 
T5 
Remark (Г .5.6). By proposition (IV.1.1), theorem (II.2.1) and the 
above three theorems, it follows that Z' = Z(£ ). 
Now the theorems (III.5-2), (ill.5.3) and (ill.5.Ό will be immediate 
by (IV.5.2) and the fact that θ : S(£ ) ->• G is an isomorphism 
of ad £ -modules. 
IV.6. Dominancy and extremity. 
In this section we will devellope a criterion, using proposition 
(II.2.1U), for dominant S (¿,k)-modules to be extreme in the cases 
that (fi.k) = (so(n+1),so(n)), (gl(n+1),gl(n)), (iso(n),so(n)) or 
(igl(n),gl(n)). 
Lemma (IV.6.1). If λ e l£, then set L^(X) = ίμ € L·^ | there exists 
i € {l,...,n} with λ-μ = ω. or λ-μ = -ω.}· 
ι ι 
(i) If £ = so(2n+l) and λ € L^, then: 
(a) Ι/, Θ I/ = β V if X(h ) = 0; 
λ ω
ι ueL*U) μ 






(ii) If £ = so(2n) and λ e L^, then 
Ι/, β I/ = Φ Ι/ . 
λ ω
ι ^ιξ(χ) ν 
(iii) If £ = £l(n) and λ e L^, then 







Proof. This lemma can be proved by use of for instance Steinberg's 
formula, see [19» 2U.1»]. For a similar statement, see for instance 
[21, 1.15, 1.16], [10, 1.9]. 
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Lemma (IV.6.2). 
(i) Let £ = so(2n+2) and к = so(2n+1). Let s
n
,s. .s ., i = 1,...,η, 
Ъе as in (IV.U). Then for λ € L , one has: 
(a) Q. (s.) = 0 iff λ+ω. g L : Q. ( s .) = 0 iff λ-ω. (. L. 
A l 1 + A ~1 Χ + 
(b) Q
x
(s0) = 0 iff x(hn) = 0. 
(ii) Let g = до(2п+1 ) and к = s£(2n)·, let s. ,s . , i = 1 , — ,η Ъе as 
in ( IV. 3 ) ; then for λ ξ. L one has : 
Q,(s.) = 0 iff λ+ω. î L . Q,(s .) = 0 iff λ-ω. í L^. 
A l 1 + A ^1 1 τ 
(iii) Let £ = gl(n+1) and к = £l(n); let s.,s ., i = 1,...,η be as in 
(IV.2). Then for λ € L+, one has: 
Q.(s.) = 0 iff λ+ω. t L ; Q (s .) = 0 iff λ-ω- í L . 
A l 1 · A ^І 1 · 
Proof. This lemma immediately follows Ъу the fact that the adjoint 
representation of к in £, (jç β £ = ^ ) , is isomorphic to I/ in the 
ω1 
cases (i) and (ii) and to V Φ I/ in case (iii). Further one uses 
ω. ω 1 η 
the preceding lemma, proposition (1.1.5) and Theorem (1.1.12). α 
Lemma (IV.6.3). Let s e S(£,k), ζ £ Z(£)H and λ € L . Then 
Qx(st(z)) = 0 iff Qx(t(z)) = 0 or Qx(s) = 0. 
Proof. One chooses a weight-monotone basis (χ.,.,.,χ ) of £ and 
writes Q
x
(t(z)) = L ( i ) i ( k ) a(i)x-.(i), ^(s) = E (. ) l ( l ) ^.jX-'ij), 
where &, . ·. ,Ъ, .ν € F, a, . φ 0, Ъ^» φ 0 and χ" (i) is as in (11.2.5) • 





 а(к)Ъ(1)х-'((к)+(1)) mod Σ( . ) < ( k ) + ( l ) x " ( j ) · π 
Theorem (IV.6.1*). 
(a) I f (£,k) = (so(2n+2),sb(2n+1)) or ( i s o ( 2 n + 1 ) , s o ( 2 n + 1 ) ) , then a 
dominant S(£,lO-module f i s extreme i f ν £ \1{\) and X(h ) = 0 
7T 
implies Zv = 0. 
(b) A dominant S(¿,k)-module is extreme, if (£,k) = (so(2n+1),so(2n)), 
(iso(2n),so(2n)), (fil(n+1),gl(n)) or (iglin),gl(n)). 
Proof. Suppose (fi.k) = (so(2n+2),so(2n+1)). 
Of course, using lemma (IV.6.2) and proposition (1.1.5), it is 
necessary for an extreme S(¿,k)-module V that Z.v = 0 if ν € Ι'(λ) for 
any λ € L + with X(h ) = 0. 
Let s. ,s . ,Z. ,h. , i = 1 ,... ,n and Ζ Ъе as in (І .Ц). Let 1/ Ъе a 
1 - 1 1 1 
dominant â(£,k)-module such that Ζ.Ι/(μ) = {0} if p(h ) = 0. (Note 
that the conditions of proposition (11.2.11») are satisfied). 
Let ν 6 (/(λ), we have to prove that sv = 0 if Qjts) = 0, 
(s € S(£,k)). Without loss of generality we may assume that s is a 
weight vector. Using the defining relations, one then sees: 
i1 in Jn J1 
s = s1 •••sn s ...s_1 ζ for some ζ £ Z(£)H, i1 ,.. . ,i n,j 1,... ,Jn € Z+. 
Using proposition (II.2.1U) one sees: if Q. (s. ...s s ...s ) = 0 , 
І1 ^п "'η ^І 
then s, ...s s ...s ..v = 0; if not, then, Ъу the preceding lemma, 1 η —η —ι 
one has Q,^) = 0. So, one may assume: s € Z(g)E. Using the defining 
relations, noting that 5 = Z._ (η+1-ΐ)ω. , see [3, planche IV], one 
derives the following identity: 
/ s l S _ 1 + (-l) n¿ 2-(h 1 +n-l) 2 ( n + l ) N· 
(1) J s,s ,
 + ( - l ) n Z 2 - ( h , + n - i ) 2 ( n + l ) 
\ : 
1 - 1 1 
\ s s
 + (-D^^-h2^*15 
\ η -η η 
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ftt^+n-l)2 (h^n-l)1* ... (h^n-l)211 
(h.+n-i)2 (h^n-i)1* ... (h.+n-i)2" 
\ : 
\ n 
,.. h 2n 
(-i)nz„ 
(-1)J z. 
The determinant d, of the matrix on the right hand side of equa­
tion (1) equals Π (h.+n-i)2. Π ((h. +n-k)2-(h1+n-l)
2). 
i=1 :L k>l 
If ν £ V(\) and X(h ) Φ 0, then d(X) # 0, so using the аЪо е 
equation one finds: there exists w e Σ,.>Fr , (notation as in 
(II.2.5))» such that s.v = v.ν and w-s e t(GJ ). The use of proposition 
(II.2.li*) yields: v.ν = 0. 
If ν € V(\) and A(h ) = 0, then one looks at the equation: 
(2) 





^ - ( п - О + ^ 2 - ^ ^ 
(h^n-1)2 (t^+n-ir ... (h^n-i: ?(n-1)\ / , l Nn 
(h
 1 + 1 )
2
 (h , ^ ) k ... (h ^ ) 2 { п - ] \ 
n-i n-l n-n / 
/ - 1 > " Z n 
1j 
and one easily sees that s.v = w.v for some 
ii i ι ч,і і і i-i 
w e S1 = Σ,. .ч Fs. ...s ηΤ ζ" s *}'
 l V..s and w-s € t(GJ. ). (ι ,...,i ) 1 n-1 1 -(n-1) -1 λ 
Ό . . 
Now, noting that Ζ is the Casimir element of ¿, one proves along the 
same lines as proposition (II.2.1U) that w.v = 0 if w € S' Π t(GJ.) 
A 
and ν € (/(λ). 
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For case (b) one can make up similar equations as (l) for case 




Representations of the algebras A (g). 
In this chapter we will establish a correspondence between cer-
tain representations of A = A (g) (as defined in the preceding chapter) 
and representations of graphs, as defined by Gabriel in [9]» or by 
BernSteïn, Gel'fand and Ponomarev in [2]. 
Let R be a commutative ring with 1. Let Γ be a finite connected 
and oriented graph. Denote its set of vertices by Γ and its set of 
edges by Γ . If 1 Ε Γ , then o(l) denotes its starting point and B(l) 
its endpoint, o(l), 6(1) e Γ . 
An R-representation V of Γ associates to every α € Γ a finitely 
generated R-module V and to 1 € Γ an R-module homomorphism 
v ( 1 ) !
 «(іГ в(і)· 
A morphism m : V •* V' of two R-representations V and V' of the same 
graph is a family (m ) __ of R-module homomorphisms m : V •*• V', such 
γ Yer0
 r
 γ γ γ' 
that the following diagram is commutative: 
V V ( l ) 
V
a ( l ) * V6(l) 
m
a(l) I mB(i) 
V'(l) TM 
a ( i ) ^ v e ( i ) 
An F-representation will also be called simply a representation. 
We retain the notations of the preceding chapters. 
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V.l. Elementary representations of A and representations of graphs. 
Let vn € H and χ a character of Z, this means χ : Ζ •* F is a 
homomorphism. 
An A-module M is called (χ,y
n
)-elementary, if it has the following 
properties: 
(i) M is H-diagonalizable and Μ(μ) is finite-dimensional for all 
y e Η*; 
(ii) M has quasicharacter χ, this means: χ is a character and for all 
m € M and ζ € Ζ, there exists η € IN, such that: {x(z)-z)nm. = 0; 
(iii) M is (μ -)integral, this means: Δ,. с l^ +IL.; here: 
Η* = Σ? . Ζω.. 
—2 i = 1 — i 
Proposition (V.1.1). Every A-module, satisfying (i) is a direct sum 
of elementary submodules. 
Proof. Generally Χ.Μ(μ) e Μ(μ+ω.), Υ.Μ(μ) e Μ(μ-ω.) and Χ.Μ(μ) с Η(μ) 
if Χ 6 Ζ U Η. So: Σ _„* Μ(μ +μ) is A-invariant for every μ. € H . Hence 
—
 — μ t_H U U — 
every ll-diagonalizable A-module is a direct sum of integral modules. 
If V is a ^ -invariant subspace of M, then set V = {v € V | there 
exists m С IN such that (x(z)-z)mv = 0, for all ζ € Ζ} for a homomor­
phism χ : Ζ •* F. If dim Μ(μ) < » for all μ, then Ъу the ^-invariance 
of Μ(μ): Μ(μ) = 9 Μ(μ) χ and hence: Μ = ΣΜΧ. It will be clear that this 
sum. is a direct one. π 
In the following one supposes that M is a (χ,μ )-elementary A-
module; further that g(x(Z1),...,x(Zk),ξ) φ 0. 
Let N. = Ν.(χ,μ ) be the subset of νΛϋ.)+Ί! consisting of all 
elements μ^Η^+Γ, r ζ Ζ such that g(x(Z1 ),. . . ,x(Zk), Γ+μ0(Ηί)) = 0. 
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Let F Ъе furnished with the minimal translation-invariant partial 
ordering, such that the elements of 2
+
 are positive. 
If m € N.. then set v.(m) = -=> if m = min(M.), otherwise v.(m) is 
1 1 ι ι 
the greatest element of N. which is smaller than m; set v.(«>) = max(N.). 
1 1 1 
Let us define an equivalence relation on μ0+Η , of which the equi­
valence class of an element μ is denoted Ъу μ: 
if λ ,μ e μ +H*, then Τ = μ" if, for all i e {1,. . . ,η} 
U Οι 
there exists m e Ν. U {»} such that v.(m) < λ(Η.) < m+1 and 
1 1 1 
v.(m) < μ(Η.) < m+1. An equivalence class of this relation is called 
(χ,μ.)-block, or simply: Ъіоск. 
If A : И -»• M is a linear transformation and Α(Μ(λ)) с Μ(μ) for 
some λ,μ E H , then A . : Μ(λ) •* Μ(μ) will denote the restriction of 
μ ,λ 
A to Μ(λ) and Μ(μ). Generally, if one has a direct sum Φ V(p) of 
Ρ 
linear spaces and linear mappings A : ν(λ) •* ® V(p) for all λ, then 
λ Ρ 
9 A will denote the linear transformation in % V(p) which equals A 
Ρ Ρ ρ Ρ 
when restricted to V(p). 
Lemma (V.l.2). Let λ Ε μ
Λ
+ΗΪ; if λ+ω- £ λ, then 0 -^ Z —ι ' 
(Χ.), , : Μ(λ) •+ Μ(λ+ω.) is an isomorphism of Z-modules. 
ι λ+ω. ,λ —ι — 
Proof. (Y.Χ.) : Μ(λ) -»• Μ(λ) has the only eigenvalue 
%{χ{Ζ. ),...,χ(Ζ ),λ(Η.)), which is non-ζerο. Hence: (Χ·),. , in in-
l К 1 1 λ+(ι) . ,λ 
—ι 
jective. One also has: (X.Y. ), , ., : Μ(λ+ω.) •+ Μ(λ+ω.) has the same 
ι ι λ+ω. ,λ+ω. —ι —ι 
—ι —ι 
eigenvalue, hence (Χ-), , : Μ(λ )-*· Μ(λ+ω. ) is surjective. This proves 
ι λ +ω., λ —ι 
—ι 
the lemma. • 
Because of the аЪо е lemma, it is possible to construct for every 
pair (λ,μ) in one (χ,μ^-ЪІоск a Z-module isomorphism τ. : Μ(μ) •+ Μ(λ] 
U λ ,μ 
δ3 
such that i f X = M = v = p one has: 





М Ы — - --
Р
-'- —»«(ρ) 
is a commutative diagram, (this is based on the fact: X.Y. = Y.X. if 
i 5* j), for all i : τ = (Χ·) if ν = ν-ω. and τ τ . = id.,, >. 0
 ν,ν-ω- ι ν,v-ω. —ι λ ,ν ν,λ "Η λ ) 
If Μ is a (x,u
n
)-elementary A-module, then one denotes for 
μ € U 0 + H X : М Ы = {Σ v v e ·_ М Ы Ι ν = τ ν v l v v l for all ν,ν' e ν) 
_ vCy ' 
Clearly, Μ(μ) is isomorphic to the ^ -module Μ(μ). 
Let us denote by <_ the minimal translation-invariant partial or­
dering in Η for vhich ω. >_ 0, i = 1,...,n. Let R = Η(χ,μ ) he the set 
of all (χ ,μ
η
 ^ blocks. The different blocks μ and ν (μ, ν £ U.-.+Hr,) are 
U С) Δ 
called ad.jacent if one can choose μ and ν such that μ < ν or ν < μ and 
there are no elements in μ
η
+
Η™ between μ and v; in the first case we 
say: μ lies under v; in the second case we say μ lies above v. 
If μ and ν are adjacent and i € {1 η} and m 6 μ
η
(Η.)+Ζ are 
such that m is the maximal eigenvalue of H. in one block and m+1 is 
the minimal eigenvalue of H. in the other block, then we will denote 
this by 
(m,i) 
-· or by 
In this way, one obtains the"adjacency scheme" of the (χ,μ )-blocks, 
it is simply a rectangular graph. 
Now, let us assume that μ ν, for some μ ,ν £ Η , for 
— — * — 
instance μ lies under v. Then there exists λ € и
п
+1Іг> snch that μ 6 λ, 
ϋ л 
Bk 
ν e λ+ω.. One defines Z-module homomorphisms 
X : Μ(μ") •+ M("v) such that: 
v,g 
X (Σ ν ) = Σ ν' € H(v), 
where ν' = X.v and 
λ+ω.
 1 x 
—i 
X : M(v) ->· MCw) such that: 
μ,ν 
Χ_ _( Ζ ν ) = Σ ν' 
μ,ν ρ£\Γ Ρ ξ€ϊΓ t 
where ν' = Υ.ν, , (ν1 ,w € Μ(ρ), ρ e \Γ and ν, ,νΐ € Μ(ζ), ς e 7 ) . 
λ ι λ+ω. ρ ρ ς, t, 
It will Ъе clear that Χ and Χ don't depend on the particular 
μ,ν ν,μ 
choice of λ and that X and X are Z-module homomorphisms. 
μ>ν ν,μ 
(V.1.3) If μ ν λ and μ ρ λ, where μ,ν,λ,ρ e μ
η
+Η , 
and ρ Φ ν, μ Φ λ, then one has the following commutative diagram: 
X 







Μ(ρ) ^ Μ(λ) 
This follows Ъу the fact that [Χ.,Χ.] = [Χ.,Υ.] = [Y.,Y·] = 0 if i / j. 
I J I J I J 
Lemma ( . і Л ) . L e t μ , ν € У
л
+Н^· I f μ" ^ i - í ν , t h e n one h a s : 
X O X _ / г 7 Í 7 T 4 ^ I 
ν,μ μ,ν - ßU1'---'Zk,n;|»l(7)· 
Proof. Let λ £ μ0+Η,_ Ъе such that, say μ = λ and ν = λ+ακ . Let 
Σ _ v e Μ(μ"), ν 6 Μ(ρ), then Χ о Χ (Σν ) = Σν' , where 
ρ€μ ρ Ρ μ,ν ν,μ Ρ Ρ 
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Now one turns R into a directed graph r(x,u
n
) in the following 
way: the set of vertices of Γ(χ,μ0) is just R; the set of edges of 
Γ(χ,μ
η
) is as follows: if μ and ν are connected in the adjacency scheme 
of R, then there exists exactly one edge 1 with a(l ) = v, 
U,v _μ,ν _ 
ß(l ) = μ and exactly one edge 1 with a(l ) = U, S(l ) = v. 
μ,ν ν,μ ν,U ν,μ 
Definition (V. 1.5). Let χ Ъе a character and μ. € Н^  . A (χ,μ-)-admis­
sible ^ -representation of Γ(χ,μ ), V is a ^ -representation of Γίχ,μ.) 
with the following additional properties: 
(i) V(l__) о V(1_J = g(Z1 Z,,m)L if ν 7; 
υ,ν ν,μ ' K IV 
(ii) V has a quasicharacter χ, this means: 
for every z £ Z ^ v £ R , v £ V_, there exists η € IN such that 
ν 
(г-х(г)Лг = 0. 
(iii) V(l ) 0 V(l ) = V(l ) о V(l ) if 
μ,ν ν,ρ μ,σ σ,ρ 
μ ν ρ and μ σ ρ and μ Φ ρ, ν # σ. 
If D is a subset of Η , then D^ ÍXjVn) denotes the subset of 
Ii n (WQ+HJ) with the property: ν e Β(χ,μ ) iff ν с D. 
Definition (V.l.6). Let D be a subset of H . Let χ be a character of Ζ 
and μ- € Η .Α (χ^0)-admissible ^ -representation V of Γ(χ,μ ) is called 
concentrated at D if V_ = {0} if μ í D(x»Pn)· 
μ 0 
Theorem (V.I .7). Let D be a subset of Η*, χ a character of Ζ and μ € Η 
Then there exists an equivalence between the category of (χ,μ )-elemen-
tary A-modules И such that Δ,, ç D and the category of (χ,μ )-admissible 
Z-representations V of Γ(χ,μ
η
) concentrated at D. 
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The correspondence is given Ъу M •*• ((Ч_)_, (Χ )/ · . ) . 
ν υ μ ,ν ^μ,χι' 
Proof. If Μ is a (χ,y
n
)-elementary A-module, then it will Ъе clear Ъу 
lemma (V.1.1*) and Ъу (V.1.3), that in the аЪо е way an аіітіззіЪІе 
^-representation of Г(х,и
п
) is oЪtained which is concentrated at D if 
Now, let us construct a (χ,μ )-elementary A-module M with Δ,, с D 
corresponding to a given (χ,μ )-admissitole ^-representation V of 
ΓίΧιΡη)» concentrated at Д. 
Take a ^-module M, which is a direct sum Φ Μ(λ) of 
λ€ϋ(χ,μ0) 
^-modules Μ(λ), with Μ(λ) isomorphic to Μ(λ); M is, in an ohvious way 
a ¿-module. 




isomorphism, with inverse i . If g £ λ , then one sets 
λ,Γ 




 λ,λ λ.μ 
Define Χ. e End-C Η) such that: 
ι F 
Χ. Μ(μ) с Μ(λ+ω.) if у £ μ.+Η* and 
ι ι и Φ 
( χ . ) , + . 
ι Α+ω.,λ 




 J — — ο X o i if λ ^  λ+ω . , i = 1 ,. 
λ+ω^ λ+ο^ Y^J χ ) λ - ι ' 
—ι 
and Υ. e End„(M), such that: 
ι F ' 
Y^^ Μ(μ) Ε MCu-jüj) if μ € μ0+Η2 and 
ι λ-ω.,λ 
Γ
λ-ω.,λ * β(Ζι ^,λ(Η.)) if λ-ω. = λ 
i ο Χ^^ ο i_ if λ-ω. φ λ, i = 1 ,. .. ,η. 
λ-ω. ,λ-ω. λ-ω. ,λ λ >λ
 1 
One defines Η. € End_(M) as the Z-module homomorphism with H.m = μ(Η-)η 
i r l i 
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if m £ Μ(μ ), i = 1 η. 
Now, it is not difficult to prove that in this way M is an A-
module, which is (χ,μ_)-elementary; further it will he clear that this 
is (up to an isomorphism) the only way of constructing an A-module 
belonging to this particular ^-admissible representation V. о 
If Г is a directed graph, such that for all λ,ν € Γ , there 
exists at most one edge 1 € Γ with a(l) = λ, ß(l) = ν, then in the 
following, we will denote this edge, if it exists by 1 .. 
In the next sections we will give some applications of theorem 
(V.l.7). 
(V.2.) Representations of sl(2) and representations of graphs. 
Let G be universal enveloping algebra of sl(2); choose a basis 
(e,f,h) in sl(2) with commutation relations: [h,e] = e, [h,f] = -f, 
[e,f] = 2h. The Casimir operator of G is: ζ = fe+(h+?) . 
Let g £ Υίζ^,ξ] be defined by g U ^ Ç ) = ξ,,-ξ . Then G is isomor­
phic to A,(g), if one maps e into X., f into Υ-, ζ into Z. and h into 
Η,-ί. 
Let ω € Η denote the linear form with (¡¡.(Η.) = 1. Let с ,α € F 
and let M be a (c,a)-elementary A-module, by which we mean: M is 
(ci£,x)-elementary, where χ : Ζ •+ F is the character with χ(ζ) = α. 
For the following we will use the obvious fact: 
(V.2.1) for every χ e F, Ζ. is uniquely determined by g(Z ,x). 
Now, let N be defined as on p.Ô2. 
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There are three possibilities (V.2.2), (V.2.3) and (V.2.k). 
(V.2.2) (c,a) is such that W. = ¿: the non-singular case. 
There is only one block and the category of (с,α)-elementary 
A-modules is equivalent to the category of (c,ci)-admissible ^ -represen­
tations of the graph with one node: · , which is obviously equivalent 
to the category of F-representations V of the graph: \_J, such that 
ç_ 
V(l ) has only eigenvalue o, (.c = c+Z). 
(V.2.3) (c,o) is such that ^ N = 1, let us say W = {ρ}, ρ € F: the 
one-singular case. 
Then R(c,a) = {x,y}, where χ = {а € c+Z | а £ ρ} and 
у = {a € c+Z | a > p}. The adjacency scheme of the blocks is: 
So the category of (c,a)-elementary A-modules is equivalent to 
the category of (c .oO-admissible ^ -representations of the graph: 
x у 
Because of (V.2.1), this category is equivalent to the category 
of representations V of the graph 








(V.2.1») Now, let (c,oi) be such that W = {p1 ,p2} and Ρ,-Ρ^ С ™: the 
two-singular case. 
Then R(c,a) = {x,y,z}, where χ = {a € c+Z | a <_ ρ ), 
у = {a £ с+З Ι ρ < a <^  рЛ and ζ = {a ε c+Z | a > ρ }; the adjacency 
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scheme of R is: 
(p2,i) ( P ^ I ) 
X У Z 
Because of (V.2.1), the category of (c,a)-admissible ^-representa­
tions of Γ(χ,μ
η
) is easily seen to Ъе equivalent to the category of 
representations V of the graph: 
such that V(l ) V(l ) = 
У.х х>У 
= V(l )V(1 ) is nilpotent. 
У,ζ z,y 
Remark (V.2.5). A finite-dimensional, irreducihle representation of £ 
corresponds to a representation V of the graph in (V.2.U), where 
V_ = V_ = {0}, V_ = F. 
x ζ у 
A Verma-module with highest weight not being in ¡2 , corresponds 
to a representation V of the graph in (V.2.3) such that V_ = F, V_ = {0}. 
x У 
A Verma-module with highest weight in 52
+
, corresponds to a repre­
sentation of the graph in (V.2.U) such that V_ = V_ = F and V_ = {0}; 
x y ζ 
V(l ) = 0, V(l ) = id„. The latter representation is not irreducible 
У.х х,У * 
because the finite-dimensional representation is a quotient of it. 
In [28] Uazarova has classified the indecomposable representations 
of the graph in ( . 2 Л ) . The above result also can be found in [12]. 
(See also remark V.5.12). 
In the examples (V.3), (V.U) and (V.5) one will give an equiva-
lence between classes of extreme S(£,kj-modules, where 
(ß.,k) = (so(2n+l),so(2n)), (so(2n+2),so(2n+l)) or (sl(n+1 ) ,sl(n) Φ F) 
and representations of certain graphs. 
This is done by using theorem (V.l.7) and the fact that those 
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algebras S(¿,k) are isomorphic to certain algebras A (g). 
Let us call an A (g)-module, for such an algebra A (g), dominant 
(respectively extreme) if it corresponds to a dominant (respectively 
л, 
extreme) S(¿,k)-module. 
In these examples, one always investigates (χ,μ.)-elementary 
A-modules for which u (Η.)-μ (Η. ) £ 2, i = 1,—,n, so in the follo­
wing one assumes that (χ,μ.)-elementary A-modules are such that 
»O^iW'W e z ' i = 1 n · 
Hence it is useful to introduce some more notation. 
If s € F, then χ e F will be called s-integral, if x-s € Z. 
If μ0(Η.) is s-integral, i = Ι,.,.,η, then a (χ ^ 0)-elementary 
A-module also will be called (x,s)-integral. For such a module one has 
also: M-ÍXJS) = ... = W (x,s) and one will put 
N(X.B) = M^x.s) = ... = Μ
η
(χ,ε). 
The elements of W(x,s) are indexed faithfully by some subset I 
of Z\{0} such that N(x,s) = {p. | i € Io}. One sets I = Io U {0} and 
P0 = -· 
By F» one denotes the set of all functions of {1 n} to I. For 
f E FT one defines: f = {Σ. , χ.ω. Ι ν(ρ„,.ν) < χ. < ρ„/.\ + 1 , χ. is 
Ι 1=1 l—l ' f(ι) ι f(ι) ι 
s-integral, i = 1,...,η}. 
Then f € R(X,S) and f >-»· f defines a bijection between F. and 
R(x,s). 
If f,g ε FT, then f and g are adjacent iff there exists 
i ε {1,...,n} such that f(j)=g(j)ifj^i and min(p ,.>,p /.J = 




If f,g,h € F and о ^ ' ^ о q" ] о for some p,q € W(x,s) and 
f g h 
i,j e {1, ,n}, i Φ j, then there exists exactly one element e € F. 
such that f ê ίί; if f—^,-—g q' 1 - h, then there is no element 
e in F-, e φ g, such that f e— -h. 
Sometimes a subset of FT will he indexed by a set I. In this 
case, one will write X (і,к С l) instead of X- - and so on. 
, i e f i f < 
In order to determine in each of the following examples the sub­
set of H* which corresponds to the set of dominant weights in h* 
relative to Κ_^ , it will be usefull to the reader to keep in mind that 
one has a shift over Φ-, by which we mean: a weight vector with weight 
Σ. - χ·ω. in an A-module, corresponds to a weight vector with weight 
1=1 1Ä1 — 
Σ.. χ.ω·-6 in the corresponding S (&,к)-module. 
The subset of H*, which corresponds to L in h*, will be denoted 
by D. 
In the following, g(Z1,...,Ζ^,ρ), ρ E F, will be denoted simply 
by g(p); then g(p) e Ъ. 
V.3 Extreme S(£,k)-modules and representations of graphs if 
(¿,k) = (so(2n+l),so(2n)). 
Let (£,k) = (so(2n+l), so(2n)) and s(£,k) be as in (IV.3). Then 
S(£,k) = A (g), where g is as in theorem (IV.3.6). 
By theorem (IV.6.It), one knows that dominant S(¿,k)-modules are 
extreme. Note that δ-^ = Σ._ (n+2-j )ω. , so: D = {Σχ.ω. | x.-x. . € IN, 
i = 1,...,n-1; χ ,+x -1 € IN}. 
' n-1 η 
So, an extreme A-module M is a module with Δ., ç D. 
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One has two kinds of extreme y -elementary A-modules: those for 
which U0(H.) G ìl\Z and those for which WQÍH^) € Ζ, i = l,...,n; they 
will be called (χ,i )-integral, respectively (χ.cO-integral 
V.3(a) The non-degenerate case. 
Α (χ ,s)-elenientary A-module (s £ {0,5}) will he called non-degene­
rate if 0 Í N. Let M be such. 
Let 1° = {-k,-k+1 -1,1 ,2,...,k} and suppose that M = {p. | i € Io} 
is indexed such that p. = -p ., i = 1,...,k and 0 < p. < Pk_1 <...< p.. 
Let f e F,, then f с D iff f maps {1 ,...,n-1} to {0,... ,k-1} and 
f(n-l) = k-1 implies f(n) = k, f(n-1) = k-2 implies f(n) e {-k,k, k-1}. 
This gives the following possibilities for I such that F.. contains 
an element f with ¿ ^  f с D. 
(i) к = n-1; there is only one f 6 F. with f ç: D, call it f.; 
f,-, : J "" j-l· In this case (x,s) is called non-singular. 






1 «• i-1 if 1 <_ i £ j-1 
i'+i ifj<_i£n, for j = 1 ,. . . ,η+1 
Ο ^  0-1. j = I.···
s
n-1, 
η •+ - η . 
In this case (x,s) is called singular. 












f0 = Ux.Lb | p. < xi < P ^ + l, І = 1 n-1 and -pn_1 < X n < ?„_, + ! ) ; 
fj = ilx^ | p. < xi < p i_ 1, i = 1 j-1, P i + 1 < xi < R. + 1, 














2 = iZX^i I Pi < Xi < Pi-1 + 1' І = 1 n- 1· " V i * Xn * - Pn + 1 }· 
There is only one Ъіоск vith a finite number of elements: f.. 
Remark (V.3.1). (χ,s) is non-singular and non-degenerate iff the 
polynomial function t >·*• x(g(t)) has exactly n-1 different positive 
zeroes which are s-integral and if s = 0: x(g(0)) # 0. 
Lemma (V.3.2). Let V Ъе a (x,s)-admissible ^ -representation of r(x,s), 
concentrated at Ό_ and let μ £ R(x,s). If (x,s) is singular anà non-
degenerate, then Z-iL· 5···)Ζ |
v
 are uniquely determined Ъу g(p.)|
v
 s 
. .μ". ν V 
i = 1,...,n; if (χ,s) is non-smgular and non-degenerate, then 
Zllv '•"'Znlv a re uniquely determined Ъу g(p. )| , i = 1,...,n-1 
V V μ" 
and Z ^ . 
U 
Proof. Let (χ,s) Ъе singular and non-degenerate, then: 
p1 
2 ,2(n-l) \ I , ,,η-l,, \ ' , , 2n 
g(p0)-p0 
P2 ... P 2 - \ (-1)" 'zn_1 
/ 
"2' r2 
μ / μ 
7hf> matrix on the left hand side has an inverse, because its 
p p 
determinant equals: Π (p.-p.) φ 0. 
n>i>j>_1 1 J 















2η _,_ 2(η-ΐ) 
- Ρ1 + Ρ 
- Po 
2η 
/ » 2η ^ 2(η-ΐ)„ / ι,. 
^ V l 5 " V i + Ρη-1 Ζ1 / -· 
Again, the matrix on the left hand side has an inverse. • 
Lemma (V.3.3). Let (x,s) be non-degenerate and singular. Let V be an 
admissible ^ -representation of r(x,s) concentrated at Д. 
(1) For every ρ G M and j E {l,...,n+2}, there exists h E F-, such that 
? , — ± p _ S . 
1 




n + 2, hence: 
V(l ..) V(l ) = V(l _) V(l _ ) is nilpotent. 
η,n+1 n+1,η n,n+2 n+2,n 
(3) If i E {1 n-1}, there exists h £ Fj such that 
f: h _^·+? a n d h ί'ίί-·.»··.^  „}; further there exists 
h ? {f- .... ,f .Л such that f—τ­
ι n+ I П-1 ι
η+Γ 
Hence: V(l i ) i + 1) ν(ΐ.+1>.+2) = 0, ν(ΐ.+2>.+1) ν(ΐ.+1>.) = 0, 
i = 1,...,n-1 and: Ц ^ ) V d ^ ^ ) = 0, (і
п + 2 > п) Сі^^,) = 0. 
Theorem ( .З·1*). Let (χ,s) be non-degenerate and non-singular. Then 
there exists an equivalence between the category of the extreme (x,s)-
elementary A-modules И and the category of representations V of the 
graph: 
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such that V(l0 n) is nilpotent. 
JL J The equivalence is given by: 
M(f0) - v0, lz,-xih))\u(iQ) - v(i 0 i 0). 
The proof easily follows by the preceding lemmas and theorem 
(V.l.7). 
Theorem (V.3.5). Let (x,s) be non-degenerate and singular. There is an 
equivalence between the category of extreme (χ,s)-elementary A-modules 




i^.i+i* ^ i+i.i^^W+i^W^ 0' 






 ^ К ^ -
 0
· ^ η , η ^ ^ ^ Ι , ^ 
is nilpotent and equal to V(l ) V(l „ ). Further 
n,n+¿ n+íf^n 
V( l . . ) V(l . . ) i s n i l p o t e n t , i = 1 , . . . , π . 
The equivalence i s given by: H(f . ) •*-* V., i = 1, ,n+2, 
X.. *+ V ( l . . ) , i , j = 1 n+2. 
J-J ι J 
The proof easily follows by theorem (V.l.7) and the preceding 
two lemmas. 
V.3(b) The degenerate case. 
Now, (x,s) is such that 0 € N = W(x,s), so s = 0 and χ(Ζ ) = 0. 
η 
Suppose: 1° = {-k+1 ,... ,-1,1,...,k) and M = {p. | i € I0} is 
indexed such that 0 = p. < p. .. < — < p. and -p. = ρ ., i = i,...,k-1. 
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If there exists f e F- with f с D, f Φ i , then к = n-1 and there 
are two possibilities for f with: f 4 І and f E Д : 
j "*• j-I » J = 1 η-1 
f :. and 
η •* η 
f1 : j "• j-I. J = 1,...,n. 
One has: 
f 0 = {Σ· = 1 «iSii I Pi < " i < Р І Л + 1 . i = i , . . . , n - i ; -vn_, < x n i O } ; 
f, = ί Σ °
= 1 x ^ I Pi < « i < Pi_i
 + 1> i = 1 n } · 
In a similar way as before one proves: 
Theorem (V.3.6). Let (χ,θ) be degenerate. Then there exists an equi­
valence between the category of extreme (χ,0)-elementary A-modules M 
and the category of representation V of the graph: 
<f" "Λ such that V(l ) V U , _) is nilpotent. 
Q ' 1 u > ' 1 j U 
The equivalence is given by M(f.) -«-»• V., i = 0,1; 
X0.1 ~ W{l0^'h,0 ^ ^ 1!^'· 
(V.l*) Extreme S(£,k)-modules and representations of graphs if 
(¿,k) = (so(2n+2),so(2n+l)). 
л, 
Let (fi.,k) = (so(2n+2),so(2n+l)) and S(£,k) be as in (IV.U). Then 
S(£,k) = A (g), where g is as in theorem (І .Ц.З). 
By theorem (IV.6.U), one has: dominant A-modules M are extreme 
iff Ζ ,Α<(μ) whenever μ(Η ) = 1. 
n+1 η 
Note that 6°-= Σ ..(n-jju., see [3, planche IV]. 
J— ' J 
So a (χ,s)-elementary A-module H is extreme iff Δ,, с D^ , where 
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D = {í"= x.ω. | Xi-Xj+i £ IN, i = 1,...,n-1 and x n € iIN U IN} and 
Ζ ,.Μ(ν) = O whenever there exists μ £ Η such that u(H ) = 1 and 
n+1 — η 
μ = v. 
One has two kinds of (χ,s)-elementary A-modules which are extreme: 
those for which s € 5Z4? and those for which s £ 2, called respectively 
(Xî^-integral and (x,0)-integral. 
Suppose: 1° = {-k.-k+l,...,-1,1,...,k} if 0 g M and 
Io = {-k+1,...,-1,1,...,k} if 0 € N. Suppose: N = {p. | i 6 I0} is 
indexed such that p. = -p ., i = 1,...,k, and 
0 < P, < P, -<·..<?,. Then к < n+1. 
— к -^ к-І 1 — 
One has f € F. and f с D^  iff f is strictly increasing, positive 
and f(n) < k. 
Possibilities for I such that FT contains an element f with 
φ ç f с D are 
(i) к = η, then (χ,s) is called noη-singular; there is only one 
(х,з)-Ъ1оск contained in D, let us say f
n
, where f. : j ** j-1 , 
j = 1,...,n; f0 = { Σ χ ^ | p i < xi < P ^ + l, i = 1,...,n}. 
(ii) к = n+1, then (x,s) is called singular, there are n+1 possible 
f e FT with f с D, f.,...,f ., where I ~ I n+1 
i -»· i-1 if i £ j-1 , 
i '->· i if i = j,j+1 ... .η. 
f. = 
J 
One has: f. = {Σχ.ω. I p. < χ. < p. - + 1, i = 1,...,,i-1 and j 1—1 ' ^1 1 r i - 1 ' » ».ι 
•i+1 1 i^ 
The adjacency-scheme of the (x,s)-blocks contained in D is: 




There is only one Ъіоск. with a finite number of elements: f., 
One should note that there exists μ € f. with μ(Η ) = 1 iff 
J n 
j » n+1 and 0 € W(x,s). Let us call (x,s) degenerate if 0 € M(x,s); 
if (x,s) is degenerate, then s = 0 and χ(Ζ .) = 0. 
One immediately has the following 
Lemma (V.U.I). Let (x,s) be such that there exists μ € R(x,s), μ € Η , 
such that μ ç D. Then (x,s) is degenerate iff there exists 
μ € _ U ν such that μ(Η ) = 1. 
veR(x,s) n 
So: if (x,s) is non-degenerate and M is a (χ,s)-elementary domi­
nant A-module, then M is extreme. 
Lemma {W.h.2). Let V be a (χ,s)-admissible ^ -representation of r(x,s), 
concentrated at D. If (x,s) is non-singular and f E F. is such that 
-. 2 
f0 E 2.» then Z 2| v ,...,Z | v ,Z .|v are uniquely determined 
' o o
 n
 ' 0 
e (Pi )|v 0 •••••«(Pn)|v0 a n d Z1|V · 
If (x,s) is singular, then 
2 
Zllv '"'^nlv 'Zn+llv a x e u n l !l u e ly determined by 
1
 i 'i 'i 
β(Ρ1)|ν..··..β(Ρη+1)|ν , i = 1 n+1. 
'ι 'ι 
The proof of this lemma is similar to the one of lemma (V.3.2). 
Lemma ( .Ц.З). 
(i) Let (χ,s) be non-singular. For every ρ € W(x,s) there exists 
h € F. such that f-—^—h. 
(ii) Let (x,s) be singular. For every i € {1,...,n-l} there exists 
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h e F- , h ? { f , , . . . , f ,) such t h a t f. h — ί .
 n
. F u r t h e r , 
I I n+1 1 l+c 
if i,j ε {1,...,n+l}and (i,j) φ (n+1,n+1) then there exists g £ F^  
^ Pj -
such that f-- - —g. 
Theorem (V.lt.U). Let (x,s) be non-singular. Then there exists an equi­
valence between the category of (χ,s)-elementary extreme A-modules H 
and the category of representations V of the graph «Γ \ , such that 
0 ^ -^ 
V(l0 .) is nilpotent. 
The equivalence is given by: "Hf^) ··->· VQ, (Ζ1-χ(Ζ1 ) ,щ~ j •<-+ V(l0 0 ) . 
Proof. By theorem (V.l.7) it follows that, in fact, one has to show 
that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the equivalence 
classes of (χ,s)-admissible ^ -representations V of r(x,s) concentrated 
at D with Ζ ,.V = {0} if there exists μ e f with μ(Η ) = 1 and the 
— n+i 0 η 
equivalence classes of the graphs as mentioned in the theorem, where 
the correspondence is given by: 
V0 - V 0 and Z l | V o - V ^ y + x U ^ . i d ^ . 
This easily follows by the fact that in a (χ,s)-admissible repre­
sentation concentrated at Д one has: gtp.)L· ,...,g(p )|
v
 = 0 , (use 
0 0 
the preceding lemma). Hence, using lemma (V.U.2): 
Zl|v Zn|v 'Zn+l|v are determined by Ζ | . 
1
 0 0 ' 0 0 
Now, one uses the fact that Ζ ..V = {0} if (x,s) is degenerate 
because then there exists μ € f„ with μ(Η ) = 1 and that Ζ ,|„ is 
0 η n+1IV 
2 determined by Ζ I if (x,s) is non-degenerate, because of lemma I 
0 
in appendix В (if (x,s) is non-degenerate, then v(Z ,,) φ θ). • 
n+i 
Theorem (V.U.5). Let (x,s) be singular. Then,there exists an equiva­
lence between the category of (χ,s)-elementary extreme A-modules И and 
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the category of representations V of the graph: 
1 2 3 't η n+1 
vhere У(1^.
 + 1) ν(ΐ. + 1 # . + 2 ) = 0, ν(ΐ. + 2 >. + 1) ν(ΐ. + 1 >.) = О, 
i » 1 η- 1' ^ ^Ι,η+ΐ) ^η-Ι,η) = 0' ^η,ηΛ ^^Ι,η+ΐ) = 0 
and V(l . .) and V(l. ..,) V(l. . ) , i = Ι,.,.,η are nilpotent. 
n+ι,n+I 1,1+1 1+1,1 
The equivalence is given by: M(f.) *-* V., i = 1,...,n+1; 
x,. ++ v(i. . ) , i,j = ι n+i; 
IJ ι »J 
e(P
n+1)|m(f ) ·"-* V( 1 n +i п + і ^ i f ^x's^ i s non-degenerate and 
Z
n+ilM(? ,) ** v^n+Ln+i' i f ( x' s ) i s d e 6 e n e r a t e · 
n+1 
Proof. Using similar arguments as in the proof of the preceding theorem, 
one has to show, that in a (χ ,s)-a(ìmissible ^-representation concentra-
ted at D, where Ζ ,.M(f) = {0} if f contains some μ, with μ(Η ) = 1, 
— n+1 η 
Ζ.,...,Ζ are uniquely determined by the X.. and g(p
 +
ι)|ιΐ(ί ) o r 
η 
z
n+i |M(f ) ^ i r - ^x's^ i s d e e e n e r a t e ) · 
η 
This easily follows by the preceding lemmas and lemma В in appen­
dix Β. α 
V.5· Extreme S(¿,k)-modules and representations of graphs, if 
(&,jt) = (sl(n+l),sl(n) θ F K 
Let (¿,k) = (sl(n+1),sl(n) β F) and 3(£,k) be as in remark (IV.2.10). 
Λ, Λ, ΤΊ+ 1 
Then S(£,k) = A (g), where g is as in remark (IV.2.10). 
By theorem (IV.6.1*), one knows that dominant S(£,k)-modules are 
extreme. Note that δ £ = ¡Ζ1}*} (n+1-2j )ω., see [3, planche i] , so: 
J ' J 
D = ίΣχ.ω. I x.-x. . С IN, i = 1,...,n-1}. 
— ι—ι ' ι 1+1 
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So, an extreme A-module Ц is a module with Δ.. с D. 
As has Ъееп said before, we can confine ourselves to the study of 
(χ,s)-elementary A-modules, where s £ F. 
Let M Ъе such. 
Set I = {l,...,k} and suppose N = {p. | i € I } is indexed such 
that Р - Р 1 + 1 € IN, i = 1,...,k-1. 
One has for f € F.; f с D iff f is strictly increasing. 
There are three possibilities for I such that F. contains an 
element f with ¿ ç f с D: 
(i) к = n-1; then (χ,s) is called non-singular. There is only one 
f С Fj with f с D, call it f0; then f0 : j '-*• j-l , j = 1 n. 
One has: fQ = Uxjui. | p. < x. < P._.i + 1 > i = 1,...,n}. 
(ii) к = η; then (χ,s) is called one-singular. There are n+1 elements 
f in FT with f с D, f.,...,f , where: I O n 
Гі «• i-1 if i = 1 j, 
f. : ¿ 
3
 [i и- i if i = j + 1,...,n. 
One has: f. = {Σχ.ω. I p. < χ. < ρ. ,+Ι, i = 1,...,j and 
J ι-1 ' ι ι 1—1 
pi+i < xi * V 1 ' i = j+1 n }· 
The adjacency scheme of the blocks contained in D^  is: 
(Ρ,.!) (P2,2) (p ,n) 
• · · · · 
0 1 2 n-1 η 
(iii) к = n+1; in this case, (x,s) is called two-singular. 
There are 5(n+l)(n+2) elements f in FT such that f ς D : f. ., 
ι ι, J 
0 <_ i < j <_ n+1. 
-
1 ·+ 1-1, 1 = 1,2,...,i; 
1 >+ 1 , 1 = i+1,...,j-1; 




One has: f# 
ij 
ij 
f. ., i = 0,...,n-1, j = 1,...,n+1 and 
1+1 »J 
-f. . , i = 0 η, j = 1,... ,n. 
1 » J"1* ' 
(This immediately follows by the fact that f..(i+1) = i+1, 
f
,-*i 4( i + 1) = i. f· i(J) = J + 1> f· íj.iíj) = Ó a n d t h e remarks on p.91.) 
Further one computes: f.. = {Σχ ω | ρ < χ < ρ +1, 1 = Ι,.,.,ί; 




 Ρ!4-1» 1 = i+i.-.-.j-i; Ρ 1 + 2 < χ 1 < Ρ 1 + 1 + 1» 1 = ό»··.»η). 









There is only one block, with a finite number of elements: f 0,n+1' 
Lemma (V.5.1). Let (x,s) be non-singular. Then for every i G {1,,..,n-l}, 
there exists e € F- such that f- -e; so if V is a (x,s)-admissible 
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Z-representation of Г(х,з) concentrated at D, then: 
eip^lv^'-'-etPn-i^Vo" 0· 
Ьепша (ν.5·2). Let (χ,s) be non-singular, V as in the preceding lemma. 
Then Z-.L· ,...,Z
 + 1| v are uniquely determined by 
0 n 0 
8 (Pl )|v 0 e ( p n - 1 ) l v 0 , m a Z 2 l V 0 · 
The proofs of both lemmas are similar to the one of lemma (V.3.2). 
Theorem (V.5.3). Let (x,s) be non-singular. Then there exists an equi­
valence between the category of (χ,s)-elementary dominant A-modules M 
and the category of representations V of the graph 
such that V(l -) is nilpotent. 
f0 
«^ J The equivalence is given by: 
M(f0) - v0, (z 2-x(z 2))| H ( ? o ) - v(i 0 j 0) 
Lpmma (V.5.I*). Let (x,s) be one-singular. If V is a (x,s)-admissible 
^-representation of r(x,s) concentrated at D, then Ζ |„ ,...,Ζ
 + 1 | ν » 
'i η i 
are uniquely determined by: 
gíp^iy .•••»g(pn)|v . i = Ο,.,.,η. 
i i 
Lgmiia (V.5-5)· Let ( χ , s ) be one-s ingular and f , . . . , f as in ( i i ) . 
0 η 
(1) For every ρ 6 W there exists e £ f, such that f 2 |. 
(2) If i € {l,...,n-1}, then there exists e I {f0,...,fn} such that 
f; ê f. „. 
1 1+2 
Theorem (V.5.6). Let (Χ,Ξ) be one-singular. Then there exists an equi­
valence between the category of extreme (χ,s)-elementary A-modules M 
and the category of representations V of the graph: 
1(Λ 
such that: V(l i j i + 1) V(l i + u i + 2) = О, Ш ^ ^ ) ν(ΐ. + 1 >.) = 0, 
i = 0 n-2; V(l. . ) V(l. .) is nilpotent, i = 0,...,n-1. 
The equivalence is given by: 
Μ(ί·.) 
and I i-j| = 1. 
V., i = Ο,.,.,η; X.. -м- V(l. . ) , i.Ó e i0· .n) 
In the following one looks at the case that (x,s) is two-singular. 
So: M = {p.,...,? .} where p.-p. e IN, j = Ι,.,.,η. Obviously (look 
at g ) , one has: p 1+...+p n + 1 = 0. 
Lenma (V.5.7)· Let (x,s) be two-singular and let V be a (χ,s)-admissi-
ble ^-representation of r(x,s), concentrated at D. Then: 
22І '••·,2;η+ΐΙν axe uniquely determined by g(p 1)| v ,... ,g(p n + 1 ) | v » 
ij ij ij ij 
0 < i < j <_ n+1 . 
For every i,j with 0 <_ i < j <_ n+1 one has the following linear 
dependence of the set {gip·)}-. .: 





 g ( P a ) , V j i = 0. 
Proof. One has: 
',
 2
 n-1 \ / , ,Nn+1 „ \ Ι ι \ П+Г 
1 P 1 Рт ... P, --
P 2 P 2 



































η+1 ^ ^ - і 



























 ι ^ ι 
n-1 1 J 
П-1 / χ 
Pn+i stPn+^lv. 
ij 
= 0, by which one 
easily obtains the 
lemma. • 
Lemma (V.5.8). Let (x,s) be two-singular and suppose that W and f.., 
0 <_ i < j _< n+1 are as before. 
Set F = {f. . | 0 < i < j < n+1} and let i,j be such that 
+ ij — — 
0 <_ i < j <_ n+1. 
(1) I f ρ € V, then the re ex i s t s f e FT such t h a t f — -f; i f 
Ρ (• Í P ¿ I P £ + 1 » P Í ·Ρ;
 + 1}> then f Í F + . Hence, i f V i s a (x , s ) -admiss ib le 
^ - r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of r ( x , s ) concentrated a t D, then 
g ( p ) | v - 0 i f ρ ί {ρ ,ρ , ρ . , ρ . + 1 } . 
i j J υ 
(2) For every j and i e {2,...,η}, there exists h Í F + such that 
f ,-
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f. „ .. For every i and j € {1,...,n-1}, there exists 






(3) The only block which is adjacent to both f/. . . · . and f/>+1 ·+?\ 
is: ?(i,i+2)' І = 0 n-1· 
In the following theorem we will write for shortness' sake, if V 
is a representation of r(x,s): 
4 ] •v(1(i-i,j),(i,j))· 6ij "^d.J-D.ii.J) 5· 
eij яПіи*і,о)Лі.з)и aâ =v(1(i,^i),(i,j))· 
Theorem (V.5.9)· Let (x.s) be two-singular. Then, there exists an equi-
valence between the category of extreme (x,s)-elementary A-modules M 
and the category of representations V of the graph: 
( o , i ; (1,2) (n-1,n) ( n , n + i ; 
such that: 
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^ . . P i - O . α(2) ¿2) 
1+1,л i , j i , J + 1 i .O 
β ί
1 ; . β Ρ ί - ο . б ( 2 ) , 6 Î 2 ! - o . 
i - l , J i ,J i . J - l i .J 
(2) (1) _ (1) (2) . (2) .(1) _ .(1) . (2 ) . 
о . . . α . . = α. . . , α . . ; ο . . ο . . - ύ. . . ο . . ; 
ι + 1 , 0 i , j i , j + 1 i , j ' ι -1 ,0 ι , ο ι , 0 - 1 - ,0 
. ( 1 ) ( 1 ) , ( 2 ) „ ( 2 ) (1) (1) (2) . ( 2 ) 
о. . . о . . , о . . , , α . . , α. . . о . . , α . . ύ. . 
1+1,0 ι,Ο 1,0 + 1 ι,Ο 1-1,0 ι,Ο ι , 0 - 1 1,0 
are nilpotent. 
Further: (-*-) о. , .α. . + δ. .,,6. . + а. .6. . + а. . . о . . 
1+1,0 1,0 1.0 + 1 1.0 1-1.0 1.0 i.J-1 і.О 





 +-+ Π (p.-p. )"1.X, . . .y. ,. . v, 
10
 k < i ι к (ι-1.θ).(ι.θ) 
(SV ** Π (p.-p. )"1.X,. . .. ,. ... 
10




 k>i+1 (ι+1.θ).(ι.θ) 
f ρ\ 1 
a· • **
 π
 (P-.4-PJ ·χί· ·χΐ> ί· Μ ­
Ι.J
 k > i + 1 0 + 1 к (ι,0 + 1),(ι.θ) 
-(2) „ 
k>jH 
Proof. All statements are pasy to prove using the preceding two lemmas 
and theorem (V.l.7). 
The condition (•*•) is related to the dependence of the set 
^ і М .Л-і η+Γ
 D 
10 
Remark (V.5.I0). It is not difficult to prove that if A is isomorphic 
to 2>(£,k), where ¿ = ¿l(n+l), к = gl(n), then there exists an equiva­
lence between the category of extreme A-modules and representations of 
the graph in the preceding theorem, which satisfy the same conditions 
as in the theorem except possibly (*). 
Remark (V.5.11). It is not difficult to see, that one gets the irredu-
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сіЪІе representations of the graphs Γ in the preceding three examples 
by taking zero-spaces in all vertices except for one, where one takes 
a one-dimensional linear space; further one has to take all mappings 
equal to zero. 
Remark (V.5.12). Generally I am not able to say whether or not it is 
possible to classify the indecomposable representations of the graphs 
occurring in the examples (V.2) - (V.5). 
Representations of some graphs occurring have been examined, for 
instance the ones in (V.2.O, see [28], and (V.U.5) for η = 1, see 
[11]. 
It should be noticed that the representations of the graphs occur­
ring in (V.2.3) and (V.3.6) are special cases of the representations 
of the graph in (V.U.5) for η = 1. 
Further it will be clear to the reader that classifying the re­
presentations of the graph Jr J amounts to finding the Jordan form of 
a given matrix. 
V.6. Irreducible elementary A-modules. 
Let A = A (g), for some n,k € IN and g € F[Ç ,... ,ξ ,ξ] . Vie retain 
* the notations of the preceding sections. Recall, that for У,У
П
 £ H 
with V-Vn € Ну and χ € Hom(Z^,F), μ denotes the (χ,μ )-block which con­
tains μ. 
(x.u0) 
By W one denotes the A-module defined in the following way: 
T ( x
'
v l 0 ) 
an F-basis of W_ is (w | ν £ у) and 
μ v 
w ·+• w if ν+ω. £ у; 
Χ. : \ —ι _ Ζ. : w •> x(Z.)w ; 




Y. : i 
w •* g(v(H.)-l)w if ν-ω. 6 μ; 
—ι Η. : ν -»• υ(Η. )w . 
rf — ι ν ι ν 
ν •+ Ο if υ-ω. £ μ; 
ν —ι 
It is easily seen Ъу the results of the preceding chapter, that 
all irreducible elementary representations of A are obtained in this 
(χ,μ0) (X ,»W¿) * 
way and that W is equivalent to W iff χ = χ', μ' € 1п+Іл» 
μ 17 и и e 
and μ = μ'. 
Definition (V.6.1). Let χ : Z(g) •* F be a character and μ. € h*. An 
S(¿,k)-module W is called (χ,μ^)-elementary, if it is h-diagonalizable, 
its weight spaces are finite-dimensional and for all w € W and ζ £ Z(¿), 
there exists η € IN such that (χ(ζ)-ζ) w = 0. 
A (fi.,k) -Harish-Chandra module У is called (χ,μ )-elementary if 
V is a (χ,μ )-elementary S(¿,k)-module. 
'Ь Ό . 
Let us apply the above to our examples, where A = S(£,lO if 
(£,k) = (зо(2п+1),5о(2п)), (so(2n+2),so(2n+l)) or (gl(n+1) ,fil(n)), and 
let us determine all irreducible extreme elementary S(¿,k)-modules. 
First we need some more notation. If λ € h , then .λ Ε Η is 
defined by λ^  = ΣΙ?_1 (X+6
fi)(h. )ω. ; further, if χ : Z{¿) •* F is a homomor-
phism, then the element χ о а : Ζ -»• F, where a is one of the isomorphisms 
of A and â(£,k) as in theorem (IV.2.7), (IV.3.6) or (І Л . З ) , is denoted 
by χ too. 
Now, let χ : Z{¿) •*• F be a homomorphism and μ 0 € h , then one 
,, (x,u0) 
defines for f € Ε(χ,μ ), f с D, the S(£,k)-modiae Wj with basis 
(w. | λ^  € f ) , such that: 
t(h i) : w x м- λ ( ^ ) ν
λ










ν, «· w, if λ+ω. € f, 





if λ-ω. e f "^ 
ν. ·+ O if \+ω. í f , - 1 1 
,
 A
 "^  [ wx >* 0 if λ-ω. І f. 
From now on, we assume that F = С, the field of the complex numbers. 
Remark (V.6.2.)· As is known Ъу Harish-Chandra's theorem (1.1.1), every 
character χ : Z(¿) •*• С equals χ. for some λ Ë t^  , where one can even 
choose λ such that λ+δ£ e СЬ, where С^ = {λ e t* | Re X(h ) i 0, for 
all α e Δ£}. 
(i) Let g be as in theorem (IV.3.6), then the zeroes of the polynomial 
xx(g(Ç))e ε[ζ], (λ e t*), are (x+ó^XhJ, -и+б£)(ь.), i = ι,....η. 
(ii) Let g be as in theorem (І Л.З), then the zeroes of x,(g(Ç)) in 
λ
ν 
C[Ç] are: (X+6fi)(h.), -(λ+6£)(h.), i = 1,...,n+1 
(iii) Let g be the polynomial in theorem (IV.2.7), then the zeroes of 
X
x
(g(0) € CU] are: U+S&Hh.), i = 1,...,n+1. 
Let V be an irreducible Harish-Chandra module, where 
(fi.k) = (gl(n+1),gl(n)) or (so(n),so(n-1)). In the following we will 
derive for μ € L a formula for mult(p,l/), in which only the character 
of I/ is involved. All claims will be evident. 
(V.6.3) Let (£,k) = (so(2n+1),so(2n)). 
(i) Let (χ. ,s) be non-singular, non-degenerate and λ+δ*· € С*-; then there 
is exactly one element in {(λ+ό·^ )(ΐι.) | i = 1, ,n} which is not s-
integral, let us say (λ+δ^ίίΗ.). There is only one (χ ,s)-block and 
hence there is only one irreducible (χ,,s)-elementary Harish-Chandra 
module (up to equivalence), denoted by I/ ' . 
If μ e L
+
, then mult (μ ,l/(X's))l 1 and mult(y,l/
X , s )
 ) = 1 iff 
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'x(h.) < jj(h.) < \(Ъ.^)*2, з = 1 i-1; 
J J J 
X(hi+1)-1 < w(hi) < X(hi_1)+2; 
1 X(h. ) < p(h.) < X(h.), j = i+1,...,n-1; 
-X(h )-1 < p(h ) < X(h )+1. 
η η η 
Here and in the following examples one has to read X(h ) as ». 
(ii) Let (χ. ,s) he singular, non-degenerate and λ+δ* ζ С*·. Then all 
elements (λ+Α^·)(η.)» i = 1 , — ,n are s-integral and different. There 
are n+2 non-equivalent irreducitile (χ, ,s)-elementary Harish-Chandra 
modules (up to equivalence), say !/. ' , j = 1,...,n+2, where V. ' 
(X^s)
 л
 J J 
corresponds to W~ , where f. is as on p.93. 
ι 
If у € L+, then noiltiu,1'·'3 ) 1 1 for all j and for j = 1,...,n-1, 
mult(y,l/(.A,s))= 1 iff: 
J 
Х(Ь.) < μ(^) < X(hi_1)+2, i = 1,...,j-1; 
' X(hi+1)-1 < у(^) < xCbî+l, i = j,...,n-1; 
-X(h )-1 < p(h ) < X(h ) + 1; 
η η η 
multíy.^^b = 1 iff: λ(^) < у(Ь.) < X(hi_1)+2, i = 1,...,n; 
,, „ч U(h.) < u(h.) < X(h. .)+2, i = 1,...,n-1; 
mult(y,l/(^s)) = 1 iff: { 1 1 ^ 1 
n 2
 -X(h J-2 <
 u
(h ) < -X(h ). 
n-1 η η 
Corollary (Branching law for (so(2n+1),so(2n)). 
Let λ € L^ · and V& the irreducible G-module with highest weight 
λ = 111,(1). + . ..+m ω . Then for μ € L , mult(y,l^) <_ 1 and mult(u,l/f) = 1 
iff m... < X(h.) < m., i = 1,...,n-1 and -m < X(h ) < m . 
1+1 — i — i η — η — η 
If v. is a highest weight vector in (£*, then: 
1 1 1 n {s . . . . s v. 1 0 < 1. < m . - m . . , , i = 1 , . . . , n - 1 , 0 < 1 < 2 m } i s a b a s i s 
-ι - η λ
 —





(iii) Now, let (x
x
»s) be degenerate, (λ+δ5· e С^). Then s = 0 and all 
elements (X+6*)(h.)» i = 1,...,n are integral and different, further: 
(X+6^)(h ..) = 0. 
n+1 
There are tvo non-equivalent irreducible, (χ ,3)-elementary 
(λ s) 
Harish-Chandra modules (up to equivalence), say I/. ' , i = 0,1. 
If μ € L+, then mult (μ ,1/. 'S') <_ 1 , i = 0,1 and mult (μ ,ÁX '3') = 1 











s)) = 1 iff λ(^) < μ(^) < \{Ъ^)+г, i = 1,...,n. 
iff -
(V.6.M In this section (¿,ΐΟ = (so(2n+2) ,so(2n+1 ) ). 
(i) Let (χ. ,s) be non-singular, λ+&°· £ С*. Then there is one element 
in {(X+6Ä)(h. ) | i = 1,...,n+l} which is not s-integral, say (X+6£)(hn. '. 
x , s ) - { 
(X,s) 
There is only one irreducible, (χ ,s) elementary Harish-Chandra module 
(up to equivalence), let us say V 
If μ £ L , then mult (μ ,1/(λ ' s ) ) < 1 and mult (μ ,l/ λ ' s ) ) = 1 iff 
X(h.) < y(h.) < X(h._ )+2, j = 1,...,i-1; 
X(hi+1)-1 < yfh.) < X(hi_1)+2; 
|X(h. )|-1 < μ(ΐι.) < X(h,)+1, j = i+1,...,n. 
JT" I J J 
(ii) Let (x
x
,s) be singular, λ+δ^· £ ( A Then the elements (Х+б£)(Ь^ 
are s-integral and different, i = 1,...,n+1. There exist n+1 inequi-
valent irreducible (χ ,s)-elementary Harish-Chandra modules (up to 
(X s) 
equivalence), I/. ' , j = 1, — ,n+1. 
J 
If μ £ L , then multiyX ' ') <_ 1 , j = 1,...,n+1 and 
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mult(u,l/(.X's)) = 1 iff 
X(h.) < vih ) < X(h._ )+2, i = 1,...,.j-1 i i il 
|x(hi+1)|-i < у(^) < XíhJ+l, i = j,...,n. 
Corollary (Branching lav for (so(2n+2),so(2n+l))). 
Let λ e L~ and (/"• Ъе the unique іггеііисіЪІе G-module with highest 
weight λ = m,ω +...+m ω ,.. Then, if μ £ L L , multtp,^) < 1 and 11 n+1 n+1 + λ — 
mult(u,l/f ) = 1 iff |m | <_ u(h. ) <_ m. , i = 1 ,.. . ,n. 
A 1+1 1 l 
If v. is a highest weight vector in V~-, then 
1 1 1*
 λ 
(s ,...s nv, 1 0 < 1 . < m.-lm. ,1, i= l,...,n) is a basis of (lA) . 
-1 —η λ ι — ι 1+1 A + 
(V.6.5) In this section, (£,k) = (gl(n+1),£l(n)). 
(i) Let (x^js) be non-singular and λ+6"- £ Cr*. There are n-1 different 
elements in {(X+6°-)(h.) | i = 1,...,n+1} which are s-integral, say 
(X+6£)(h ), 1=1,... ,i_l,i+1,...,j,j+2,...,n+1. There exists one irre­
ducible, (χ,s)-elementary Harish-Chandra module (up to equivalence), 
yU.s) 
If y £ L
+
, then mult(u,l/X'sb <_ 1 and mult(u,l/X ' 3 Ь = 1 iff: 
λ(^) < μ(^) < \(h )+2, 1 = 1,...,i-1; 
X(h. J-l < u(h.) < X(h. .)+2; X(h..-)-2 < y(h.) < X(h>1 ; 
1 + I 1 1 — I J "*"£- J J 
X(hl+1)-1 < μ(^) < λ(^) + 1, 1 = i+1,...,j-1; 
X(h1+2)-2 < μ(^) < X(h 1 + 1), 1 = j + 1 n. 
(ii) Let (χ ,s) be one-singular, λ+δ £ С™·. Then there are η elements 
in {(X+ó^Hh.) | i = l,...,n+1} which are s-integral, say (X+6&)(h.), 
j = 1,...,i-1,i+l,...,n+l. There exist n+1 irreducible (χ,,s)-elemen-
tary Harish-Chandra modules (up to equivalence), say V. 
j = 0,...,n. 
fX чі 





(a) if j > i, then: 
/U.s), 
X(h. J-l < y(h.) < X(h. J+2; 
1+1 1 1-1 
Hh^ < M(h ) < X(hl_1)+2, 1 = 1,...,i-1: 
multiμ,Ι/Γ'5") = 1 iff:0(h1+1)-1 < μ(^) < Xíh^ + I, 1 = i+1,...,j; 
kX(h1+2)-2 < μίΐ^) < И Ь 1 + 1 ) , 1 = j + 1,...,n; 
X(h ) < u(h ) < X(hl_1)+2, 1 = 1,...,i-1; 
X(hi+1)-1 < ν(.\) < \(Ъ^)+2; 






s)) = 1 iff:. 
(с) mult(M,l/i*js)) = 1 iff: -
(d) if j < i-1, then: 
mult(μ,l/(.λ,s)) = 1 iff: , 
J 
λ(^) < μ(^) < Xih^+2, 1 = 1 i-1; 
X(h1+2)-2 < μ(^) < ^(h l + 1), 1 = i,....η; 
λ(^) < μ(^) < x í h ^ + a , 1 = i,...,j; 
X(hl+1)-1 < p(h ) < X(h )+1, 1 = j+1,...,i-2; 
X(hi+1)-2 < μ(^_1) < X(hi_1) + 1; 
X(h1+2)-2 < μ(^) < X(h l + 1), 1 = i,...,n. 
(iii) Let (χ.,s) Ъе two-singular, λ+δ£ € С^. The elements (X+S^Hh.) 
A 1 
are different and s-integral, i = 1,...,n+1. There are J(n+l)(n+2) 
irreducible (χ. ,s)-elementary Harish-Chandra modules (up to equivalence), 
l^'^, 0 < i < j < n+1. 
ij 0 -
If μ € L+, then mult (μ ,V.. 'S') <_ 1 and mult (μ V. X ' S' ) = 1 iff: 
λ(^) < μ(^) < X(h )+2, 1 = 1,...,i; 
X(hl+1)-1 < μ(^) < Xdi^+I, 1 = i+1,...,j-1; 
X(h1+2)-2 < U(h1) < X(h 1 + 1), 1 = j n. 
Corollary (Branching law for (¿L(n+1),gl(n))). 
i.Ä l/f Let λ £ LÄ and let т- be the unique irreducible G-module with 
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highest weight λ = m ω +. . .+m ω . Then for y € L+, mult(u,l/°·) <_ 1 
and imilt(u,l/^) = 1 iff m l + 1 <_ μ(^) <_ m 1, 1 = 1,...,n. 
If ν is a highest weight vector in V~-, then: 
1 1 λ λ 
(s ....s n ν, 1 0 < 1. < т.-т._, i = 1 η) is a basis of (l¿^ -) . 
-1 —η λ 1 1 1+1 λ + 
V.T. The principal series. 
Let £ he semisimple and 2. such that [£,£] E il· ^  well-known con­
struction of (¿,k)-Harish-Chandra modules under these circumstances, is 
the following. 
Let ¿ = к _ а^ФгіЪе an Iwasawa decomposition of £, see [Dix, 1.13.12]; 
let m Ъе the centralizer of a in k. Suppose, (ρ,Ι/) is a finite-dimen­
sional irreducible representation of m Φ a, then pi is an irreducible 
— — im 
representation of m and pi consists of scalar multiplications'on V.) 
Since ri is an ideal of £ = m § a Φ п^ , one gets a representation of £, 
let us call it τ , Ъу setting: τ (χ) = 0 if χ € η and ρ(χ) = ρ(χ) if 
Ρ Ρ
0 
χ € m Φ a. 
Then coindíx ,¿), (seelpix, 5·5·1]), is a G-module, whose subset 
of K-finite vectors is a G-module, called X(p). 
The family of G-modules X(p), where ρ runs through the classej of 
finite-dimensional irreducible representations of m Φ я is called the 
principal series. 
It can be proved, [Dix, 9.3.3(i)], that X(p) is a Harish-Chandra 
module and the famous "subquotient theorem" of Harish-Chandra (for a 
proof see for instance [Dix, 9Л]) states that every irreducible Harish-
Chandra module is isomorphic to a subquotient of X(p), for some finite-
din;ensional irreducible representation ρ of m Φ я. 
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In the following, we will try to "localise" the elements of the 
principal series in our graphs in the cases that (£,k) = (so(2n+1),so(2n)), 
(so(2n+2),so(2n+l)) or (sl(n+1),sl(n) Φ F). 
(V.7.1) In this section, (fi,k) = (so(2n+1),s£(2n)). 
Let us take the basis of g as in (III.3). Set a = №{X +X ), 
— ω_ -ω 
η η 
and a = Fa; then a is a Cartan subspace of £. The centralizer m of a 
is spanned Ъ у Х , 1 < Í 5 í j < n - 1 , X . , X / ч , 1 < i < j < n-1 
ω.-ω.
 —
 — ω.+ω. -(ω.+ω.) — 
ι J 1 0 1 J 
and Χ , Χ , h., j = 1,...,η-1. 
ω. -ω. л 
0 0 J 
Let m = m Ф І ^ Ф т Ъе the usual triangular decomposition of 
so(2n-l). 
Let {p,V) be a finite-dimensional irreducible representation of 
m Φ a, then there exists χ € С, such that p(a) = x.id,, and pi has 
V 'm 
highest weight m ω +. . .+m ω , (m _> m >_.. .>_ m _^ |m . | ). 
Using theorem 9>3.3(iii) of [Dix], one easily derives the charac­
ter χ of X(p) and hence the zeroes of x(g (ξ)): 
±(n-j-?+m.), j = Ι,...,η-I and ¿(-x+n-i). 
J 
Using theorem 9·3·3(ϋ) of [Dix] and the branching law in (V.6.3), 
it can be proved for μ € L+: mult(p,X(p)) <_ 1 and mult(y,X(p)) = 1 iff 
v(b.) > m > y(h„) >...> p(h .) > m >_ u(h ) > -m . 
1 — 1 - 2 — — n-1 — n-1 n — n-1 
Let s 6 {О,?} be such that m.+n-i-g is s-integral, i = 1 n-1. 
If x-n+5 € {+(m.+n-i-5 I i = 1,...,n-l} or is not s-integral, then 
(x,s) is non-singular and X(p) is irreducible. 
If -χ+η-ì is s-integral and not in {¿(m.+n-i-j) | i = 1,...,n-1}, 
then (x,s) is singular and there are two possibilities: 
(a) there exists i € {l,...,n-1} such that n-i-j+m. < |-х+п-5І < n-i+s+m 
then one derives for μ e L
+
: mult(u,X(p)) = 1 iff и_ € f. U f. and 0 
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i-T 
otherwise, where f., j = 1»...,ii+2 is as in (V.3); so X(p) corresponds 
J 
to a representation V of the graph in theorem (V.3-5)» where V. = {0} 
J 
if j 4 i,i+l and V i = V i + 1 = C; 
(Ъ) |-x+n-J| < m ^ 5 . Then it follows that for u e L
+
: 
mult(p,X(p)) = 1 iff y. € fn U f U f + 2 and 0 otherwise, so X(p) 
corresponds to a representation V of the graph in theorem (V.3.5)i 
where V. = {0} if j < η and V = V = V ,_ = С j η n+1 n+2 
(V.T.2) In this section, (¿.k) = (so(2n+2),so(2n+1)). 
of 
One takes the usual basis of g; a = Ch , is a Cartan subspace 
n+1 
p; m = Σ. . ,. CX + Σ, . . fCX ^ + CX , _,. Λ + Σ? , Ch. 
* — 1<i?j<n ω.-ω. 1<i<j<nV ω.+ω. -(ω.+ω.)' j = 1 ι 
- - i j - - i j i j 
is the centralizer of a in к and hence m - so(2n); let m = m θ \_ β πι 
Ъе the usual triangular decomposition of so(2n). 
If (p,l/) is a finite-dimensional irreducible representation of 
m β a, then there exists χ € С such that p(h .) = x.id..; pi is an 
n+l ν 'm^  
irreducible representation of m, hence there are m, >...> m > 0 such 
—
 1 — — η — 
that pi has highest weight m,(i), + . . .+m ω . Im 11 η η 
Using theorem 9.3.3(iii) of [Dix] one derives the character χ of 
X(p) and the zeroes of x(g(ç)) are: n-j+m.,-n+j-m., j = 1,...,n and 
J J 
-n+x,n-x. Using theorem 9·3.3(ϋ) in [Dix] and the branching law in 
(V.6.It), one derives for μ € L : mult(y,X(p)) £ 1 and mult(u»X(p)) = 1 
iff PÍhJ >. m > M(h ) >...> p(h ) > m > p(h ) > (m ). 
I 1 ¿. η-1 — n—1 — η — η 
Let s € {0,5} be such that m.+n-i is s-integral, i = Ι,.,.,η. 
If x-n is in {m.+n-i ,-m.-n+i | i = Ι,.,.,η} or is not s-integral, 
then (x,s) is non-singular andX(p) is irreducible. 
If x-n is s-integral and not in {m.+n-i,-m.-n+i | i = Ι,.,.,η}, 
then (χ,s) is singular and if i € {l,...,n+1} is such that 
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m.+n-i < |x-n| < m. +П-І+1, then it follows that for μ € L : 
mult(u,X(p)) = 1 iff μ. € f. U f and 0 otherwise, here f., 
j = 1,...,n+1 are as in (V.b); so X(p) corresponds to a representation 
V of the graph in theorem (V.l*.5) such that V. = {0} if j / i,i+1 and 
J 
V. = С for j = i,i+1. 
J 
( .7.З) In this section, (д.к) = (sl(n+1),sl(n) Φ С). 
One chooses the usual basis in sl(n+l). Let a = Ε , +E ,. and 
— n+1,n n,n+1 
ñ = Ca, then a is a Cartan subspace in 2. with centraliser: 
m = Σ, ... . CE. . + Σ?"^ C(E..-E. . . , ) + (C(2E . -E -E ,, , ) . 
—
 l£i?Jln-1 ij ι=1 11 1+1,1+1 η-1,η-1 η,η η+1,η+1 
Set e = -Лг(Е.. + ...+Е , J-ÍE +Ε ^ , ^ , ) . 
п-1 11 п-1,η-1 η,η η+1,η+1 
Let m = m Ф І ^ в т Ъ е the usual triangular decomposition. 
If (p,V) is a finite-dimensional irreducible representation of 
m Φ a,, then there are p.q. £ С such that p(c) = p.id|., p(a) = q.id... 
Let ρ Ir , have highest weight т,ш, + ...+т ,ω 
I[m,m] 11 n-1 n-1 
By [Dix, théorème 9·3.3(ϊϋ)] it follows that the zeroes of 
x(g(Ç))are:m + ^ + f - j , j = 1 , . . . , n - 1 , ^ T - W - | , 
-2— + 'ί~Ρ+ ^ , χ heing the character of X(p) 
Let s G С be such that m. + —Jr + — - j is s-integral, j = 1,...,n-1, 
By [Dix, théorème 9·3.3(ϋ)] and the branching law in (V.6.5) it 
follows, that: if μ 6 L , then inulta,X(p)) <_ 1 and multiv ,X.(o)) = 1 
iff v(h.) > m. + -С- > u(h ) >...> m + -^г > μ(h ). 
1 — 1 η+1 — 2 — — η-1 η+1 — η 
Let us set for short: Ρ = {т. + —~т + τ· - j |j = 1,... ,η-1}. 
There are three possibilities. 
(a) Neither -(^p·) - χ + -Çr nor -^^ + г + -Ç- is s-integral or both 
d ¿. П+1 ¿. ¿ n+1 
are in P, then (x,s) is non-singular and X(p) is irreducible. 
(b)0ne element of {^- - ^  - f.^f*-3^ + f> is s-integral and not in 
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Ρ, let us call it x. Then (x,s) is one-singular; suppose i e {0 n-1} 
is maximal with m. + -77 + — - i > x, (where m„ = =>). One then derives: 
1 n+l ¿ О 
if μ e L , then mult(v,X(p)) < 1 and niult(y ^ (p ) ) = 1 iff u e f. U f. . 
+
 —
 1 1+1 
(Here f., j = 0,...,n, are as in p.102.) So: X(p) corresponds to a re-
presentation V of the graph in theorem (V.5.6), where V. = {0} if 
j 3Е i,i+1 and V. = V.
 + 1 = C. 
(c) Both ~ ^ + ' q - Ί + -]— and - ^ ^ + · | + - ^ - are s-integral, different and 
not in P. Set p' = m a x ( ^ f ¿ - |
 + ^ , SgE + | ,.-£-) a n d 
4 .
 и 1 1 1 і п ( = і | і а І _ | + ^ . , а=Е + Д + -Е_). suppose i € Í0 , . . . , n} i s 
maximal such t h a t m. + —^— + τ- - i > ρ 1 and л € {1, . . . , r»+1} i s maximal i n+l ¿ 
such t h a t т^_ 2 + ^ р + | - j+2 > q ' . 
One derives: if u £ L , then mult(y,X(p)) <_ 1 and mult(y,X(p)) = 1 
iff μ € f. . . U f. . . U f.. U f. , . ., where the f.. are as on p.102 
- 1-1,J i.J-l ij 1-1 ,J-1 ij 
and f. has to be read as the empty set if 1 < 0 or m < 1. 1 »m 
Hence, X(p) corresponds to a representation V of the graph in 
theorem (V.5.9), where: V, = {0} if 1 ^  i,i-1 or m φ л ,j-1 and 
l,m 
V. . . , = V. = v. . . = V. . = (E. 
1-1,j-1 i,J-1 i-I,J i,J 
For more information on the principal series of (so(n) ,so( )), 
see [32J. 
V.8. The discrete series. 
Because the discrete series, see [IT], is non-empty iff 
dim t^  = dim h, we can confine ourselves to the case that 
(£,k) = (so(2n+2),so(2n+1)) or (sl(n+1),sl(n) ® C). 
In our examplex, we have proved that an irreducible (£,k)-Harish-
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Chandra module X corresponds to a representation V of one of our graphs 
Γ. For such V one has: there exists α € г such that V = {0} if 8 φ a 
U ρ 
and V = t. Let us say in this case, that X is localised at a. 
a 
We have seen that two irreducible S(¿,k)-modules having the same 
character, are isomorphic, iff they have the same weight spaces. So 
one has the following 
Lemma (V.8.1). Let (£,k) be as above and let X be an irreducible Harish-
Chandra module with character χ. If μ e L is such that mult(u5X) = 1» 
then X corresponds to a (χ ,jj_)-elemeritary A-module and X is localised 
at the (х,и_)-block vu 
Let L' = {λ € L^ I X(h ) € 24{0}for all a. € Δ Ε}. As is known, see 
[31]j the equivalence classes of the irreducible representations of 
the discrete series can be parametrized Ъу the elements of L'; let us 
denote the class belonging to λ € L' by ω(λ). 
According to [IT]> X € ω(λ) has the character χ 
There exist w1 ,... ,wk € *£ (k = 2 if (g.,k) = (so(2n+1 ) ,so(2n) ) 
and к = n+1 if (¿,k) = (sl(n+1) ,sl(n) β C)) such that: 
С = ^С^) U...U w. ((£), a disjoint union, where С = {λ € h* | X(h )>p 
for ail a Ç. Δ }. 
Theorem (V.8.2). (Varadarajan, Enright). Let λ e L| and let 
(£,k) = (so(2n+l),so(2n)) or (si(n+1),sl(n) β C). Then 
(multU+w71(6Ê)-?6,X) = 1 if X e ω(λ) and λ E w.(C £). 
For a proof see [7] , [8]. 
Using the preceding lemma and theorem, it is not difficult to 
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localize the elements of the discrete series in our graphs. 
n+1 
If (g,k) = (sl(n+l),sl(n) θ С ) , then С = U w-ÍC5·), where w _,_, = 1 
— — i=1 1 n + 1 
and for i < n+1: w. : t* •* t* is defined Ъу: 
ι — -
ω. •->• ω., j = 1 ,.. . ,i-1 ; 
w. : < tú. * ω. , j = i η; 
J J 
η+1 ι 
Theorem (V.8.3). Let (¿,k) = (si(n+1 ) ,sl(n) Φ С) and λ 6 L¡_. 
Then χ is two-singular and there are exactly n+1 equivalence 
λ-δ
£ 
classes of irreducible discrete series representations with character 
X
 к 
If λ e w.(C £), then X € ω(λ) is localized at (i-1,i) in the graph 
of theorem (V.5.9). 
If (£,k) = (so(2n+l),so(2n)), then С = С 5 U w(C £), where w : t* •* t* 
is defined Ъу: w(Z. , ο.ω.) = Σ. , с.ω.-с ω . 
1=1 ι ι i=1 l i η η 
Theorem ( . 8 Л ) . Let (¿.к) = ( so(2n+l ) ,so(2n) ) and λ € L¡_. 








λ e CA then X € ω(λ) is localized at n+1 and if λ € wfC^), then X 6 ω(λ) 
is localized at n+2 in the graph of theorem (V.3.5). 
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APPENDIX 
A. The aim is to generalise a result of Goodaire (see [1^, theorem 
h. 5]), -which we needed in chapter II. 
First, let us summarize some terminology of Goodaire. 
A is an associative algebra with 1, over a field F of characte­
ristic zero. 
If χ € A, then ad χ : A -* A is the linear mapping with 
adx (a) = xa-ax, for all а С A. 
Now fix a linear subspace I¿ in A, which is a commutative subalge-
bra of A. An element α 6 L is called a root if 
Α(α) = {χ € A | ad 1 (x) = a(l)x for all 1 ε L} is non-zero; Δ is the 
root set of A. 
If V is an A-module, then a linear from λ : L -* F is a weight 
of L in V if 1/(λ) = {ν € f I l.v = λ(ΐ)ν, for all 1 € U is non-zero. 
If λ is a weight of V, then V is λ-weighted. 
In the following, one assumes: A = Φ Α(α), {A = Α(θ)). 
One easily generalises theorem Ц.5 of [ík] to the following 




some λ £ L and suppose that J Π A~ in a two-sided ideal in A -. 
Then, there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the isomor­
phism classes of irreducible λ-weighted A-modules V such that J annihi­
lates 1/(λ) and irreducible A /A— Π J-modules; this correspondence is 
given by I/ «· 1/(λ ). 
Proof. It will be clear that if V is an A-module, from which the 
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λ-weight space is annihilated by J, then V(X) is an Α /Α Π J-module. 
Let ρ denote the map from the collection of isomorphism classes of 
irreducible λ-weighted A-modules V such that V[\) is annihilated by J 
to the collection of isomorphism classes of Α /Α" Π J-moduleSj which 
sends V to 1/(λ); then ρ is nothing else than the restriction of φ 
defined in [lU]. 
The inverse mapping η is constructed in the following way. Let W 
be an irreducible Α /Α Π J-module, which we will look upon as an irre­
ducible A--module annihilated by Α Π J. There exists some maximal left 
ideal I of A , which contains Α Π J, such that W is as an A^module 
isomorphic to A /I, where I and A - are looked upon as left A—-modules 
by left multiplication. 
According to [lU, proposition 'і.З], I determines a unique maximal 
left ideal I of A which contains I; it is contained in I ® Σ ,
 p Α(α). 
By a remark on p. 1123 of ["¡и], one has: J is homogeneous, this means 
J = Σ Α(οι) Π J. One has also: I_* is homogeneous so 
(I*+J) Π A- = Ι* Π A- + J Π A- c. I, so I*+J is a proper left ideal of 
A, which implies that J с I . 
We define n(W) = Α/Ί*. It will be clear that η is the restriction 
of the map ψ, defined in [ih], a 
B. Lemma. Let W be a finite-dimensional linear space and A : W •+• W a 
linear mapping with only eigenvalue λ, λ φ 0. Suppose: α is a square 
root of λ. Then there exists a unique linear transformation В of W such 
2 
that В = A and such that α is the only eigenvalue of B. 
Proof. Let Ñ respectively U be the set of nilpotent, respectively 





and if U € U, then set log U = E" -^-^ . (U-l)n. 
n=1 η 
Then: exp : W ·+ U is a mapping vhich has log as inverse napping. 
If A is as in the lemma, then take Β = α exp ì log λ Α. 
ρ 
Suppose also В = A and α the only eigenvalue of В ; then 
— 1 ? — 1 2 —1 —1 
(α Β) = (α В ) and both are unipotent; hence log α B-. = log α В 
-IT, -I,, so α B
n
 = а В. о 
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INDEX OF SYMBOLS 
IN: the set of positive integers. 
Ζ : the set of integers. 
3 : the set of nonnegative integers. 
С : the set of complex numbers. 
ii.: identity mapping on the set V. 
: cardinality. 
Re x: real part of x. 
iff: if and only if. 
π : end of proof. 
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P,Q p.15,38 T(k) p.13 δ,δ£ p.12 
PX,QX p.16,39 U(fi) p.11 Δ^ p.11 
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discrete series p.120 
dominant p.32,91 
elementary p.82,110 
Euclidean Lie algebra p.58 
extreme (module) p.32,91 
finitely diagonalizable p. 11 
Harish-Chandra homomorphism p.63 
Harish-Chandra module p.33 
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lowering operator p.61i 




λ-primary component p.22 
positive root p.12 
principal series p.116 
quasi character p.82 
Racah-Speiser lemma p.25 
raising operator p.6U 
root vector p.12 
representation (of a graphe p.81 
singular p.93,98 
step algebra p.27 
tensor operator p.2lt 
two-singular p.89,1C2 
Verma module p. 13 
weight p.11,60 
weight set р.бо 
weight space p.11 
Wigner-Eckart theorem p.2¡* 
SAMENVATTING 
Zij £ een eindigdimensionale complexe Lie algebra en к een reduc-
tieve deelalgebra van ¿; G en К zijn hun universele omhullenden, 
к = jí Φ h θ к een triangulaire decompositie van к en £ een ad k-in-
variant complement van к in ¿. 
Een G-moduul V heet (£,k.)-Harish-Chandra moduul als het eindig 
voortgebracht is, en de direkte som van irreducibele eindigdimensionale 
K-deelmodulen, elk voorkomend in V met eindige multipliciteit. 
Gel'fand vermoedde, zie [12] en [13, 1.1*] dat er voor zo'n paar 
(¿,k) een éénéênduidige correspondentie bestaat tussen de (£,k)-
Harish-Chandra modulen en zekere voorstellingen van zekere graphen. 
Hij bewees dit vermoeden voor het geval dat g de complexificatie 
van до(3,1) en Ie die van een maximaal compakte deelalgebra in so( 3,1) 
is, zie [11, theorems 3.2 en U.1]. 
In dit proefschrift wordt zijn vermoeden bewezen voor het geval 
dat £ de complexificatie van so(n,l) of su(n,1) is en к die van zijn 
maximaal compakte deelalgebra, op de volgende manier. 
Als t' een K-moduul is, zij dan l/
+
de deelruimte van к -extreme 
vectoren; S(£,jO is de deelruimte van к -extreme vectoren in G/Gk , 
(beschouwd als K-moduul door linksvermenigvuldiging). Dan is S(£,k), 
de step algebra van het paar (¿,k), een associatieve algebra en h kan 
als een deelruimte van S(£,k) beschouwd worden. 
In stelling (II. 1.13) wordt bewezen dat I/«- l/^  een equivalentie geeft 
tussen de categorie der (£,k)-Harish-Chandra modulen en een zekere 
133 
deelcategorie van S(¿,к)-modulen, waarbij s(¿,k) de deelalgebra van 
S(£,k) is, voortgebracht door (£K+Gk+/Gk+)+,h en ZÍ^Í+Gk^/Gk^. 
Als (.Б,к) een van de bovengenoemde speciale gevallen is, dan blijkt 
S(¿,k) gemakkelijk te beschrijven door voortbrengers en relaties en 
het is dan niet moeilijk een equivalentie te bewijzen van de relevante 
deelcategorie S(¿,k)-modulen en de categorie van een zekere klasse 
voorstellingen van zekere graphen. 
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In [1], uitte J. Dixmier het volgende vermoeden. 
Zij (α ,.,.,α ) een rij wortels uit een gereduceerd wortelstelsel R 
met de eigenschap: 
(i) Σ^
= 1 α. = 0; 
(ii) als (¡5 5 J 5 O ,...,n}, dan Σ .
e J o. j 0. 
Dan is er een Weylkamer С zó dat n-1 wortels uit {α ,.,.,α } positief 
zijn t.o.v. C. 
Voor gereduceerde irreducibele wortelstelsels is dit vermoeden dan 
en alleen dan juist, als R van type A (m € IN), B„,B ,D, ,D ,E¿· of Gp 
is. 
[l] J. Dixmier, "Sur les homomorphismes d'Harish-Chandra", Inventiones 
Math. 2I> P-167-176 (1972). 
[2] A. van den Hoinbergh, "Sur des suites de racines dont la somme des 
termes est nulle", Bull. Soc. math. France, 10?, p.353-361* (1971*). 
II 
Probleem 29 in tl] kan bevestigend beantwoord worden voor het ge-
val dat £ een Lie algebra van type A (m £ IN) is. 
[l] J. Dixmier, "Algebres Enveloppantes", Gauthier-Villars, Paris 197'*· 
[2] A. van den Hombergh, "Sur des suites de racines dont la somme des 
termes est nulle", Bull. Soc. math. France, J02, p.353-36U (1971*). 
Ill 
Zij (W,S) een eindig, irreducibel Coxetersysteem. Als er een deel­
verzameling S' in W is, ζδ dat (WjS') ook een Coxetersysteem is en de 
Coxetergraphen van S en S' niet isomorf zijn, dan is een van beide 
volgende uitspraken waar: 
(i) S heeft Coxetergraph: 
o o o — ... — o o ( η knopen 2. 3 ) > 
en S' heeft Coxetergraph: 
o (n+1 knopen). 
Ρ Ι ?τη+1 ì 
( i i ) S heeft Coxetergraph о^  o , zekere m € 2.en 
+ 
S' heeft Coxetergraph о —о 
IV 
Zij (W,S) een Coxetersysteem. Als I с S, dan is W de ondergroep 
van W voortgebracht door de elementen van I en 
Dj = {o € W | l(ds) > 1(d) als s € I}. 
Laat I en J deelverzamelingen zijn van S. Voor iedere u in W is 
er een uniek element u in W u W van minimale lengte. Als 
χ J 
К = {s € I I u su e J}, dan is W de standondergroep van uW in W 
K. J 1 
en DT Π (WT u WT) = (D,, П WT).u. J 1 J κ X 
Ieder element .van W_ u W kan op unieke wijze geschreven worden 1 J 
als d ü w, met d e D^ П WT, w e WT en l(d û w) = l(d)+l(u)+l(w). 
Voor een eindig Coxetersysteem, kan een bewijs gevonden worden 
in [l, Theorem 11, proposition 291; voor een algemeen, rechtstreeks 
bewijs, zie [2, proposition 1]. 
[1] R. Kilmoyer, "Some irreducible complex representations of a finite 
group with BN pair", thesis, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
(1969)· 
[2] A. van den Hombergh, "About the automorphisms of the Bruhat-ordering 
in a Coxeter group", Indag.Math. Зб, p.125-131,(= Nederl.Akad. 
Wetensch. Proc.Ser. А, Ц ) , О Э Т М . 
Zij (W,S) een Coxetersysteem en Aut B (W) de groep van bijecties 
van de verzameling W die de Bruhat-ordening bewaren. Dein is Aut_ (W) 
η+Σ pk 
isomorf met Aut S χ (2/2Ζ) Ρ ; hierbij is Aut S de automorfismen-
groep van de Coxetergraph, η het aantal samenhangscomponenten van de 
Coxetergraph met minstens drie elementen en к het aantal samenhangs­
componenten van de Coxetergraph van type !„ (p+2). 
A. van den Hombergh, "About the automorphisms of the Bruhat-
ordering in a Coxeter group", Indag. Math. 36,p. 125-131 , (19T1*). 
VI 
Men kan een zodanig, van dat in [1] verschillend, bewijs van stel­
ling 6.8 uit [1] geven, dat aldoende een voorbeeld gevonden kan worden 
waarvoor de ongelijkheid in stelling 6.θ (ii) strikt is, (zie ook op­
merking 6.10.2): neem voor ¿ een Lie algebra van type A- met positieve 
wortels α.,α.2,α^,α.+α2,α2+α^ en α.+α.+α^; neem δ = За.+га.+а- en 
λ = μ = ¿(f +f )+2f_, waarbij f. het bij o. behorende fundamentele ge-
wicht is. 
[1] IJ. Gonze, "Algebres d'opérateurs différentielles et quotients des 
algebres enveloppantes", Bull. Soc .math. France, 102, p.379-1»15, (1971*). 
VII 
Het bewijs van Verma in [i], dat de in [2, p.128] voorkomende 
equivalente definities van de Bruhat-ordening voor Weylgroepen ook 
equivalent zijn voor Coxetergroepen kan vereenvoudigd worden. 
[l] D.-N. Verma, "A strengthening of the exchange property of Coxeter 
groups", preprint 1972. 
[2] R. Steinberg, "Lectures on Chevalley groups". Lecture notes, Yale 
University (1967)· 
VIII 
Zij £ een enkelvoudige Lie algebra met Cartan-deelalgebra t. Ten­
zij £ van type Α.. is, zijn er t-diagonaliseerbare irreducibele voor­
stellingen van ¿met enkel oneindigdimensionale gewichtsruimtes. (Dit 
beantwoordt een vraag van F.W. Lemire in tl].) 
[l] F.W. Lemire, "Weight spaces and irreducible representations of 
simple Lie algebras", Proc.Amer.Math.Soc., 22, p.192-197 (1969). 
IX 
Theoretische physici en wiskundigen zouden eikaars werk beter 
waarderen als ze hun wiskundig taalgebruik wat beter op elkaar af-
stemden. 


